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In Dankbarkeit meinen Eltern gewidmet



adrenalin n.

also adrenaline. A hormone that is secreted by the adrenal medulla in response to

stress and increases heart rate, pulse rate, and blood pressure, and raises the blood

levels of glucose and lipids. It is extracted from animals or synthesized for such

medical uses as the treatment of asthma.

Chemical name: aminohydroxyphenylpropionic acid; formula: C9H13NO3.

Collins, English Dictionary & Thesaurus, 1995, HarperCollins Publishers Ltd
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Abstract

In this thesis we develop with ADRENALIN a distributed realtime environment for

the intraday analysis of financial markets. It can be used by researchers as well as bank¬

ing professionals to implement, test and apply all sorts of realtime risk, trading and port¬

folio management models on different dynamically adaptable and risk-adjusted time

scales for the intraday financial markets.

We have introduced a weekly averaged risk-adjusted time scale to remove the major

seasonalities in the return time series. Such a time scale makes it possible to estimate

accurate models for the intraday volatility in the Foreign Exchange (FX) markets.

Furthermore, an efficient method to estimate GARCH models with innovations fol¬

lowing conditional symmetric stable distributions is developed. This method makes it

possible for the first time to estimate a-GARCH processes that model the intraday vola¬

tility of FX markets more accurately than GARCH processes using other conditional dis¬

tributions.

These statistical findings, together with the observation of changing dynamics in the

financial markets, motivated the development of an environment supporting the whole

business process for an intraday trading by way of integrating the special features of the

intraday markets and hiding realtime and data mining aspects from the 'modeling-spe¬
cialist'. It mainly consists of a Tickdata Management, a Decision Taking as well as a

Decision Distribution component.

The Tickdata Management component makes the collected tick-by-tick financial data

available to other components. It is designed such that the most actual data can be

accessed extremely quickly, and it enables new financial instruments to be added quite

easily. A high realtime availability is guaranteed by an efficient implementation and short

start-up times.

The Decision Taking component inherently supports dynamically adaptable risk-

adjusted time scales together with a data pooling functionality. It allows for an imple¬

mentation of all sorts of risk, trading and portfolio models as well as monitoring interest¬

ing model variables in realtime. A checkpointing mechanism guarantees a high realtime

availability.

The Decision Distribution component grants the transmission of trading decisions and

leverage factors to those interested via different information channels. The realtime reli¬

ability is provided by diverse redundancy as well as an automatic restarting of broken

Intra-/Internet connections.
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These three components are linked to a reliable and flexible distributed environment

by means of integration of the location transparency provided by CORBA and by adding

a watchdog component to control the system realtime behavior.

The test results achieved with the environment show that this new approach provides a

significant improvement in the acting on the intraday financial markets.



Kurzfassung

In der vorliegenden Arbeit wird mit ADRENALIN eine verteilte Echtzeitumgebung

fur die Intraday-Analyse von Finanzmarkten entwickelt. Sie kann von Forschern wie

auch von professionellen Handlern zum Implementieren, Testen und Anwenden aller

Arten von Risiko-, Handels- und Portfolio-Modellen auf verschiedenen, dynamisch

adaptierbaren, risiko-adjustierten Zeitskalen in den Intraday-Finanzmarkten beniitzt wer-

den.

Mit der Einfuhrung einer wochentlich gemittelten, risiko-adjustierten Zeitskala wer-

den die grossten Saisonalitaten in der Rendite-Zeitreihe entfernt. Diese Zeitskala ermog-

licht es damit, passende Modelle fiir die Intraday-Volatilitat im Devisenmarkt zu

schatzen.

Weiter wird eine effiziente Methode zum Schatzen von GARCH Modellen mit

bedingt symmetrisch stabil verteilten Innovationen entwickelt. Mit dieser Methode ist es

zum ersten Mai moglich, a-GARCH Prozesse zu schatzen, welche die Intraday-Volatili¬

tat der Devisenmarkte besser beschreiben als GARCH Prozesse mit Innovationen, die

anderen bedingten Verteilungen folgen.

Diese statistischen Erkenntoisse zusammen mit der Beobachtung einer sich standig

andernden Dynamik in den Finanzmarkten motivierte die Entwicklung einer Umgebung,
die den ganzen Business-Prozess des Intraday-Handels mit der Integration der speziellen

Eigenschaften des Intraday-Marktes unterstiitzt und den 'Modell-Spezialisten' vor Echt-

zeit- und 'Data-Mining' Problemen bewahrt. Sie besteht hauptsachlich aus einer Tick-

data Management, einer Decision Taking und einer Decision Distribution Komponente.

Die Tickdata Management Komponente stellt anderen Komponenten gesammelte

Tickdaten zur Verfiigung. Sie ist so entworfen worden, dass die aktuellsten Daten extrem

schnell verfiigbar sind und es sehr einfach ist, neue Finanzinstrumente einzubinden. Eine

hohe Echtzeit-Verfugbarkeit wird durch eine effiziente Implementation und kurze Auf-

startzeiten garantiert.

Die Decision Taking Komponente unterstiitzt dynamisch adaptierbare, risiko-adju-

stierte Zeitskalen zusammen mit einer Datenpool-Funktionalitat. Sie erlaubt, alle Arten

von Risiko-, Handels- und Portfolio-Modellen zu implementieren, sowie alle interessan-

ten Modellvariablen in Echtzeit zu verfolgen. Ein 'Checkpointing' Mechanismus garan¬

tiert eine hohe Echtzeit-Verfugbarkeit.

Die Decision Distribution Komponente gewahrt die Ubermittlung der Handels-Ent-

scheide iiber verschiedene Informationskanale zu interessierten Leuten. Die Echtzeit-
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Verfiigbarkeit wird sichergestellt durch diverse Rendundanz und einem automatischen

Wiederaufstarten von unterbrochenen Intra-/Internet Verbindungen.

Diese drei Komponenten werden unter Miteinbezug der Ortsunabhangigkeit, welche

von CORBA zur Verftigung gestellt wird, zusammen mit einer 'Watchdog' Komponente,

welche zur Kontrolle des Echtzeitverhaltens des Gesamtsystems dient, zu einer verlassli-

chen und flexiblen Umgebung zusammengeftigt.

Die mit der Umgebung erzielten Testresultate haben gezeigt, dass dieser neue Ansatz

eine signifikante Verbesserung beim Agieren auf den Intraday-Finanzmarkten bringt.
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1. Introduction

1.1 Recent Developments in the Financial Markets

In recent years, several developments could be observed in the financial markets.

These are caused on one side by the evolution of information technology and on the

other side by changes in the behavior of the market participants.

One finding was a steady increase in the dynamics of the financial markets since the

seventies. Due to a continuous improvement of information technology, the speed of

information transmission between the financial centers situated all over the world (Lon¬

don, New York, Chicago, Tokyo, Hong Kong) was augmented tremendously.

The prices at the financial markets started fluctuating faster because the growing num¬

ber of trading participants got informed instantaneously about the actual prices at the

other side of the earth and thus had the possibility to act faster in the markets.

A further consequence of the globalisation of the trading activity was a tremendous

growth in trading volume. The total turnover in the foreign exchange market has

increased by 43% between 1992 and 1995. In April 1995, the turnover in this market was

1'260 billion US Dollars per day (BIS, 1996).

In addition, one could observe an increase in the number and complexity of the instru¬

ments created for the financial markets. Almost every week we find in the financial news¬

papers new financial products, called derivatives, with complex calculation procedures.

Furthermore, the intraday financial markets are becoming increasingly important.

Today, 90% of the trading volume in the foreign exchange market are generated by trans¬

actions in the intraday region.

All findings mentioned before, result in a number of consequences for participants of

the intraday financial markets.

For the front office, the financial institutions need reliable data analysis systems

allowing them to track the incoming flow of information in realtime.

In addition they require environments supporting scenario analysis for sophisticated

and complex risk, trading or portfolio models in the intraday financial markets.

Most of the standard methods used by the banks to evaluate the risk exposure of their

assets up to now, like the RiskMetrics method (JP Morgan, 1996) for example, underesti¬

mate the intraday market risk. Hence, there is a high need for efficient and accurate mod¬

els and methods to evaluate the risks involved in the intraday financial markets.
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In the back office, the financial institutions should have available monitoring systems

for the surveillance of the traders, a fact which has been underestimated by the invest¬

ment banks until the recent cases of the collapse of Barings, Britain's oldest merchant

bank, in 1995 or the 1.8 billion US Dollars loss at Sumitomo in 1996, where the main

reasons of the losses have been lacks in the control system for the traders.

1.2 Positioning of the ADRENALIN environment

ADRENALIN stands for A Distributed Realtime ENvironmentfor the intraday anAL-

ysis offlNancial markets and consists of a collection of three programming frameworks.

It can be used by researchers as well as trading professionals to implement, test and

apply different risk-, trading- and portfolio-models on adaptable risk-adjusted time

scales in the intraday markets and it guarantees a reliable and continuous functioning in

the realtime financial markets.

The principal statistical aspect of the intraday financial markets taken into consider¬

ation with the development of this environment is the market risk. The market risk is the

driving force for all participants acting in the financial markets. If the risk is high, then

the traders have to react fast in the market because of high fluctuations in the prices; if

the risk is low, then their reaction time is slow as well. Thus, an exact modeling of the

market risk is a basic requirement for a successful timing in the intraday financial mar¬

kets. Existing approaches did not at all consider the risk in their timing, or they used

fixed timing models based on historical averages of the market risk. With our approach it

is possible for the first time to dynamically adapt the timing to changes in the market risk

and even to forecast the timing with the help of our method for the estimation of the mar¬

ket risk based on a-GARCH processes (section 2.3.3).

In the following we give a number of reasons for the development of a distributed

realtime environment which emphasizes the support of the special intraday features of

the financial markets.

One big problem appearing in the intraday region of financial markets, is the data

problem. The risk and portfolio managers, coming from daily modeling based on two

data points per day (open and close price), have to move to an area of tick-by-tick data

where they can get up to a few thousand data points each day. First of all, environments

and methods have to be developed to store, validate and archive the tick-by-tick data con¬

stantly arriving from different financial data providers (Reuters, Bridge, Bloomberg,...).

This has to be done in order to guarantee a proper basis for data analysis purposes.

The participants on the financial markets act according to the market risk. When the

volatility and therefore the risk in the market is high, they have to react and trade faster
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than in times with less market volatility. We therefore developed a risk-adjusted time

scale, which can be used for the sampling of tick-by-tick data in order to get from raw

data (in physical time) data sets in risk-adjusted time. The original data set is sampled,

through the risk-adjustment of the time, in time intervals when there is a strong variabil¬

ity in the market (between 2pm and 4pm during working days) more often than in time

intervals with less market volatility (during the weekends). Thus, the new time series

incorporates more information about the intraday financial markets than a time series

with equidistant sampling of the raw data. In contrast to other approaches, our time scale

can be adapted once per week to changes in the dynamics of the financial markets and is

therefore suitable for an integration in realtime systems in order to get an inherent adap¬

tation to changing dynamics in the markets.

It is a fact, that nowadays in the financial markets price changes of up to 3% in 10

minutes or up to 16% in one week are possible. Hence, intraday risks can no longer be

ignored by the banks and they have to adapt their risk calculation environments to the

intraday dynamics. For them, it is becoming important to calculate the risk in realtime

(and not only once per day) in order to become able to react quickly to extreme events. A

consequence is their demand for methods and systems supporting an accurate and effi¬

cient modeling of the intraday dynamics in the financial markets.

However, most of the models actually applied in the intraday financial markets (typi¬

cally models of standard GARCH-type), systematically underestimate the risk because

they assume an underlying conditional normal distribution for the price process. In case

of intraday Foreign Exchange (FX) markets, the price changes (returns) exhibit much

fatter tails than in daily FX markets. We present, after showing the weak modeling power

of standard GARCH-models in the intraday FX markets, an efficient method to estimate

GARCH-models based on conditional symmetric stable distributions. We have shown

for the first time the power of these models to model the volatility and therefore the mar¬

ket risk for intraday FX rates. This oc-GARCH processes can be applied to forecast the

volatility used to determine the adaptable time scale.

Econometricians, professional traders as well as risk managers need to be supported

by reliable calculation environments providing the basic functionality they require to test

and apply models in the intraday financial markets. Up to now, there was no need for effi¬

cient and reliable calculation environments due to the fact that the models were based on

daily data and have been evaluated only once or twice per day. In addition, a support of

the statistical features of the intraday financial markets should be provided. We present

an environment, which can be used to implement, test and apply in realtime all sorts of

trading-, risk-, and portfolio-models for financial markets in the intraday region. It pro¬

vides as well the possibility to integrate all sorts of risk-adjusted time scales which can
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be dynamically adapted to changes in the market dynamics. By using this environment, it

is possible to investigate in the future very complex financial models for intradaily data

(up to several hundred evaluations in one week).

The environment is designed as a distributed system; different business objects, repre¬

senting tasks in the business process of trading in financial markets, can be placed on

separate hosts in a network. Consequently a better distribution of the calculation

resources is possible than in the case of a monolithic design, which we find today in

almost all commercial trading and risk management software packages. Furthermore, the

environment can easily be scaled to calculate more difficult models.

Through the integration of CORBA (Common Object Request Broker Architecture)

as collaboration infrastructure, it is possible to combine in one system components,

implemented in different programming languages, running on different computer archi¬

tectures and under different operating systems.

In order to provide for the core calculation components a fast and reliable access to

the most recent tick-by-tick data from the financial markets, we developed on the basis of

a relational database an efficient and flexible Tickdata Management framework. Through

its object-oriented design it can easily be extended to store and give access to all sorts of

tick-by-tick data.

The realtime reliability is guaranteed by the short start-up times for the component

due to an efficient implementation and the storing of meta-information about the state of

the component in the database.

The Decision Taking framework provides a realtime environment to test different

trading-, risk-, and portfolio-models. It is designed such that the data input, the time scale

aspects as well as the realtime support are hidden from the actual model implementation.

The econometrician or 'modeling-specialist' can concentrate on the model logic, the rest

is provided by the system.

This framework supports the special dynamics of the intraday financial markets by

integrating risk-adjusted time scales which can dynamically be adapted in order to react

to changes in the underlying market dynamics. In addition, it provides a data pooling

functionality for the different models. By integrating this feature, the data I/O for the

models could be reduced to a minimum and therefore the efficiency of the calculation

was improved. The Decision Taking framework supports as well the monitoring of

model variables and thus creates the possibility for an observing of all model aspects

during calculation time.

An embedded checkpointing mechanism guarantees a reliable realtime behavior. The

periodic storing of a consistent state of the calculation component allows to get short
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start-up times for the system in cases, the component is required to be restarted to con¬

tinue its calculation.

The system contains as well a Decision Distribution framework for the distribution of

calculated trading decisions via different channels. It can be used to inform interested

people about the realtime behavior of the different models.

We developed for the Intra-/Internet channel a GUI which integrates the support for a

user authorization mechanism. An automatic reopening of closed connections in the

background grants a reliable runtime behavior. In addition, a pager and fax channel are

available to create the possibility to support diverse redundancy in order to get a very

reliable delivery of the signals.

These three frameworks are combined to a Distributed Realtime System by adding to

the CORBA integration of the components a watchdog component in order to supervise

the realtime behavior of the whole system.

1.3 Outline of the Thesis

In section 2 we introduce the Foreign Exchange market as a representative of an intra-

day financial market and we describe the properties of intraday Foreign Exchange rates

as well as our tickdata archiving system.

Then we analyse the statistical properties of intraday financial markets at the example

of the USDDEM exchange rate and we investigate the power of standard GARCH

approaches to model the volatility of Foreign Exchange rates on risk-adjusted time

scales.

As consequence we introduce an efficient method to estimate GARCH-models based

on conditional symmetric stable distributions and show their power to model the intraday

volatility of exchange rates.

In section 3 we first present a number of general design issues of the ADRENALIN

environment.

Then we describe the design, implementation as well as the realtime aspects of each

of the three frameworks (Tickdata Manager, Decision Taker and Decision Distributor),

participating in the environment.

We further describe the collaboration infrastructure for the frameworks together with

its realtime aspects.

At the end, we report on a number of experiences with the distributed realtime envi¬

ronment.

Finally, in section 4 we discuss the results and conclude.
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2. The Intraday Foreign Exchange Market

We investigate the Foreign Exchange (FX) Market as one representative of an intra¬

day financial market. We have chosen this market, because it is the most efficient market

in the world. According to classical economic theory, efficient markets behave like a ran¬

dom walk. If one is now trying to discover laws in the Foreign Exchange Market, they

would be most unlikely to appear there. But if they do appear, they would be extremely

robust and should be observable as well in other, less efficient, markets.

2.1 Properties of the Foreign Exchange Market

Before exploring the statistics and dynamics of the FX Market, we give a general

introduction into the functioning of the FX market and list a few reasons for the impor¬

tance of high frequency data in the analysis of financial markets. Then we describe the

system we installed at ETH Zurich to collect and archive the high frequency financial

data we use for the investigations in the following sections.

2.1.1 Exchange Rates and the Foreign Exchange Market

An exchange rate is defined as the price at which one country's currency can be con¬

verted into that of another. A currencys strength or weakness is based on a nation's

reserves of hard currency and gold, its international trade balance, its inflation and inter¬

est rates and the general strength of its economy (Downes and Goodman, 1995). Afor¬

eign exchange deal consists of exchanging one currency for another. It is like any other

business deal in that one thing is exchanged for another. However, it differs in that

whereas we usually exchange goods for money or money for goods, foreign exchange

deals consist of exchanging money for money.

Theforeign exchange market is the mechanism used to establish exchange rate values.

International commercial transactions justify the existence of such a market. Unless peo¬

ple in one currency area buy from those in another, there would be no need for a foreign

exchange market. Every foreign exchange transaction carried out anywhere in the world

is a link in a chain joining two customers who wish to exchange foreign currencies in

opposite directions (Weisweiller, 1990). These days, transactions carried out on the for¬

eign exchange market can be divided into four groups:

• Commercial transactions: for example foreign travel, the purchase of foreign

stocks and shares, the sale of a factory to a company in another currency

area, as well as payments for imports and receipts from exports.
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• Hedging: transactions whereby agreements are entered into with people in

another currency region for which payment is due at a later date. As those

carrying out such transactions do not want to take an exchange risk into

account, they make a special deal on the foreign exchange market whereby

the price is fixed at that time for a future money delivery in a different cur¬

rency.

• Speculative transactions: these are carried out by those who buy a currency

that they do not require. They hope to sell it at a profit to those who are in

need of such. These transactions may also consist of those who want to sell

what they don't have, or what they expect to have, for future delivery

whereby they hope to buy at a lower price before having to deliver.

• Regulatory transactions: these are carried out by the central banks of the dif¬

ferent countries. They sell or buy huge amounts of their own currency in

order to be able to shift the exchange rate in a certain direction. Such transac¬

tions are carried out, for example, on the basis of arrangements made with

other countries pertaining to exchange rates (i.e. those countries participating
in the European Monetary System).

2.1.2 History of Foreign Exchange Rates

The following consists of a brief overview of the development of the exchange rates

over time (Weisweiller, 1990, SBC, 1991, and Luca, 1995):

From 1880 up to 1914 we had the time of the gold standard. This was a system of

fixed exchange rates with fixed parities to the gold.

Between World War I and World War II the major industrial nations witnessed several

rounds of currency devaluation. The World Economy Crisis in the first half of the thirties

was the reason for the introduction of a currency control system in a number of countries.

In a currency control system the government controls currency imports and exports. This

was necessary because the countries required sufficient currency reserves in order to

carry out their balance-of-payments to foreign countries.

In 1930 the Bank for International Settlements (the BIS) was established in Basle. It

assisted newly independent countries in establishing financial institutions and practices,

and provided monetary assistance when balance of payments difficulties placed a strain

on the currency reserves of small nations.

Representatives of some of the World War II allies, mainly from the United States,

France and Great Britain, met at Bretton Woods in 1944 to form new institutions. These

were aimed at addressing the three major criticisms of the prewar system: too little
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money available to deal with balance of payments problems, no authority to enforce the

advice given to governments by the central international institution, and frequent change

to floating exchange rates. The International Monetary Fund (IMF) was to have both

more authority and more money than the BIS. It was set up to provide aid to countries

which, because of long term changes or a number of temporary difficulties in the domes¬

tic economic scene, were short of foreign currency reserves. Sufficient funds were made

available from the member countries in order to deal with most foreseeable situations of

this kind. As the years passed, these funds have been increased substantially and have

indeed proved to be generally sufficient as various international crises occurred.

However, the main point decided upon at Bretton Woods was that exchange rates

should be allowed to fluctuate only within narrow limits set by intervention points. Each

country, having fixed a parity against the US Dollar and also defined in terms of gold,

was committed to allowing fluctuations only within a margin of 1 percent on either side

of that parity, and then to intervene whenever it appeared that pressures in the market

would push the exchange rate outside that bracket. In December 1971 this margin was

increased to 2.25 percent.

The Bretton Wood system worked very well for about 25 years. But then, at the begin¬

ning of the seventies, the breakdown of the system with fixed parities against the US Dol¬

lar began mainly because of the loss of confidence in the US Dollar as the base currency

(the United States experienced a huge increase in its balance of trade deficit because of

the Vietnam War). In 1971 the United States, Germany, the Netherlands, the United

Kingdom, Japan and many other countries resorted to floating exchange rates. Floating

exchange rates mean that there are no intervention points defined at which the national

governments have to intervene to bring the exchange rate back into the defined parity

interval against the US Dollar. The intervention time points can be chosen by the national

banks arbitrarily.

After a further attempt to revert to fixed parities (Smithsonian Settlement, 1971) and

the second devaluation of the US Dollar in 1973, the choice in favor of floating rates was

again made by many countries. Since 1978, managed floating exchange rates have been

allowed by a change in the IMF statutes.

In 1979 the European Monetary System (EMS) was founded. A central fund, the

European Monetary Cooperation Fund, facilitated the settlement of payments resulting

from intervention. The European currencies defined in the European Exchange Rate

Mechanism (ERM) fixed rates against the US Dollar with a margin of 2.25 percent, and

an optional alternative (6 percent) available to facilitate the participation of countries lia¬

ble to find their currencies under pressure (Italy made use of this concession until Janu¬

ary 1990).
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The widely unexpected collapse of the Communist system accompanied by a series of

economic imbalances, which couldn't be fixed by means of intervention points, and com¬

pounded by the exit of the British Pound from the ERM under heavy foreign exchange

selling pressure in September 1992, might have spelled the end of the ERM in 1993. The

profit of $1 billion that the George Soros Quantum fund made against the British Pound

has shown very clearly that the power of one central bank is not great enough to prevent

an exchange rate from leaving the relatively narrow intervention bands. At the end of

1993 the intervention bands were subsequently increased to 15%, and since then the

European currencies are de facto floating freely.

From 1999 on, eleven european currencies will disappear in favor of one single cur¬

rency, the Euro. The reason for this step was to create in Europe a currency being very

strong and stable. In the future, the Euro could become a real competitor to the US Dollar

as the main currency in the international financial markets.

2.1.3 The Impact of Information Technology

If you compare the foreign exchange market with a stock market, you find one big dif¬

ference. The stock market is very locally oriented whereas the foreign exchange market

is globally oriented. The stocks of firms quoted at a stock market, e.g. the New York

Stock Exchange (NYSE), are traded from 9am to 2pm local time at that place and

nowhere else in the world. Then the market is closed until the next morning at 9am. On

the other side, the foreign exchange market is open 24 hours a day. Trades are made

between banks situated all over the world and are not executed at a single place. At 7pm

GMT on Sunday evening the foreign exchange market is opened in Sydney, then Tokyo,

Singapore and Hong Kong enters into the market during the night in Europe. At 6am

GMT on Monday morning Europe starts its activity and at 1pm GMT America joins the

market. When the American traders leave their working place (9pm GMT) the traders in

the Far East are once again active in the market. This continues until 9pm GMT on Fri¬

day night when the traders in America start the weekend.

Information technology plays a significant role the foreign exchange market. Every

market participant seriously needs transparent and fast price information systems as the

market is global and it is difficult to ensure the availability of the most current price

information. Therefore, forex traders in the dealing rooms of the banks have different

financial information systems at their hands. The three big players in the market of the
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financial data providers are Reuters, Dow Jones and Bridge Figure 1 shows a Reuters

screen with the newest price information for the most important exchange rates

EFX= Latest Spots
RIC Bid/Ast Contributor Loc Srce Deal Time High Lou

DEt1= i 1 7874/79 SICILIA NYC BDSN BSIN*D 16 36 1 7943 1 7833

JPY= i 125 90/5 95 T0KY0/MITSUB NYC I1BNY TMNY*J 16 36 126 77 125 65

GBPr , 1 H' In l-t-.jl.fc* -H Ohci dJF -b •> 1 6630 1 6452

CHF = v 1 1W/i - V-iW-h 11 H FPP j'PH 11- i' 1 4562 1 4466

FRF= f 5 9922/32 S0C GENERALE PAR SOGE SGSP 16 36 6 0090 5 9755

NLG= s 2 0153/58 RAB0BANK UTR RABO RABU 16 36 2 0226 2 0071

ITL= 1766 20/7 70 BARCLAYS LON BAXX BBIL 16 36 1770 28 1760 69

BEF= ^ 36 870/910 UBS NYC UBOO UBKN»0 16 17 37 035 36 770

ECU= T 1 1002/09 BCI MIL BCIX BCIY 16 36 1 1050 1 0990

XAU= 299 00/9 50 REPUBLIC NAT NYC RNBG RNBA 16 36 300 45 297 75

XAG= 6 12/6 14 AIG INTL GUH AIGG AIGG 16 34 6 16 5 85

IEP= t 1 {<! 1 r °, i»n in M. "ir* * TJ f
-

1 4085 1 3985

AUO= T 0 6752/57 CITIBANK NYC CINZ CICfl'T 16 36 0 8790 0 6693

CAD= f 1 4541/46 NATL CANADA HON NBCM NBCM'R 16 35 1 4550 1 4463

ATS= * 12 5530/80 UBS NVC UBNK'A 15 46 12 6220 12 5470

ESP= T 151 81/1 85 BCH MAO BCHS 16 23 152 25 151 33

SEK= - 7 9469/19 UBS NYC UBOD UBKN*S 16 31 7 9505 7 8913

N0K= v
7 4356/76 SE BANKEN NVC SEBN SEBN'L 16 36 7 4448 7 3800

DKK= „ -> ,.0 /
'

i < U ~t 1LM 5EB 1 S.B1 It
- 6 8332 6 7949

FIM =
, 5 4061/36 SE BANKEN HLN SEBfl SEBfl 16 37 5 4260 5 3968

PTEr f 183 15/3 25 CPP LIS CPPX CPPL 16 24 183 61 182 15

GR0= „ 283 90/4 40 BARCLAYS LON BAXI1 16 36 285 00 281 13

RUB= „ 6 0480/90 EUROFINANCE now EFIN 14 19 6 0550 6 0450

TRL= f 215490/5740 KOC BANK 1ST KOCT KOCT 16 02 215490 214910

Figure 1 The view of a forex trader at 27 January 1998, 4 37pm GMT on the most

actually quoted prices of several foreign exchange rates (taken from Reuters Advanced

Trader Workstation (see Effix, 1996)) via the EFX= page) Each line shows one currency,

whenever a new price arrives the line appears in a lighter color The first column states the

RIC (Reuters Instrument Code Reuters, 1993), the second column the direction of change

since the previous quote the next column gives a bid/ask price pair, the following three col¬

umns denote the source of the price quote (bank, short bank code short dealing room code)

The rest of the line gives the time as well as the daily high and low price

The prices are given as a bid or ask price against the US Dollar A bid price of 1 4482

for the Swiss Franc (CHF=) means that the bank is willing to pay 1 4482 Swiss Francs

for one US Dollar An ask price of 1 4492 means, that the bank offers one US Dollar for

1 4492 Swiss Francs The difference between the bid and ask is called spread

In the spot market, direct dealing among banks (via phone) accounted for between

two-thirds and three-quarters of the trading volume in 1995 More centralized trading

through voice brokers accounted for the rest The introduction of an electronic brokenng

service based on the newest IT by Reuters in 1992 (Reuters Dealing 2002) and a year

later the start of a rival system, called EBS (Electronic Brokerage System), by a consor¬

tium of banks, brought a transfer of the dealers from the voice broker systems to the deal¬

ing systems Some banks have even scaled back their direct dealing since electronic

trading offers transparent and low-cost access to prices as they are real (dealt) prices and

1 In Mai 1998 Dow Jones Markets was taken over by Bndge Information Systems We therefore have now only

two big players in the field of financial information providers
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not only quoted prices as, for example, on the screen of the Reuters system. Once a given

currency pair attains critical mass, electronic brokering can offer very narrow spreads,

about one-third of the previous quoted spreads (BIS, 1997).

Not only the distribution of financial data requires highly sophisticated communica¬

tion and computer solutions, but also the collection as well as the calculation and simula¬

tion of the prices for the increasing amount of financial instruments call for the

application of very powerful and efficient information technology (Smith, 1993). In the

foreign exchange market using the most sophisticated IT solutions can definitely amount

to a competitive advantage in the market.

2.1.4 The Need for High Frequency Market Data

The Bank of International Settlements (BIS) has been analyzing the structure and vol¬

ume of the foreign exchange market on a three-year basis since 1986. The most recent

analysis was made in April 1995 (BIS, 1996). According to this survey, the total turnover

in the foreign exchange market was 1'260 billion US Dollars per day (an increase of 30

percent since 1992). The total number can be divided into the following sub-markets: the

spot market accounted for 41% (an increase of 30%), the forward and swap market for

53% (an increase of 60%) and the futures and options market accounted for the remain¬

ing 6% (an increase of 17%).

These numbers show that there has been enormous growth in the exchange volume in

the last years. Together with the fact that the amounts of money exchanged at the foreign

exchange market reach quantities of several hundred million US Dollars per deal

(Fletcher, 1996), this means that the volatility and the risk in the market is much higher

than was the case several years ago. Price movements up to 3% in 10 minutes and up to

16% in one week are possible. The activity at the forex market can be seen at the number

of price quotes arriving through the information systems of the financial data providers.

The average amount of ticks (price update quotes) arriving per day in the USDDEM cur¬

rency exchange rate via the Reuters system is about 6'000, in very active periods the

number exceeds lO'OOO ticks.

Investigations based on financial data with a granularity of two data points (opening

and closing price with high and low) per day or 10 data points per week do not seem to

be accurate enough for markets with such high volatility, such as the foreign exchange

market. The intraday (high frequency) financial information is of great importance for

systems that plan to model the foreign exchange markets.

Daily financial market information can be obtained from various data vendors. But

historical tick-by-tick data of financial time series are usually not available. The big data
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providers like Reuters, Dow Jones and Bridge have not yet collected such data and only a

few smaller research companies have

2.1.5 Collecting and Archiving of High Frequency Market Data

In order to be able to carry out research in the field of intraday financial markets, high

frequency financial data must be available Therefore, the collation of tick-by-tick data at

ETH Zurich was introduced in 1994 Figure 2 provides an overview of the collection and

archiving environment installed at ETH

MODEM

Mirroring SYBASE

Harddlsk Database

REUTERS

Data Feed PC

Sun Sparcstatlon IPX

48 Mb (SunOS 4.1.4)

Sun Sparcstatlon 20
96 Mb (Solaris 2.S.1)

Magneto-Opt. Disks

Trlarch Software

ATW Software

SYBASESoftware

Data Collection Module

1

Gb

Tapes

Figure 2 The block diagram shows the hardware configuration for the high frequency
data collection and archiving The incoming online telephone connection, the modem and

the data feed PC are shown at the top of the diagram The next level shows the two worksta¬

tions with their local disks The workstations are used as a Tnarch (Reuters local data distri¬

bution platform) data server (Reuters, 1993) and as a database management and data display

system The lowest level contains an archive hard disk, magneto-optical disks, and tapes as

archiving and backup components These are actually connected to other workstations in

our cluster (denoted by dashed lines)

The aim of our project was to collect, on a world-wide basis, the major financial time

series accessible from the Reuters data feed These time senes include those from the FX

spot market, forward rates, deposit rates, currency indices, FX cross rates, financial

futures and options The currencies involved include those from the G10 countries, Swit¬

zerland, the European Community, Hong Kong, Australia and also the gold and silver
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markets. Since 1994 we have continuously added more currencies as well as the major

stock market indices. At present we are collecting 792 financial time series on a tick-by-

tick basis.

In order to illustrate the activity of the foreign exchange market during one week, Fig¬

ure 3 shows the activity histogram for the US Dollar vs the German Mark (USDDEM in

ISO terms) FX spot rate. The histogram is calculated as the average over an 8 week

period from October to November 1994. The average number of archived ticks is given

for time periods of one hour The figure clearly reflects the working behavior of the dif¬

ferent market participants in the three geographical markets Far East, Europe and Amer¬

ica (Wurtz et al., 1994 and 1995).

Wed Thu

day of week

Figure 3 Average Activity of German Mark during October/November 1994 For each

day, 24 bars are given, the first bar represents the time period from 0 00 midnight GMT to

0 59am GMT and the last for the period from 11 00pm GMT to 11 59pm GMT

The high frequency data is stored in a relational database from Sybase (Sybase, 1996)

where only a few months' data is held that is available for access from realtime systems.

These systems require the data for calculations of realtime trading recommendations in

the actual financial markets. More details about the design of the data collection process

and the database management are given in section 3.2.

In order to archive the data and make it available in a common and flexible form, we

have defined a specific syntax, according to which the data needs to be stored in ASCII

files (see Figure 4). We use an extended Backus-Naur Formalism (EBNF) to describe the

syntax (Aho et al, 1988). The | sign between two expressions means that you have the
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choice of one or the other. The brackets { and } denote the repetition of the enclosed

expression (possibly 0 times). Non-terminal symbols start with an upper-case letter (e.g.

Header). Terminal symbols either start with a lower-case letter (e.g. integer) or are

denoted by strings (e.g. "VALUE:").

DataFlle

Header

HeaderEntry

OptlonalEntry

OptlonalKey

De8cription

MandatoryEntry

Value

Source

Date

Resolution

ReaollD

Lag

Instrument

IfutriD

Attributes

AttrlD

Separator

Data

DataEntry

AttrValue

Time

Delay

Tag

OtherValue

Header Separator Data.

HeaderEntry"\rtn"{HeaderEntry"\r\n").

OptlonalEntry | MandatoryEntry.

OptionalKey":" Description.

capltalletter{capltalietter}.

word {word).

Value| Source | Date | Resolution | Lag | Inatrument | Attributes.

"VALUE:" val.

"SOURCE:" word {word}.

"DATE:" word {word).

"RESOLUTION:" ReaollD.

"t" | "s" | "m" | "h" | "D" | "W" | "M" | "Y".

"LAG:" Integer | "var".

"INSTRUMENT:" InsulD.

"SpoLRate" | "Forward_Rate" I "DepositJIate" | "Deposh_Flxlng |
"Currency_Fbtlng" | "Market_Yleld" | "Currencyjndex" | "Option" |
"Calc_Croas_Rate" | "Contr_Cross.Rate" | "Stock_MarKeUndex".

"ATTRIBUTES:" AttrlD{","AttrlD}.

TlrmFormat | "DELAY" | "CONTRIBUTOR" | "BID" | "ASK" | "INDEXVALUE" |
"OPEN" | "HIGH" | "LOW" | "CLOSE" | "VOLUME" | "OPEN_INTREST" |
"TAG" | "TIMECONTR".

"YYYY" | "YYYYMM" | "YYYYMMDD" | "YYYYMMDDhh" | "YYYYMMDDhhmm" |
"YYYYMMDDhhmmss" I "YYYYYMMODhrimmsst" | "YYYYMMDDhhmmssth" I
"YYYYMMDDhhmmsatht".

"%%\r\n".

{DataEntry"\r\n").

AttrValue{","AttrValue).

Time | Delay | Tag I OtherValue.

longlnt.

Integer.

Integer.

Number | word (word).

Figure 4 Syntax for the financial data files in EBNF form.

In our terminology we distinguish between instruments and values. An instrument is

specified by a name and a list of fields to be collected. For example the instrument with

the name "Spot_Rate" is defined by TIME, CONTRIBUTOR, BID, and ASK. We can

compare this instrument with another one named "Stockjndex" including as field list

TIME and INDEXVALUE. A value stands for a representative of an instrument. It is

defined by a name and an instrument (e.g. the value with the name USDDEM (US Dollar

vs. German Mark) has set the instrument to "Spot_Rate").
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Once every night the data of the previous day is downloaded automatically from the

SYBASE database onto files. One ASCII file is generated for each value. These files con¬

taining the raw (unfiltered and uncompressed) information are stored on a separate

archive harddisk and archived later on 4GB cartridge tapes. An extract of an ASCII file is

shown is Figure 5

VALUE: USDDEM

SOURCE: REUTERS F««d

PROJECTt Financial Data collection

CREATOR i archivar

VERSION: 1.1

DATE: TIM Jan 28 02.05:29 1996

RESOLUTION: t

LAO: 1

INSTRUMENT: Spot_Rat«

ATTRIBUTES: YXYmHDDhlnaa,CONTRIBUTOR,TIHECONTR,BID,ASX

Xk

199801270222,IBJ TOK,02:22,+l.7933,+1.7943

199801270224,DAIHA BANK TOK,02l24,+l.7930,+1.79*0

199801270225, MESTFAC SYD, 02:25, +1. 7927, +1. 7934

199801270225,TAT LEE BANK SIN,02:25,+1.7942,+1 7952

199801270225,IBJ TOK,02:25,+1.7930,+1.7940

199801270225,TAT LEE BANK SIN,02:25,+1.7943,+1.7953

199801270234,DAIKA BANK TOK,02.33, +1.7935, +1.7945

199801270230,SE BAHKEN HKO,02:36,+1.7935,+1.7940

199801270238,IBJ TOK,02:38,+1.7936,+1.7946

Figure 5 The listing shows the tick-by-tick data records for the USDDEM foreign

exchange rate at 27 January 1998 from 02 20am to 02 40am GMT The first column states

the time at which the data was available and stored in the database (transaction time) The

next two columns show the contributor of the data and its location The contribution time is

given in the following column (the time the tick was fed into the system) The bid and ask

pnces are stated in the last two columns

In order to save memory we create information in a compressed data format in ASCII

from the raw tick-by-tick data The format and content of such a file are shown in figure

6. These sets of data files are generated every morning and stored on the archive hard-

disk For this kind of data we carry out an incremental backup every working day and a

full backup during the weekend.

In addition, we make the historical data available on magneto-optical disks to guaran¬

tee a direct and comfortable access on the huge amount (hundreds of MB) of data that is

collected dunng the time The updates of the magneto-optical disks are earned out on a

monthly basis, whereas the recent data is kept locally on the workstation archive hard-

disk.
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VALUBl USDDXH

SOUKCSt BZUTERS Faad

PROJXCT: Financial Data Collection

CREATOR i raw2uaa

VERSION: 1.1

DATEl Tua Jan 28 03.25:16 1998

RESOLUTION! t

LAOi 1

INSTRUMENT! Spot_Rata

ATTRIBUTES: VYrtWMPnMma,delay,contributor,bid,ask, tap

%%

199801270223,00,IBJ TOK,«l.7933,+1.7943,0

199801270224,00,DAIKA BANK TOX,«l.7930,*1.7940,0

199801270225,00,HESTFAC SYD.tl.7927, !. 7934,0

199801270225,00,TAT LB BANK SIN,*1.7942,*1.7932,0

199801270225,00,IBJ TOK,*1.7930,!.7940,0

199801270225,00,TAT LB BANK S»,«l.7943,+1.7953,0

199601270234,01,DAIKA BASIC TOK.+l.7935,*1.7945,0

199801270236,00,81 BANKEN KKO,*1.7935,!.7940,0

199801270238,00,IBJ TQK,*1.7936,!.7948,0

Figure 6 The listing shows the records of the archived tick-by-tick data file generated
out of the file in figure 5. The first column gives the time. The number in the next column

states the time delay in minutes between quotation time and transaction time. The price
source is given in column 3 and 4. The columns five and six give the bid and ask price. The

entry in the last column serves as a validation flag.

The highest time resolution provided with Reuters financial data is a minute resolu¬

tion due to the fact that the time of contribution for every record is given in HH:MM for¬

mat (see Figure 5). Thus we generate for general purposes from the tick files in

compressed ASCII format files in which we have a maximum of one record per minute.

We use the arithmetic mean of all records arrived in the minute ('avg' mode), the median

of all ticks in the minute ('med' mode) or the last tick of the minute ('last' mode) as the

price for the minute. Figure 7 shows an example of such a file.

All our investigations on historical high frequency financial data use files in this vari¬

able minute resolution as input because these consume a minimum of space on the hard-

disk.

The problems in handling foreign exchange data are not limited to merely collecting

and archiving. Fast retriever software tools have to be developed to enable this data to be

swiftly transferred to the user from the database. Therefore, we implemented an HTML

interface to our file database to guarantee a direct and comfortable access to the database

through an Intranet World Wide Web (WWW) server. Furthermore, effective validation
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VALUE USDDEH

SOURCE! REUTERS Faad

PROJECT: Financial Data Collaction

CREATORt uaa2sivar dalay>5 apraad>20 nodaBavg

VERSION! 1 1

DATE! Tua Jan 26 15:06t53 1998

RESOLUTION! m

LAOi var

INSTRUMENT! Spot_Rata

ATTRIBUTES! TnHntMMDnhhjnm,CONTRIBUTOR,BID,ASK,TAG

v*

199801270222,XXXX.+l 7933,+1 7943,0

199801270224,XXXX,*1 7930,*1 7940,0

199801270225,XXXX,«1 7936,fl 7945,0

199801270234,XXXZ,41 7935,fl 7945,0

199801270236,XXXX,*1 7935,tl 7940,0

199801270238,XXXX,»1 7936,»1 7946,0

Figure 7 The listing shows the records of a variable minute file generated out of

the file from figure 6 The first column gives the time The source of the price is set to

XXXX (we take the mean of possibly more than one contributor) Columns 3 and 4

give the bid and ask price The entry in the last column serves as a result flag from the

different filters applied to the data

tools are necessary to handle the outliers in the time series, e g due to transmission

errors In section 3 2 3 we explain the validation filters we implemented

In addition to the technical problems one must also be aware of principal aspects char¬

acterizing FX data What we usually call price are quoted prices and not dealt prices

These quotes come m on an irregular sequence from many contnbutors from three differ¬

ent geographical regions, Far East, Europe, and America using different trading habits

The fact that the prices are unequally spaced is another major difference compared with

the traditional time series analysis where work is normally earned out with equidistant

data records

It is also worth noting that the data sets retrieved from data feeds from different ven¬

dors may weight the three major markets in a different way It may also be the case that

one collects different data for a given FX rate from the same vendor For example, if one

collects the US Dollar/German Mark rate from Reuters composite FXFX page, a differ¬

ent result occurs (in the amount as well as in the arrival time of the data records) com¬

pared with collecting the data from the Reuters RIC data records This also means that

traders can, in the time range of seconds, get different information depending on what

kind of source they are using on the screen of their trading workstation
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Any investigation of FX rates therefore definitely requires a conceptional way of

manipulating the data so that the results of one's modeling and estimation process do not

depend on the above-mentioned inherent structure of the quotes collected in one's data¬

base.

Thus time is a major aspect of working with FX data. One has to solve the problem

mapping the data on an equally spaced ladder. It becomes evident, that investigating FX

data on a tick time scale, where consecutive time intervals contain the same number of

prices, must lead to results dependent on the data feed. In our opinion, only a risk-

adjusted time scale, where quantities like the volatility or the market risk are the relevant

measures, can be successful in modeling tick-by-tick FX rates. In section 2.3.1 we

present our approach of a risk-adjusted, time scale.

2.2 Describing the Statistics of Intraday FX Time Series Data

As a representant of a foreign exchange rate we investigate the FX rate between the

US Dollar and the German Mark, in the following denoted by USDDEM, respectively.
We use the tick-by-tick data collected by the system described in section 2.1.5 and, for

the time before 1994, we take the data set which was collated by the Olsen & Associates

Research Institute in Zurich from the Reuters FXFX page in high frequency resolution.2

Figure 8 shows the value and the return of the USDDEM FX rate during one month.

Because the quantities of interest in the field of high frequency data are usually used

in different ways and notations, we start with a brief introduction and first describe the

definitions we use for the prices, volatilities and tick frequency. In this respect we have

followed the propositions made by Guillaume et al. (1994).

The logarithmic middle price x{t* ,) (hereinafter referred to as the logarithmic price

or price) at a given tick recording event j at time ?* is defined as the logarithm of the

geometric mean between the bid and the ask price:

x(t*j)= 5(logpw(t*;) + log/W**,)) • (1)

Note that the recording events ;' (for which the times are marked by t* ) are

unequally spaced. As we are investigating the time series using equally spaced time

intervals here, we have to find a mapping procedure to fixed time steps, which are

denoted by t
.
Our time steps are defined by using time intervals of At = 1 minute

2 Part of the results demonstrated in this chapter are based on an investigation presented at the first conference

on high frequency data in finance held in March 1995 in Zurich (Schnidng and Wiirtz, 1995)
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Exchange Rales - October 1992

USDDEM from Roman FXFX Paoo5 101992-2 11 1992

1006

Timellag3)(20mh)

Returns - October 1992

USDDEMfromReutereFXFX page5101992-2111992

1008

Thn«[lagf]{20mfei)

Figure 8 On a time scale of 20 minutes this figure shows the USDDEM exchange rate

calculated as middle prices (left) and the associated returns (right). The time period covers

the first four weeks of the dataset (October 1992).

length. There are different approximation schemes to calculate the prices at these fixed

time steps. Miiller et al. (1990) applied a linear interpolation as an appropriate method

for interpolating the prices between the previous t* •_ l
and the next t*j data record sur¬

rounding the time step t •. Another possibility is to use the most recent price as carried

out by Wasserfallen and Zimmermann (1985). In our investigation we used another

scheme. Motivated by the fact that the FXFX prices are delayed by a few seconds com¬

pared to the RIC prices, we took just the first quoted price after tt. If in the following 1

minute time interval no new price had been quoted, we took the most recent one. The dif¬

ferent situations which could appear were marked by a validation code (also including

the information of the validation flag given in the original time series). This scheme pro¬

vided us with the prices at time steps t. - iAt. For the following investigations of the

time series we decimated the time series to longer time intervals, which were multiples

of one minute, e.g. 20 minutes, 1 hour, 1 day. The shortest time interval we investigated

was 20 minutes, long enough to ensure that the way one performs the mapping to fixed

time intervals should not influence the properties of the investigated time series. Another

aspect of considering time intervals greater than 20 minutes is the fact that for time inter¬

vals of about 10 minutes the size of the spread between the bid and ask price starts to

become similar to that of the price change itself. Together with transmission delays this

may cause new problems in properly defining the time mapping to fixed time intervals.

Another important quantity is the first difference of the time series, the change of log¬

arithmic price or return
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r(f() = r(At;tt) = x(f,)-x(f,-Af), (2)

which is calculated from the difference of two successive logarithmic middle prices

x(tf) and x(t[ _ j) separated by a fixed time interval Af; (e.g. 20 minutes, 1 hour, 1 day,

1 week,...).

The volatility is essentially a measure for the risk and plays therefore an important

role. We define the volatility as the mean over a set of historical absolute logarithmic

price changes

N-l

v(f,) = v(Af;S;,,) = l2|r(Anf,_,)|, (3)

it = 0

where S = NAt denotes the sampling period on which the volatility will be computed.

For N = 1 the volatility takes the absolute value of the return. When we consider power

transformations of the volatility which are defined as a mean over a set of historical abso¬

lute returns to the power of 8 > 0 we denote it explicitly by vg(f;). In the following we

usually use 8=1 describing absolute values of returns, whereas in the case of 8 = 2

the volatilities are given through the variances.

The tick frequency is nothing more than the number of quoted prices (ticks) arrived

from a data feed during a given sample period S divided by the length S

fit,) = /(5;r,) = jN{x(tl)\tte[tl-S,tl]}. (4)

The tick frequency may vary from one data source to another. Therefore, the tick fre¬

quency does not play a major role in the investigation of high frequency data.

2.2.1 Leptokurtic Distribution and Scaling Power Law

We have investigated the distribution of returns r(Af;f) on time intervals of

At = 5,10,20 minutes, 1, 3, and 8 hours, and 1 day. The value for the skewness (third

moment) of the distributions was always above 0.2 and the kurtosis (fourth moment) was

ranged from 12.8, monotonously decreasing via 12.1,11.0, 8.7,7.9 and 6.2 to 4.1 for the

above mentioned sampling intervals. In addition the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test (Knuth,

1981) rejected the hypothesis of a normal gaussian distribution with decreasing signifi¬

cance level on increasing sampling time intervals.
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The returns show a leptokurtic behavior, increasing with decreasing sampling interval.

By leptokurtic behavior we mean that the quantiles to a given value p of the USDDEM

return distribution lie further away from the mean than the quantiles of a standard normal

distribution, or that the USDDEM return distribution has fatter tails than the gaussian

distribution. The Quantile-Quantile plots (QQ plots) in Figure 9 show the behavior for 20

minutes (left) and for 8 hours data (right). The flat section in the centre represents the

influence of the weekend. The effect is bigger for 20 minutes' data than in the case of 8

hours' data because we have more points with no price change in the weekend (the return

is 0). Furthermore, the tail quantiles of the 20 minutes USDDEM return distribution

deviate more from the standard normal quantiles than those of the 8 hours data; an indi¬

cation for the fatter tails of the 20 minutes distribution.

QQ Plot

USDDEM (rant Route* FXFX Paoe S10 92-26 9 9:

QQ Plot

USDDEM from Routers FXFX Pago 510 92-26 9 93

OuanWM - Standard Nomtal Distribution Quantiles - Standard Normal Distribution

Figure 9 QQ plot for the USDDEM returns derived from time intervals of 20 minutes

length (left) and 8 hours length(nght). The straight line stands for a standard normal distribu¬

tion.

Its completely regular structure for the volatility (Mandelbrot, 1983 and 1997) is a

very striking effect of the FX market, and also other markets. Considering the average

absolute return v over the whole data period one finds a scaling power law which relates

the mean volatility over a given time interval Af to the size of this interval:

«**,> - igr (5)

The power law is valid over several orders of magnitude in time. Its exponent \/E

seems to be universal for free floating currencies (but a function of time) and takes a
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value of about 0.58 (Guillaume et al., 1994) displaying a significant deviation from a

pure gaussian random walk model which implies l/E = 0.5.

As shown in Figure 10 on the left, the scaling behavior is independent of the source of

the data. The points in the plot were derived from daily data from Bridge (formerly

known under the name Knight Ridder) and CSI, from hourly data from Future Source

and from tick-by-tick data from Reuters retrieved from the composed FXFX page and

directly from the RIC data records
.

Scaling Power Law Variability of Scaling Exponent

USDDEM various vendors and time per ods USDDEM 9401-9612 30 minutes data

) I ——J 0 50 ' ' ' ' '

60 80 100 120 140 160 180 1995 1996 1997

ki (time diff [sec] / sec) Endpoint of Rolling Window

Figure 10 Scaling power law behavior for the USDDEM currency relationship (left) and

changing of the scaling exponent during time(nght)

Two different kinds of errors appear in the scaling power law. At longer time intervals

we have applied a block bootstrap approach (Efron, B., 1979 and Kiinsch, H. R., 1989) to

the relatively short time series, and thus the errors are of a statistical nature. In the case

of Reuters FXFX data, the data points and error bars were copied from figure 1 in Miiller

et al. (1993). Here, the error bars at short times reflect an observational uncertainty due

to the spread between the bid and ask price, which becomes more and more important

with decreasing time intervals. A calculation model for the error bars of the scaling

power law is presented in Miiller et al. (1995).

3. Reuters provides his FX data in two different kinds The first method is record based and each financial value,

like the US Dollar/German Mark FX rate called by RIC-name DEM=, comes independent from other financial

values The older method is page based, e g m the FXFX page you get a whole bundle of financial values, and

the page becomes updated less often than the RIC's
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We also investigated the variability of the scaling exponent over time. We therefore

calculated the scaling exponent over a rolling window of one year length for three years

of Reuters RIC data (1994 -1996). As shown in Figure 10 on the right, the scaling expo¬

nent, although always remaining significantly above the 0.5 line (gaussian random walk),

drops from a value of almost 0.59 to 0.52 in August 1996 and moves up again towards

the end of the investigation period. We suppose that this change in the exponent is due to

the variation in the market dynamics of the intraday foreign exchange rate.

2.2.2 Autocorrelation and Seasonalities

It is well known that the FX markets show strong seasonal effects caused by the hour

of the day, the day of the week, bank holidays and daylight saving times, and the pres¬

ence of the traders in the three major markets: Europe, America and Far East.

Figure 11 shows the hourly averaged intra-day and intra-week seasonalities as

observed in the tick frequency and in the volatility (absolute returns). The regular pat¬

terns are due to the changing presence of the main FX markets worldwide. On business

days the lowest volatility and tick frequency appears during lunch hour in Japan (2am

GMT to 3am GMT), when in America and Europe is night time. The peaks appear in the

early European afternoon which coincides with the morning in America.

Seasonalities also appear highly significant in the autocorrelation function as well as

in the periodogram of the volatility. The autocorrelation function is stated in Figure 12 on

the left side for 20 minutes lags over a period of 1 month. 1 hour corresponds to lag 3, 8

hours to lag 24, 1 day to lag 72, 1 week to 504, and 1 month to lag 2016. Weekly and

daily seasonalities are highly visible in the form of highly pronounced autocorrelation

values (every 7th major peak) surrounded by six lower and even negative minor peaks to

the right and left of each major peak.

To compare the autocorrelation of the returns with the autocorrelation of their abso¬

lute values, the left side of Figure 12 shows the results for the return series where the

autocorrelation is only significant for lag 1. This fact is probably a consequence of the

indicative nature of the prices investigate here (Goodhart and Figliuoli, 1992 or Boller-

slev and Domowitz, 1993). Goodhart et al. (1996) calculated the autocorrelation for dealt

prices (prices taken from transactions over electronic brokerage systems) and they

observed almost no deviation from a random walk process .

4 Goodhart et al (1996) used for the investigation of dealt pnces a data set of very limited size (one day of high

frequency data from the Reuters D2000-2 Dealing System). Therefore, the statistical significance of their mes¬

sage is required to be confirmed with longer data sets
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Dayly averaged number of ticks per hour
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Weekly averaged number of ticks per hour
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Figure 11 Daily (left) and weekly (right) averaged number of ticks (above) and volatil¬

ity (below) per hour. Tick labels are given in Greenwich Mean Time (GMT) and start on

Monday 0.00 GMT.

The periodogram on the right side of Figure 12 gives a different view of the seasonal¬

ities. We have inverted the frequency scale to get a time scale. This may be somewhat

unusual, but it allows a direct comparison with the data presented in the autocorrelation

plot. The peaks from right to left belong to the weekly (lag 504 for 20 minutes data), to a

half week (lag 252), and to the daily seasonality (lag 72). Furthermore, finer structures

can easily be seen, belonging for example to multiples of eight hours.

2.2.3 Clustering of Volatilities

It has long been recognized that foreign exchange markets have the characteristic of

time varying volatility. This means that large changes in speculative prices tend to be fol-
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Autocorrelation Penodogram Analysis
USDDEM from Raulere FXFX Paga 5101992-26 91993 USDDEM turn Reuere FXFX Page S101992 - 2a 91993
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Figure 12 The Autocorrelation function of the USDDEM returns (inside confidence

bounds) and their absolute values in physical time are stated on the left. The dashed lines

denote the 95% significance level for a random process. A zoom of the first 5 lags from the

return autocorrelation is given in the small figure. On the right, the periodogram of the abso¬

lute returns is stated with an inverted frequency axis.

lowed by other large changes of either sign and small changes tend to be followed by

small changes, see for example Mandelbrot (1963). Mussa (1979) described the time

varying volatility as an empirical regularity of exchange rates.

Figure 13 shows the volatility (absolute value) and the variance of the returns for the

USDDEM currency relationship on 20 minute time lags in October 1992. Two sampling

periods were chosen, one with 20 minutes and the other one with 100 minutes. The clus¬

tering of the volatility is quite evident.

It does not go unnoticed that volatility as measured by standard methods like absolute

price changes or the variance can increase as a result of one very large price movement.

In such a case the observed rise in volatility could really be reflected by one singular

event. Therefore, we would like to mention that one should have robust statistics in mind

to limit the effect of singular extreme observations on estimated parameters in order to

obtain a better picture of what is actually occurring in the data. In this sense robustness

means considering absolute values rather than variances, which is also confirmed by Fig¬

ure 13 showing a pronounced peak in the beginning of the first week in October 1992.

2.3 Investigation of the Volatility of Intraday FX Data

In section 2.2.2 we observed that in the FX return series there is almost no deviation

from a random walk process (see figure 12) whereas for the volatility (absolute returns)
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Volatility-October 1992

USODEM Iron Ftouttn FXFX P«g« 5101992-2111992

Variance - October 1992

USODEM from RMn FX page 5101992 - 211
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Figure 13 Volatility (left) and variance (right) for the USDDEM currency relationship
during October 1992. The upper curve is for 20 minutes (every data point is taken) and the

lower curve for 100 minutes (smoothing over 5 historical data points). The lower curve is

presented with a negative sign, so that the two curves are not overlaid.

the autocorrelation function shows a significant difference to a random process. Hence

the investigation of the volatility seems to be a hopeful step on the way to a modeling of

the foreign exchange market. The volatility represents the risk in the market (big moves

in the market either up or down represent a high risk) and therefore we can say it is much

easier to model the risk in the market than the direction of the price moves. In section

2.3.2 we concentrate on modeling the volatility defined as the variance of the returns

whereas in section 2.3.3 we estimate a model for the absolute value of the returns which

turns out to be a very promising approach to understand the risk in the intraday foreign

exchange markets.

2.3.1 Mapping the Data on Volatility Based Time Scales

Most of the models in time series analysis require as a precondition the stationarity of

the time series. If we assume a time series of length N as one realization of a stochastic

process {Xt},t = 1 N defined as a sequence of N random variables Xt with prob¬

ability distribution Dt, then strict stationarity calls for the distribution Dt to remain

invariant over time. Weak stationarity or stationarity is defined by the invariance of the

first two moments of the probability distribution of Xt together with the exclusive

dependency of the covariance function on the time lag (y(s, t) = y(s-t) ).5

5. For more detailed information on stationary processes and time series analysis in general, we refer to Schhtt-

gen and Streitberg, 1991, to Harvey, 1993, or to Brockwell and Davis, 1996.
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In order to achieve a stationary time series we have to divest the trends and the sea¬

sonalities from the price process. Trends are already removed in the return time series,

because it is denned as the first difference of the logarithm of the price series. Now the

strong seasonalities remain the major hints in a straightforward modeling and parameter

estimation process (see Figure 12). We are aware of several attempts to include the sea¬

sonalities directly into the time series process, e.g. Baillie and Bollerslev (1990) or

Najand and Yung (1994). However, another interesting approach was proposed by

Dacorogna et al. (1993) who introduced an operational (volatility adjusted) time scale to

remove the strong seasonalities from the time series. Other approaches to the de-volatil¬

ization of time are proposed by Ghysels and Jasiak (1994), Zhou (1995) or Ghysels et al.

(1995). We use the method of Dacorogna et al. (1993) as a starting point, but later we

develop a weekly averaged time scale in contrast to a yearly time scale proposed by

them.

The first idea for a business time would be to remove weekends, from Friday evening

9.00pm GMT to Sunday evening 7.00pm GMT (Andersen and Bollerslev, 1996a and

1996b) as well as the period during Japan's noon between 3.00am and 4.30am GMT

when there is almost no trading activity (Schnidrig, 1995). This reduces in the autocorre¬

lation the periodic structures per week from seven to five succeeding peaks, but the pro¬

nounced daily seasonality still remains. The use of a time scale based on the tick

frequency is also not a satisfying way. One obtains a series of interfering oscillating

structures, which additionally depend on the kind of the data source one uses (see Figure

14).

We use the scaled volatility as a measure to derive an risk-adjusted time scale. Highly

volatile market periods are enlarged and less volatile periods are shortened. In other

words, we no longer take equidistant time points for the sampling of the tick-by-tick

data, we sample more frequently in times with high volatility and less frequently when

there is low volatility on the market. To get a proper scheme to derive such a time scale

we use the scaling power law (5) in the following form:

Al = AT-v(Atphys,S;tf. (6)

This means that we first calculate the average scaled volatility on an arbitrary sam¬

pling period S in physical time (in our case 1 hour) for a statistical week to get the corre¬

sponding time intervals At (for a statistical week we get 168 intervals). The accumulated

time intervals are then normalized to the length of one week (168 hours) to get a proper

measure for the risk-adjusted time. The following equation gives the transformation

function between physical and risk-adjusted time:
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Autocorrelation of the absolute returns Time Mapping
USODEM from RMUfl FXFX Pag* 5101992-26 91993 Phyaicai Tkna <—> RM-adjMM Tlnw

Figure 14 Autocorrelation function (left) of the absolute USDDEM returns in tick time

(each time interval corresponds to 56 ticks or 20 minutes) and time mapping function (right)
from risk-adjusted to physical time and vice versa. The dashed lines on the left side provide
the 95% confidence limits for a random process.

'pkys

Jo v^ dt
0

This formula cannot be evaluated analytically for every point in time since the expres¬

sion v(t) is only available for 169 time points in the week. Interpolation at arbitrary time

steps (e.g. 1 minute, 20 minutes, etc.) gives us the time mapping from physical time to

risk-adjusted time (see Figure 14).

For the interpolation process one is required to take the necessary care so that the time

mapping function is a monotonically increasing function (the time should never go back¬

wards). We realized this condition by using the Akima spline interpolation implemented
in the method CSAKM of the IMSL/MATH numerical library (MSL, 1997), which min¬

imizes oscillations to preserve the shape of the data (Akima, 1970). In the following we

call this time mapping function weekly averaged risk-adjusted time or simply 1) -time

named upsilon time.

If we compare our u -time with the yearly time scale of Dacorogna et al. (1993) (&-

time) we find the following advantages of our time scale: Our approach models more

6. We thank Michel Dacorogna from Olsen & Associates in Zunch for providing us with their i> -time scale for

the USDDEM exchange rate.
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accurately the day-of-the-week effect because, through the integration of business holi¬

days as well as daylight saving times in the & -time scale, the statistical significance of

the different days in the week is less pronounced in the overall sample. An advantage

even more important is, that our time scale can be dynamically adjusted to changing

dynamics in thefinancial markets every week because a weekly time scale allows for one

synchronization between risk-adjusted and physical time every week. In a yearly time

scale (such as the d-time) we exchange the time scale only once each year.

The next step consists of comparing the autocorrelation on both time scales, our D -

time and the d-time. Both autocorrelations show an extremely long memory effect (see

Figure 15). Volatilities calculated over 20 minutes intervals are correlated over more than

1 month (2016 lags). The difference in the correlation plots seems to be marginal.

Autocorrelation of the absolute returns

USDOEM from Reutera FXFX Page 5 101992-2601993

Penodogram Analysis

0016
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504 1008 1512
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Autocorrelation of the absolute returns
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Figure 15 Autocorrelation function (left) with 95% confidence limits (dashed lines) of a

random process and periodogram (right) of the absolute USDDEM returns in x> -time

(above) and in i3 -time (below).
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In the periodogram on Figure 15 the weekly peak has now vanished (compare with

periodogram in Figure 12). However, we have detected another interesting feature. On

the -d-time scale we see a splitting of the daily peak into three major substructures.

These substructures have their origin in the three different geographical financial market

components (Far East, Europe, America) integrated in the fl -time.

The most interesting question for a modeling of the volatility in v-time is now:

"According to which law does the autocorrelation function decline?" It seems that it is

rather a hyperbolic decline than an exponential one.

2.3.2 Modeling the Dynamics by ARCH and GARCH processes

Before we start to model the volatility in our risk-adjusted time, we have to re-evalu¬

ate the statistical facts presented in section 2.2 for the resampled data in v -time in order

to check the influence of a time scale change on the scaling power law, the return distri¬

bution, the autocorrelation function and the clustering of the volatility.

With regard to the scaling power law we observe a reduction of the scaling exponent

from 0.58 down to 0.53; we still have a significant deviation from a random walk (0.5).

If we compare the QQ plot for the physical time scale in Figure 9 with the QQ plot for

the data set in risk-adjusted time presented in Figure 16, we again notice the leptokurtic-

ity of the risk-adjusted return distribution. The flat section around zero disappeared
because the influence of the weekend (no activity in the financial market) on the dataset

is now almost not existent.

The comparison of the autocorrelation functions in Figure 12 and Figure 15 proves

the power of our time transformation to reduce the most significant seasonalities in the

volatility. We can now assume the volatility series to be stationary.

The clustering of the variance remains if one takes the variance picture in Figure 16

and compares it with the picture on the right side of Figure 13. The weekends have now

disappeared but we still have periods with high variances followed by periods with low

variances and vice versa.

Motivated by the clustering of the volatility we try to model this feature by an autore-

gressive conditional hetervskedastic class of stochastic models. In the following we will

find out if the statistical properties presented above can be modeled in v -time by an

ARCH(p) or a GARCH(p,q) process. An ARCH(p) process is defined as a GARCH(p,q)

process with q set to 0.7

A GARCH(p.q) process is defined by

7 A survey of the statistical properties of ARCH models is given in Gouneroux (1997)
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Figure 16 QQ plot for the USDDEM returns (left) and variance (square) of the returns

for the first month of the investigated time series (right), both calculated for the volatility

adjusted return series in \) -time.

£tWt_1~N(0,ht), (8)

P
2

9

ht = co+ 5>;er-/+ SPA-y'
i=\ 7=1

(9)

where ht is the conditional variance and {e(} are the observations (residuals)8 of the

process under consideration. x¥f_ j
stands for all information available at time t - 1.

These kind of stochastic processes were introduced by Engle (1982) and Bollerslev

(1986) to allow the conditional variance to change over time leaving the unconditional

variance constant.

The well known Exponential Moving Average (EMA) process can be interpreted as a

GARCH(U) process with G) = 0andp=l-cc.

The instantaneous GARCH forecasts are calculated for example in the GARCH(1,1)

model in a natural way

ht+\ = ob + ae, +$hr (10)

8. We normally estimate as first step a linear model for the observations and then, if we find sigmficant linear

components, we estimate the GARCH model for the residuals of the linear model. If we don't observe a linear

behavior in the returns, the estimation of the GARCH model is done directly for the observations.
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and the n-step ahead forecasts are computed for a GARCH(l.l) model accordingly to

Alexander (1996) iteratively as

kl + n
= 6> + {& + $)ht + n_l (li)

Stochastic time series models ofARCH type have almost exclusively been applied to

daily and weekly exchange rate data by a variety of authors The first papers appeared in

the late eighties, e g Engle and Bollerslev (1986), McCurdy and Morgan (1987), Milhoj

(1987), Hsieh (1988), For reviews ofARCH models we refer to Bollerslev, Chou, and

Kroner (1992), Bera and Higgins (1993), Boolerslev, Engle, and Nelson (1994), Hamil¬

ton (1994), Pagan (1996) and to Campbell, Lo, and MacKinlay (1997)

The parameters for the above ARCH(p) and GARCH(p,q) models can be estimated

under the assumption of normal distributed conditional residuals by computing the max¬

imum of the log-likelihood-function

Z«d,o,Pj>,9) = ~rin(2*)+ £log -LexpL^- J, (12)

where T is the number of observations

In this section we follow the approach of a conditional normal distribution of the

residuals

Before we start considering heteroskedastic models we should first investigate, if

there is a linear component underlying the dynamic process of the time series We esti¬

mated the parameters for simple autoregressive models, AR(p) defined by

P

rt-V-= Xfl,(r»-,-lO + er (13)

i = l

with normally distributed {er} Up to order p = 5 we found only a small linear compo¬

nent, which may be best descnbed by a model of order 2 favored by the BIC model

selection criterion However, the BIC value exhibits a very flat minimum (see Table 1)

Investigating the residuals of the AR(2) process, given with the formula

zt = (rt-[L)-al(rl_1-\i)-a2(rt_2-\L) by the BDS test9 we can observe from sec¬

ond row in Table 2, that almost all the dependencies are still remaining in the residual

9 The BDS test will be explained in more detail later in this section
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Parameter Estimate Standard Error t-Statistics BIC

«l

0 0000059

-0 0491804

0 0000046

0 0062321

1 2872225

-7 8914847
-14 3394

«i

a2

0 0000058

-0 0513651

-0 0417547

00000044

0 0062333

0 0062332

1 3166592

-8 2403860

-6 6987691

-14 3407

H

«i

a2

«3

0 0000059

-00517437

-0 0423736

-0 0122176

0 0000043

0 0062391

0 0062408

0 0062378

1 3588521

-8 2934465

-6 7898059

-1 9586338

-14 3402

H

«1

«2

"3

«4

0 0000057

-00521919

-0 0428161

-0 0126853

-0 0089728

0 0000043

0 0062399

0 0062474

0 0062462

0 0062381

1 3349388

-8 3642597

-6 8534126

-2 0308628

-1 4383719

-14 3394

H

«1

«2

«3

«4

«4

00000058

-0 0521769

-0 0426603

-0 0123530

-0 0087051

00036616

0 0000043

0 0062400

0 0062482

0 0062530

0 0062466

0 0062442

1 3387220

-8 3617401

-6 8276272

-1 9755474

-1 3935843

0 5863994

-14 3387

Table 1 Estimated AR(p) models for the USDDEM return senes in v> -time up to

order five

time senes. Although the autoregressive coefficients are significant as shown in Table 1

(absolute value of t-statistics10 exceeds 2), they are very small and have values of about

0.05. In a first attempt we will neglect this minor linear component and investigate the

time senes directly by ARCH and GARCH processes. Thus in the following the {e,}
are treated as observables rather than as residuals from an estimated ARMA pro-

10 The t-test for a parameter checks as null hypothesis "The value of the parameter is 0" The component associ¬

ated with this parameter is then either significant (null hypothesis can be rejected at a 95% significance level or

absolute value of t-statistics exceeds 2) or it is not significant for values of the t-statistics below 2 (see Hartung

et al (1993) for further details on the t-test)
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cess.nLet us first consider a simple autoregressive conditional heteroskedastic ARCH(2)

process.

We optimized the log-likelihood-function with normally distributed conditional errors

by using the quasi-Newton method UMINF of the IMSL/MATH numerical library

(IMSL, 1997) and we obtained the following model parameters:

& = 4.01150 xl(f7(5.295xl(f9),

&! = 0.21347(0.00929),

62 = 0.13218(0.00784).

Figure 17 shows 500 data points (about 1 week), selected arbitrarily from the empiri¬

cal USDDEM currency relationship and from the computer simulated ARCH(2) process.

Apparently, both time series show a very similar clustering of the volatilities: high vola¬

tilities tend to be followed by high volatilities and low volatilities tend to be followed by

low volatilities.

Volatility

USODEM ompMcal dtfl (500 MMwy points)

Volatility

ARCH(2) omputr tiniuWIon (500 ifMrajy poWi)

TOn«pagB](20<nin) Tktw[lagB]Ci0ffiin)

Figure 17 Clustering of volatilities (absolute returns) for the USDDEM FX rate (left)

and for the simulated ARCH(2) process (right) with parameters estimated from the USD¬

DEM FX rate.

Next we shall compare the scaling power law behavior for both processes. The scaling

power law for the computer simulated ARCH(2) process shows a scaling exponent \/E

which is close to the empirical one found for the USDDEM relationship. However, the

intercept is slightly higher (see Figure 18).

11. Note, that we obtain for an ARCH(2) model fitted to the residuals of the AR(2) process parameters which are

very similar to those for the original time series: & = 4.00544- 10~7, ft, = 0.21378, &2 = 0.13211
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Scaling Power Law QQ Plot
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Figure 18 Scaling power law behavior for both the USDDEM exchange rate and the

computer simulated ARCH(2) process with parameters estimated from the empirical USD¬

DEM data set (left) and QQ Plot for the simulated ARCH(2) process (right) where the

straight line stands for a standard normal distribution.

In addition we investigated the deviation of the distribution from the normal distribu¬

tion. Figure 18 also shows the QQ plot for the simulated ARCH(2) process. The tails of

the distribution are much less weighted compared to the USDDEM FX rate presented in

Figure 16. This is also expressed in the empirical value for the kurtosis which is in the

ARCH(2) model much smaller compared to the empirical USDDEM FX rate. The Kol-

mogorov-Smirnov test statistics confirms as well that the ARCH(2) process is much

closer to a normal distribution.

A further striking feature is the long memory effect in the autocorrelation function of

the empirical data in risk-adjusted time. For the simulated ARCH(2) process the autocor¬

relation function drops very rapidly down to zero on the first few lags (see Figure 19).

In the following we will investigate in more detail the properties of the autocorrelation

function. If the constraint for the existence of the fourth moment for an ARCH(2) pro¬

cess is fulfilled,

2 2 2 3

m4 = K2 + 3(X1 + 3<X2 + 3ala2 ~ 3(X2 < 1' (I4)

then the autocorrelations for < ef > are found to be (after Taylor, 1986)
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pj = a/Cl-ocj)

Pn = alPn-l + a2Pn-2
(15)

Since for our estimated ARCH(2) model m4
~ 0 332 < 1 holds, we can investigate the

properties of the above equations and compare them to the empirical USDDEM data set

Autocorrelation

USDDEM •mpWcil d«a vl ARCH(2) compute limulauon

Regression Analysis
Amu milillm Ritto

Tkn»tl»g»]{20min>

Figure 19 Comparison of the autocorrelation function (left) of the USDDEM exchange
rate (upper curve) with the simulated ARCH(2) process (lower curve) with parameters esti¬

mated from the USDDEM exchange rate and regression analysis (tight) for the autocorrela¬

tion ratio p„/p„_, against its inverse value shifted back by one lag The dashed lines on the

left side mark the 95% confidence interval of a random process

If we regress the ratio of two succeeding correlations P„/p„_! against

pn _ 2/pn _ j,
as shown in Figure 19, we achieve a linear relationship with slope a2 and

intercept ctj However, we found that the parameters estimated from the regression are

rather different from those found in the model estimation process
12

In addition it is

interesting to note that the sum of both parameters otj + a2 obtained from the regression

analysis of the empirical USDDEM data seem to be close to unity, i e the roots of the

charactenstic equation are close to the unit circle This finding does not tally with the

12 The regression is calculated using a standard linear model without including errors in the pn _ i^Pn -1
van

able Since the difference between the regression line and the theoretical line is rather significant it can be

assumed that the applied model has no influence on the result
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parameters estimated from the data set yielding a much smaller value of about 0 346 far

away from one

All these findings together demonstrate that a simple ARCH(2) modeling cannot

explain the major aspects of the properties of the USDDEM currency exchange rate

One of the most striking features of the ARCH(2) process is its short ranged autocor¬

relation function To better capture the long memory property of the conditional vanance

we now consider a GARCH(1,1) model The generalization of ARCH to GARCH mod¬

els is similar to the generalization of an AR process to an ARMA process The intention

is that GARCH can parsimoniously represent a high order ARCH process

Estimating the parameters for this process using again the IMSL/MATH method

UMINF (IMSL, 1997) yields

6 = 3 3653xl0~8(1955xl0~9),

&j = 011460(0 00451),

p\ = 0 83400(0 00624)

Again the scaling power law shows the same drawbacks as in the case of the

ARCH(2) model For the autocorrelation function the memory is as expected much

longer compared with ARCH models, but still far beyond the possibility of explaining

the empirical findings (see Figure 20)

Next, we will investigate the autocorrelation function of the GARCH(l.l) process in

more detail For the GARCH(1,1) similar expressions as in the case of the ARCH(2) pro¬

cess can be obtained for the parameters The autocorrelation function pn declines expo¬

nentially given through the following recursive equation (after Bollerslev, 1988)

Pj = a1(l-o1p1-pJ)/(l-2a1p1-pJ)

Pn = (ai + Pi)Pn-i
(16)

if the condition for the existence of the fourth moment is fulfilled13

2 2

/n4 = 3a1+2a1P1+ Pj< 1 (17)

13 Ding and Granger (1996) have shown recently that the autocorrelation function of a GARCH(1 1) process is

declining exponentially even if the fourth moment is not existing
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Scaling Power Law
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Figure 20 Scaling power law (left) for the USDDEM currency relationship (circles) and

for the estimated GARCH(1,1) process (squares) and autocorrelation function (right) for the

USDDEM currency relationship (upper curve) and for the estimated GARCH(l.l) process

(lower curve) over a time period of4 weeks. The dashed lines represent the 95% confidence

limits for a random process.

Since again as in the ARCH(2) model the GARCH(l.l) model parameters result in a

finite fourth moment m4 = 0.322 < 1 we can analyse the autocorrelations on the basis

of the above equations. Regressing pn versus p„_ j
we expect a slope of value otj + Pj

and an intercept of zero.

However the empirical USDDEM currency rate deviates especially at short lags from

this simple exponential behavior and shows a more complicated structure. Although

neglecting the first 10 lags of the empirical USDDEM process, the regression plot shows

still a smaller slope otj + Pj compared to that obtained from the estimated GARCH(l.l)

process: 0.9486. The slope and intercept obtained from the regression are 0.849 ± 0.025

and 0.007 ± 0.001 respectively (see figure 21).

We also investigated the variability of the GARCH(1,1) parameters over time (see

Figure 21). They have been estimated in risk-adjusted time for a rolling window of 1 year

data with shifting the window for each new estimation procedure by one month on the

data set of a total length of 56 months USDDEM tickdata. We observed the parameters

fluctuating between 0.05 and 0.18 (alpha) and between 0.67 and 0.94 (beta) respectively.

This fact can be interpreted as further evidence for a continuous change in the dynamics

of the underlying intraday financial markets.

Up to now, we have tested the goodness of fit for the different models in the following

way: First of all we estimated the parameters for the model and then we simulated a pro-
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Regression Analysis

Autocorrelation
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- Ml sample

Variability of GARCH(1,1) Parameters

USOOEM 9210-9705 30 minutM data
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Figure 21 Regressions of the autocorrelation function (left) on succeeding lags: pn ver¬

sus pn _ j
for 494 data points covering a period of approximately one week and variability

of the estimated GARCH(1,1) parameters for a rolling window of 12 month length (right).
The dotted lines are the results obtained by estimating the parameters over the whole data

set and the persistence gives the sum of the estimated parameters.

cess with the same amount of points as the empirical return series using the estimated

model. Then we compared the empirical and the simulated process on the basis of differ¬

ent statistical properties.

Another possibility for a specification test is the investigation of the residuals with sta¬

tistical tests having power against a random process. If the model is specified correctly,

the residual process should be random because all linear and nonlinear structure in the

process could be modeled.

Therefore, we tested the quality of the estimated models by applying the BDS test to

the standardized USDDEM FX data and to the standardized residuals of the estimated

ARCH(2) and GARCH(1,1) models. By standardized residuals we mean the process

defined by

£/Jht > (ARCH processes model the variance of the process). (18)

The BDS statistics tests the null hypothesis that the data are independently and identi¬

cally distributed, using a procedure that has power against both deterministic chaos and
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nonlinear stochastic behavior (Brock et al., 1987). The test also makes no assumption

about the existence of moments in the tested time series (de Lima, 1994). The test statis¬

tics is based on the correlation integral which is a measure for the fraction of the pairs of

points from a N-dimensional vector of histories that are within a distance of I from each

other where / is usually measured in terms of the standard deviation of the data. Unfortu¬

nately, the asymptotic distribution of the BDS test14 is strongly affected by the fitting of

the ARCH models. As documented by Brock et al. (1991) and Hsieh (1991), BDS tests

on the standardized residuals from fitted ARCH models reject much too infrequently. De

Lima (1995) calculated the test statistics distribution and he showed that the tails of the

distribution are thinner than those of the standard normal distribution we get for the test

statistics in the case of non ARCH models. Brock and Potter (1993) suggested to apply
the test, in the case in which the conditional mean of the observed data is known, to

2

(ln(ef) - ln(/if)) where the asymptotic test statistics distribution is again standard nor¬

mal. This transformation is only necessary when the standard BDS test does not reject

the null hypothesis of IID standardized residuals of ARCH processes.

Table 2 shows for dimensions N from 2 up to 8 and three different I's 0.5,1 and 1.5

the standard BDS statistics. As expected we get from one to the next model a steady

increase in the quality of the test results. However the results still indicate a substantial

nonlinear dependency in the data. The values for the BDS statistics are all situated in the

extreme positive tail of the standard normal distribution rejecting the null hypothesis of

independently and identically distributed time series data points.

Bera and Higgins (1993) have written in their review on ARCH models: "In applied

work, it has been frequently demonstrated that the GARCH(1,1) process is able to repre¬

sent the majority of financial time series. A data set which requires a model of order

greater than GARCH(1,2) or GARCH(2,1) is very rare." We think that this statement is

not applicable to high frequency data in finance. In the previous part of this section we

have demonstrated that the majority of features inherent in the structure of the dynamic

process cannot be modeled and explained by simple ARCH and GARCH models.15

Steps in the direction of a generalization of heteroskedastic models have been taken

by Hentschel (1995). He has introduced a much more general class of models which also

includes other models which have been considered so far in literature. Besides the stan¬

dard ARCH and GARCH models the general formulation of Hentschel includes as well

the Exponential GARCH of Nelson (1991), the Threshold GARCH of Zakoian (1991),

14 We thank Blake LeBaron for giving us his efficient implementation of the BDS test statistics

15 We estimated as well GARCH(p.q) models of orders up to q = 64 with standard normal innovations We got

indeed a longer memory with increasing q, but in order to get reliable results we need a more parsimonious

time series approach with less parameters
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I N = 2 N = 3 N = 4 N = 5 N = 6 N = 7 N = 8

05 3041 39 96 48 35 57 33 69 19 84 53 104 79

USDDEM 10 30 83 38 06 43 22 48 00 53 42 59 13 65 57

15 30 81 36 87 40 42 43 42 46 45 49 12 5180

05 28 97 38 13 46 41 55 23 66 85 8184 10179

AR(2) 10 29 34 36 36 4158 4642 5196 57 82 64 49

15 29 60 35 56 39 26 42 43 45 58 48 40 5128

05 3 86 610 1135 1651 22 69 29 63 38 00

ARCH(2) 10 169 2 58 6 60 10 66 15 02 19 01 23 02

15 007 0 22 3 65 7 41 11 12 14 25 17 13

05 7 15 8 46 9 08 9 34 10 35 1162 13 09

GARCH(1,1) 10 6 55 6 79 651 6 26 6 52 6 71 6 98

15 5 97 5 67 4 90 4 48 4 39 421 4 13

Table 2 BDS statistics for the standardized USDDEM empirical data and for the stan

dardized AR(2), ARCH(2) and GARCH(U) residuals The null hypothesis of HD can

be rejected at a significance level of 95%, if the BDS value lies above 1 96

the Absolute value GARCH model of Taylor (1986) and Schwert (1990), the Nonlinear-

asymmetric GARCH (Engle and Ng, 1993), the GJR model of Glosten et al (1993), the

Nonlinear ARCH of Higgins and Bera (1992), and the Asymmetric power ARCH of

Dingetal (1993)

The general structure of the model is

*
1

a, -1 ^ r-V, s
n°f- 1

= © + aa(_1/(e() + p—r (19)

with

/(ef) = \E(-b\-c{zt-b) (20)

In this model it is assumed, that the innovations (returns) {r|,} follow a conditional
2

normal distribution with mean zero and variance 0,_, Therefore, r\. can be written as

at_ jE, with {er} following a standard normal distribution
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Besides the possibility of allowing asymmetries in the model through the parameters

b and c, we find that the main advantage is attributed to the fact, that the model also

allows to use not only e, or leJ, but in addition the whole spectrum of power transfor¬

mations v > 0. This is motivated by the fact, that the returns of FX rates themselves con¬

tain almost no serial correlation; but IrJ to a positive power v shows in the

autocorrelation a significant deviation from a random process. Ding et al. (1993) have

shown that the correlation is most significant for v » 1 in the case of daily stock index

data and for daily foreign exchange rate data, Ding and Granger (1996) get the highest

linear dependency for v = 0.25. Miiller et al. (1996) get the most significant correlation

with v = 0.5 for high frequency foreign exchange rate data on their d-time scale.

2.3.3 The Effect of Symmetric Stable Innovations

In the previous section we investigated volatility models of ARCH and GARCH type

based on innovations following a conditional normal distribution. We found that these

models are not appropriate to model the volatility of currency exchange rates in the intra-

day range. One shortcoming of these models is the fact that they are not able to produce

processes with unconditional distributions showing tails in the same order of magnitude

as the tails we find in the empirical data (compare the QQ plot of the empirical data in

Figure 16 with the QQ plot of the estimated ARCH process in Figure 18). The tails of the

empirical distribution are much fatter than the tails of the unconditional distributions of

the previously estimated ARCH and GARCH processes. Another shortcoming of the

above mentioned approaches is their lack of modeling power for the scaling power law

property we observe in the empirical data (see Figure 18 and Figure 20).

A possibility to produce processes with fatter unconditional distributions is to use dis¬

tribution functions for the conditional distribution showing fatter tails than the normal

distribution. Bollerslev (1987) suggested to use a Student-t distribution as conditional

distribution and Nelson (1991) used a Generalized Error Distribution (GED) to model

daily financial data. With regard to daily currency exchange rates Hsieh (1989) has sub¬

sequently shown that GARCH models with innovations following a conditional t-distri-

bution or a conditional GED are not able to model several foreign exchange rates in an

acceptable manner. In addition these models cannot explain the scaling power law. Other

approaches have been made by Engle and Gonzalez-Rivera (1991) which use a semi-

parametric conditional distribution, and by Hansen (1994) which estimates a time-vary¬

ing conditional density.

Another possibility to model the volatility more accurately than with simple GARCH

models would be to estimate HARCH processes (Miiller et al., 1997 and Dacorogna et
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al, 1997) These processes integrate volatilities of different time horizons and have the

power to model the 'lagged correlation' property of the empirical data

In the following we concentrate on a GARCH model with innovations that follow a

symmetric stable distribution We demonstrate the power of this type of model to explain

the empirically observed leptokurticity (fat tailed distnbution) in the intraday region as

well as the power scaling law

First we introduce symmetric stable distributions and their properties that are impor¬

tant for our application
16

A random variable X is said to have a stable distnbution if for any A, B > 0 there

exists a number C > 0 and a real number D such that

AXl+BX2 = CX + D, (21)

where Xj and X2 denote independent copies of X and the relation means equality in

distnbution X is called strictly stable if D = 0 and symmetric stable if the distnbution

of X is symmetnc

For any stable random vanable X there exists a number a e (0,2] such that C in

(21) satisfies

Ca = Aa + Ba (22)

a is called the index ofstability or characteristic exponent of the distribution and X is

said to be a -stable

An a-stable process is entirely charactenzed by the four parameters

oe (0, 2],o>0, Pe [-1, l],u.e Rl (23)

Therefore we can write

X~Sa(o,p\n), (24)

to indicate that X follows the stable distribution charactenzed by a, a, Pand (i.

u, is known as the shift parameter, a called the scaling parameter, and P is known as

the skewness parameter

16 For a detailed introduction into stable non gaussian random processes we refer to Samorodnitsky and Taqqu

(1994)
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X ~ Sa(a, p, |i) is symmetric if and only if P = 0 and \i = 0. Then a symmetric

a -stable distribution can be written as

X~SaS. (25)

We will apply SaS -distributed innovations in our model. The left side of Figure 22

shows the fat positive tail of a standard symmetric stable distribution with a = 1.8 and

compares it to a standard normal distribution.

Probability densities of a -stable variables exist and are continuous but in general they

are not known in closed form and have to be computed numerically. However, in a few

exceptions they correspond with well known distributions. So when we set a = 2 we

get a Gaussian distribution. In this case the scale parameter o is related to but not identi¬

cal with the standard deviation:

S2(j=o,0,o)= N(0,o2). (26)

The case a = 1 corresponds with the Cauchy distribution, and a choice of a = 0.5

leads to the Levy distribution.

The main reason why we paid attention to this group of random processes lies in the

fact that their probability density function is less concentrated at the mean and has bigger

tails than a Gaussian process. So the probability of observing large deviations from the

mean is much higher than expected when assuming a Gaussian distribution, and that is

what we have observed in our empirical data. This property, called leptokurtic behavior,

is expressed mathematically by the nonexistence of higher order moments:

X~ Sa(a, P, \i) with (0 < a < 2) => E(\X\P) < ~ (0 < p < a)

E(.\X\p) = oo (p>a)
(27)

So random variables with a < 2 show infinite second and higher order moments.

Now we give the model for the a -GARCH(p.q) process we assume for the returns:
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P 1

C, =C0+ X«,K-,| + lP;ar-;' <29>

1=1 y=l

where at is the conditional scaling parameter and {£,} are the observations (residu¬

als)17 of the process under consideration. yVt_, represents all information available at

time t - 1. The model is constructed such that we find the GARCH(p,q) with normally

distributed innovations as a special case with a = 2.

We use a Maximum Likelihood (ML) approach for the estimation of the parameters.

In that case one needs to find the maximum of the log-likelihood-function I over the

parameter space (co, a1,...a,P1,...P). /can be written in the following form:

T

/(co,a1,...orP1,...p?) = riog(V2)+ X [log(/a(ti,))-logo,], (30)

t= l

with / being the density function of the parametric distribution with parameter a for

the standardized ef out of (28) which we get as r\t = «/2e,/0"r and T equals the number

of observations.

According to Zolotarev (1966) the density function of a standard symmetric a-stable

distribution for a > 1 is given by the following integral representation:

it/2

l/(a-l) r
r a/(a-l)

/„<*> - 15^*
l°"IJ

I VWexpHr"1"" >)]*. (31)

with

VW =

[
_

rsmM)la/(a_1)£os[(a-_l)i]
(32)

COS<)> J COS<|)

Since there is no analytical expression for the integral formulated in (31), it has to be

calculated numerically. In the case of an application to intraday financial data, the calcu¬

lation of the log-likelihood-function is very time consuming. For each observation we

have to calculate the integral numerically. In our case for 4.5 years of 30 minute USD-

17. We estimate m a first step the linear component of the observations and then, if we find significant linear

behavior, we estimate the a -GARCH model for the residuals of the linear model If we don't observe a linear

behavior in the returns, the estimation of the a -GARCH model is done directly for the returns.
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DEM data, we had to evaluate (31) more than 80'000 times to get one value of the log-

likelihood-function. In order to find a maximum in the log-likelihood-function which

turned out to be very flat (see Kern, 1997), it will take several days on a SUN-SparcSta-

tion Ultra to find the maximum in the case of an a-GARCH(l.l) model. The algorithm

of Liu and Brorsen (1995) that is based on a 96-point Gaussian quadrature formula

needed 20-30 minutes on a IBM-3090 mainframe computer for the calculation of a simi¬

lar model for about 2'500 daily observations.

We therefore decided to replace the integral representation of the density function of

the standard symmetric a -stable distribution in the centre with a convergent series and in

the tails with an asymptotic expansion.

The density in (31) can be represented for a > 1 according to Zolotarev (1986) by the

following convergent series:

oo

r , \
1 v / ,-n-ir(n/a+ 1) .

, .„.
n-i

/aW
= -

X (-1>
r(w + i)

( )x ' ( *

n=\

One can observe that for even numbers n the expression sin(«7t/2) is equal to zero

and therefore, we only need to sum up for odd numbers of n.

If one carefully analyses the asymptotic behavior of (33) one realizes that bigger val¬

ues of |jc| as well as lower values of a result in a slower convergence speed of the series.

Therefore, we fixed a maximal value for n to guarantee a fast execution time for the

calculation. But in order to be able to calculate the density function also for values of \x\

where the series of (33) doesn't converge before the fixed maximal value of n is reached,

we use an asymptotic expansion for the density function in the tail region.

The asymptotic expansion for the density function of a standard symmetric a-stable

distribution with a > 1 and |x| -* «° is given by Zolotarev (1986) as

/«(*) ~ jj"*"1 I ^sin[7tfe/2(2 - a)]x-ka. (34)

* = 1

If one analyses the asymptotic behavior of this series, one can observe that, in contrast to

the behavior of the series in (33), the convergence speed is worse for small values of \x\

and big values of a.

Therefore, we use (33) for the calculation of the density for small values of \x\ and

the asymptotic expansion for bigger values. The problem remaining is the determination
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of the threshold on the x -axis, at which we have to switch the series and the fixing of the

maximal value for k in the tail series

The threshold is determined for a given value of a and a given maximal n in the fol¬

lowing manner We calculate (33) for values of x starting with 0 and incremented by a

fixed amount as long as the series converges before the given maximal n The maximal

value of k is determined by calculating the tail series for the last value of x where (33)

converged until the difference between the results of the two series for this *is minimal

Fat Tailed Distributions Fat Tailed Distributions

tandanl symmetric stable dslrfcutloro Hltlrtg of sarws at It* Bvoshcjd poW

Figure 22 The left side compares a standard symmetric stable distribution with

a = 1 8 to a standard normal distribution and the right side shows the tails with the thresh¬

old points for the senes replacing the integral expression of (31) in the case of a = 18 and

a = 19

The right side of Figure 22 shows the threshold points for two stable density func¬

tions In the case of a = 1 9 we have found with maximal n = 101 the threshold at

x = 5 0 and the maximal k = 8 Using the same maximal n for a = 1 8 we found the

threshold at x = 4 9 and the maximal k = 6 This coincides with the remarks about the

convergence speed of the two senes made above

The previously described method, together with the generation of a table for the val¬

ues of r for arguments up to the maximal n allows for the calculation of the density

function for a value in the case of a = 1 9 by summing up in the worst case 50 simple

terms This reduces the calculation time of an a-GARCH(l,l) estimation for our mtra-

day problem from several days down to a few minutes For the optimization we use the

UMINF routine of the IMSL/MATH numerical library which implements a quasi-New-

ton method with a finite-difference gradient (IMSL, 1997)
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With this method it is possible for the first time to estimate a -GARCH(p,q) models of

higher order in the intraday region without using mainframe power for getting a result in

a reasonable time frame.

Now we shall apply the previously described method to estimate a-GARCH(l.l)

models for the 4.5 years of USDDEM data in i) -time (81788 points) we use in the rest of

this section as representative of an intraday foreign exchange rate. This time, a two-step

procedure is executed: we first evaluate the linear component of the returns, take the

residuals and estimate in the second step the heteroskedastic part according to (28) and

(29) with the ML approach described in (30).

The linear part results in an AR(2) process (see (13) for an exact definition of an

AR(p) process) with the following significant parameters (the standard error is given in

brackets):

Sj = -0.04842(0.00436),

a2 = -0.01167(0.00436).

We used as estimation method the ordinary least squares (OLS) procedure NSLSE

given in the IMSL/STAT numerical library (IMSL, 1997).

The residuals are extracted from the returns as follows:

Table 3 shows the estimation results of the ML method for different symmetric stable

distributions. For all distributions with fatter tails than the normal distribution we

achieved significantly higher values for the ML function than in the case of the

GARCH(1,1) process with normally distributed residuals(a = 2.0). In the next phase

we compare the distribution shape of simulated a-GARCH(l.l) processes based on the

estimated parameters from Table 3 with the distribution shape of the empirical residuals

given by (35).

The left side of Figure 23 demonstrates the ability of simulated a-GARCH(l.l) pro¬

cesses with a < 2.0 to model the fat tails of the USDDEM foreign exchange rate resid¬

ual distribution better compared with a GARCH(1,1) process that uses innovations

following a normal distribution (a = 2.0).

Another property of the intraday foreign exchange rates that is modeled better by

GARCH models with symmetric stable innovations than by models with innovations fol¬

lowing other distributions, is the power scaling law (see section 2.2.1). The scaling expo¬

nent can be identified with the slope of the graphs on the right side of Figure 23 which
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a a> &\ Pi ML

20
1 0845E-8

(4 909E-10)

0 08125

(0 00214)

0 90709

(000237)
476429 45

195
1 3397E-8

(7 465E-10)

008981

(0 00275)

0 87862

(0 00351)
481830 32

19

1 7955E-8

(6 291E-11)

0 08754

(0 00005)

0 87971

(0 00039)
482472 96

185
2 4700E-8

(1 219E-9)

0 08656

(0 00060)

0 88020

(0 00105)
482812 92

18

3 4217E-8

(6 779E-10)

0 08613

(0 00001)

0 88070

(0 00053)
482996 54

175
4 8147E-8

(1 216E-9)

0 08617

(000010)

0 88089

(000037)
483081 78

17

6 6012E-8

(1 528E-9)

0 08613

(0 00009)

0 88191

(0 00037)
483053 71

Table 3 Estimation results with maximal ML value for a -GARCH(l.l) models with

different indices of stability ranging from the normal distribution (a = 2 0) up to very

fat tailed distributions (a =17)

shows the scaling power law (5) by way of a logarithmic plot. We calculate the scaling

exponent by using a weighted regression The slope and intercept of the regression line

with standard errors are given in Table 4.

A GARCH(1,1) process with normal innovations (a = 2.0) shows a scaling expo¬

nent that is too low (0.5), if one compares it with the empirically observed value (0 53)

a-GARCH(l.l) processes with a < 2 0 result in a value quite near to the exponent of

the empirical USDDEM exchange rate

An interesting property of symmetric stable processes should be mentioned here. A

stochastic process with innovations following an SaS distribution exhibits a scaling

exponent equal to the inverse of the index of stability a If one now compares this value

with the scaling exponent resulting from the simulation of an a-GARCH(l.l) process

with the same a, one can observe the exponent of the GARCH process being slightly

higher than 1/a. Therefore, it can be assumed that the a-GARCH(p,q) process that

models best the behavior of the USDDEM exchange rate in the mtraday region must be
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Figure 23 On the left side, the QQ plot of the empirical data is compared to the QQ plots

of different simulated a-GARCH(l.l) processes. The straight line represents a standard

normal distribution. The right side shows the power scaling law for the USDDEM exchange
rate and for different simulated a -GARCH(l,1) processes.

slope intercept

USDDEM
0.532597

(0.0034)

-11.559617

(0.0330)

a = 2.0
0.501978

(0.0028)

-10.988671

(0.0263)

a = 1.95

0.513491

(0.0036)

-11.503011

(0.0358)

a = 1.9

0.526721

(0.0034)

-11.482347

(0.0325)

Table 4 Results of the weighted regression for Power Scaling Law applied to the

USDDEM exchange rate and to different simulated a-GARCH(l.l) processes. The

standard errors are given in brackets.

based on a symmetric stable distribution with a characteristic exponent a that is bigger
than 1/0.53 = 1.89.

We finally investigate the power of a-GARCH(p,q) processes to model the long

memory in the intraday volatility of the empirical USDDEM foreign exchange rate.
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Therefore, first of all a periodogram analysis of the volatility is executed to identify the

remaining seasonalities in the time series. We then select the most significant lags in the

periodogram (Figure 24) and estimate with the previously described efficient method a

higher order a-GARCH(p,q) model including the seven identified lags. Figure 24 pre¬

sents on the left side the correspondence of the autocorrelation function for simulated a-

GARCH process using the estimated parameters with the autocorrelation function of the

empirical data. Hence, it is possible to model with this parsimonious approach the mem¬

ory in the volatility time series much better than by applying other, less efficient, meth¬

ods.

Autocorrelation Function

USDDEM empirical data vs. alpha-GARCH(1,1) simulations

i USDDEM

alpha=2.0
I — - alpha=1.9
! —alpha-GARCH(1,1+7c)withalpha=1.9

Periodogram Analysis

USDDEM 9205-9705: 30 min data

Upsilon Time [hours] (2 lags/hour)

10 100 1001

Upsilon Time [hours] (2 lags/hour)

Figure 24 On the left side, the autocorrelation function for different a -GARCH simula¬

tions is compared with the ACF of the empirical data. The dashed lines represent the 95%

confidence limits for a random process. The right side shows a periodogram analysis of the

empirical USDDEM exchange rate with the identified lags used for the higher order ot-

GARCH.

In this section the capability of a -GARCH(p,q) processes to model the volatility and

therefore the risk of foreign exchange rates in the intraday region has been shown for the

first time. We demonstrated by the example of three stylized facts, the leptokurtic behav¬

ior, the power scaling law and the long memory property the ability of symmetric stable

innovations in GARCH models to model better the intraday dynamics of foreign
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exchange rates than GARCH processes based on innovations following other distribu¬

tions.

In section 2.3.1, we introduced a risk-adjusted, weekly averaged time scale, the v-

time. There we used simple averages of the historical volatility to determine the time

scale. But the variability over time, we found in the scaling exponent (Figure 10) as well

as in the estimated parameters of the GARCH processes (Figure 21), give evidence for a

continuous change in the dynamics of the underlying intraday financial market.

Thus, the risk-adjusted time scale can be improved by a regular re-calculation (every

week, for example) on the basis of the most actual volatilities to adapt it to changes in the

dynamics of the market. This improvement is clearly shown at the example in section

3.6.2.

The replacement of the historical average, where all points are equally weighted, by

an Exponential Moving Average (EMA), where points laying further in the past are less

weighted than more recent points, will result in an additional improvement of the time

scale.

Finally, the historical volatility, used to recalculate the time scale every week, can

dynamically be extended to the future by a n-step ahead forecast of the volatility for one

week using an a-GARCH(p,q) model, for example. This method integrates the future

development of the volatility in the calculation of the time scale valid for that period.
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3. A Distributed Realtime Environment for the

Intraday Analysis and Modeling

Before being able to build a generic system providing the basic features for imple¬

menting and testing all sorts of models for the intraday financial markets, one needs to

understand the special properties of these markets. Therefore, we investigated in the pre¬

vious chapter the behavior of financial market risks in the intraday region using the

example of foreign exchange rates.

We found that the statistical properties as well as the dynamics in the markets change

if one increases the data sampling from daily to intradaily intervals. The introduction of a

weekly-averaged volatility based time scale as well as the presentation of an efficient

method to estimate sophisticated GARCH models was the prerequisite for a successful

modeling and, consequently, for the understanding of the intraday risk in the foreign

exchange market.

We used these findings to develop a software framework supporting the following

specialities essential for a successful intraday analysis of the financial markets:

• Risk-adjusted time scale with the possibility for non-equidistant sampling of

the intraday tick-by-tick data.

• Dynamically adjustable time scale to react to fundamental changes in the

dynamics of the markets.

• Short calculation times for sophisticated risk models.

• Scenario analysis for the testing of different models.

• Monitoring of interesting model variables.

However, we did not intend to design a framework merely for the off-line analysis of

the intraday financial risk. We developed an environment covering the whole business

process for the intraday trading within a bank. This includes the collection and valida¬

tion of the data, the risk analysis, the trading signal production, the portfolio manage¬

ment and the distribution of the trading decisions.

In addition to that, the system can be used as a 24 hour realtime decision support and

risk management system.

Furthermore the system can easily be extended for applications in other intraday

markets such as futures, options or other derivatives markets.
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We shall initially provide some general remarks on the object oriented design of the

system before we move on to a detailed description of the different components.

3.1 Design as a Distributed System

3.1.1 Business Objects as Fundamental Building Blocks

The system is designed as a collaboration of business objects in the sense of Orfali et

al. (1996). They suggest the term Business Object (BO) for components that are end-user

recognizable and perform specific business functions and roles. By using such an identi¬

fication scheme for the components it is much simpler for people coming from the bank¬

ing industry, for example, to understand the design and functioning of the framework.

We identify in our system the following business objects according to the different tasks

required during the process of trading:

• The Tickdata Collector stores tick-by-tick data from the realtime data feed.

• The Historical Data Server is the provider for historical tick-by-tick data.

• The Time Manager controls the risk-adjusted time scale and the trading

times.

• The Data Pool Manager retrieves, validates and buffers the data in risk-

adjusted time.

• The Risk Analyser estimates the risk in a market according to a risk model.

• The Trading Signal Provider produces buy and sell signals using different

Risk Analysers and a trading model.

• The Portfolio Manager calculates the leverage factors for a set of Trading

Signal Providers.

• The Decision Distributor distributes the trading suggestions via different

channels.

• The Trading Desk is the internet platform for the execution of a trade.

• The Fax and Pager components deliver the trading decisions to the appropri¬

ate fax machines and paging devices.
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In order to minimize the amount of data being transferred over the network between

the different BO's, we have combined the Time Manager, Data Pool Manager, Risk

Analyser, Trading Signal Provider, and Portfolio Manager BO's to a Decision Taker BO.

Each BO is an autonomous, self-managing component and can be placed on a sepa¬

rate host in the network. In addition, the BO's can be replaced by other BO's providing

the same functionality, and they can also be duplicated in order to create a more reliable

system through replication or to get more concurrency in the system.

Figure 25 shows a possible configuration of the BO's in the trading process. We find

two copies of Decision Taker B which receive their input from different Historical Data

Servers and send their output to the same Decision Distributor. This configuration guar¬

antees a reliable functioning of the system in the event of the failing of one Decision

Taker B or one Historical Data Server.

Historical

Data Server R

Historical

Data Servers

Decision Taker A

Decision TakerB

Ualn

Decision

Distributor!

'-N

Decision TakerB

Copy

\
Decision TakerX

Decision

Distributor J

A>^
Trading
Deskl

/ \
1

Internet

w

^
Trading
Desk2

m

v ^ Trading
D&skn

Figure 25 The block diagram shows an example system configuration of the Business

Objects. Each block in the diagram represents a component of the system and can be placed

on a different host in the network.

3.1.2 CORBA as Collaboration Infrastructure

We use CORBA as the communication infrastructure between the different BO's.

CORBA stands for Common Object Request Broker Architecture and was created by the

Object Management Group (OMG) in his second revision in 1995 (OMG, 1995a, 1995b,

1995c). The OMG does not create products, it focuses on creating specifications that can

be implemented and used by all. The CORBA specification process is supported by more
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than 700 hardware and software manufacturers, government organizations, and user

groups. Up to now numerous hardware and software manufacturers have implemented

the CORBA 2.0 specification, creating a rich framework that successfully operates

across heterogeneous computing platforms.

CORBA is based on a client-server model of distributed computing. In the client-

server model, a request for service is made from one software component to another on a

network. CORBA adds an additional dimension to this model by inserting a broker

between the client and server components. The broker, named Object Request Broker

(ORB) reduces the complexity of implementing the interaction between the client and

server. The broker plays two key roles. First, it provides common services, including

basic messaging and communication between client and server, directory services, secu¬

rity services, and location transparency. Secondly, it isolates the application from the

specifics of the underlying system configuration, such as hardware platforms and operat¬

ing systems, network protocols, and implementation languages.

The CORBA specification consists of the IDL language and the ORB core interfaces.

The Interface Definition Language (IDL) provides an implementation independent lan¬

guage for specifying interfaces. This is very useful in partitioning software into compo¬

nents, because it doesn't constrain the language of the component's implementation.

However, as the IDL specification can be compiled into one of a number of specific lan¬

guages, it provides a useful transition between the component interface design and the

actual coding of the component.

Client

Dynamic

Invocation

IDL

Stubs

Object Implementation

i Static IDL

ofls ] Skeleton

Interface '

Dynamic

Skeleton
Object

Adapter
1_.

ORB Core

Figure 26 The core interfaces of the object request broker (ORB) are shown.
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The core interfaces of the ORB are presented in Figure 26. The ORB handles the

communication routing, as well as any additional services required to perform the

request. The object that makes the request is referred to as the client. If an abnormal con¬

dition occurs during the execution of a request, an exception value is returned to the cli¬

ent. Requests can be of static and dynamic nature. Static invocations are requests that

have been fully defined at compile time and are made through an BDL stub to an IDL

skeleton on the server side. Dynamic invocations provide the ability to add new objects

and interfaces without having to change the client code. Dynamic invocations require the

use of the dynamic invocation interface. The dynamic skeleton interface is the server-

side equivalent.

The ORB supports client-side transparency, which allows the developer to make

changes to the application implementation without affecting the clients using the ser¬

vices. Another point that increases the transparency is the automatic server activation

that brings up services on demand. The client does not know whether the service is run¬

ning when the request is made or if it is activated on the fly.

We decided to use CORBA as the communication infrastructure among the BO's for

the following reasons:

• It inherently supports the design of object oriented distributed applications.

• It allows to simply connect BO's that are implemented in different program¬

ming languages, which were selected according to the complexity of the task

the BO is required to carry out in the business process.

• It allows to combine BO's that are running under different operating systems

and computer platforms.

• Among other services it provides a naming service making it possible to

build up distributed applications with complete location transparency for the

BO's.

3.1.3 Design Patterns at Different Scales

Design patterns are the most effective form of guidance available in the process of

software development. They offer a compact and efficient way of communicating expert

software concepts, in particular architectural concepts. Design patterns also provide a

terminology that can help practitioners become more effective and sophisticated in

developing software systems.

1. For good descriptions of CORBA we refer to Siegel (1996) and to Mowbray and Run (1997).
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However, most software design patterns lack a sense of scale Many serious software

mistakes are made because the impact of scale is poorly understood and applied

A design pattern should only be applied at one architectural level An application at

another level will end up in a complete incorrect specification of the architecture of the

whole system Mowbray and Malveau (1997) introduced a scale for the patterns accord¬

ing to the complexity of the problem Figure 27 presents the scalability model for design

patterns m detail

Generality

Specificity

Global Architecture

Enterprise Architecture

System Architecture

Application Architecture

Frameworks

Microarchitecture

Objects and Classes

Figure 27 The scalability model according to Mowbray and Malveau (1997)

At the object level we find reusable component libraries and standards such as C++

class libraries, the CORBA object model or the CORBA services

At the microarchitecture level, the Gamma Pattern Language (Gamma et al, 1994)

and other design patterns research present the structures necessary to develop component

microarchitectures

Theframework level is concerned with the development of design patterns at the mac-

rocomponent level, involving one or more microarchitectures At this level the goal is to

allow the reuse of both the software code and the design used in writing the code

The application level is concerned with the design patterns used in a single applica¬

tion program The primary goal is to implement a specific set of functionality that is

required to comply with performance goals Because the scope is limited to a single pro¬

gram, there is far less nsk involved in expenmentation at this level than on a greater

scale

A system combines several applications The applications provide the functionality

and the system level adds interoperation between the applications The system-level

architecture survives the modification and replacement of component applications over

the life cycle of the system
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The enterprise level is the largest architectural scale within an organization. The

enterprise is responsible for establishing policies and procedures that are in place

throughout an organization. The enterprise-level patterns include guidance for taking

architectural design decisions that affect the structure, style and future growth of enter¬

prise software.

The global level integrates multiple enterprises. It includes languages, standards, and

policies that affect multiple enterprises. An example of a global system is the Internet

which is defined through a collection of related standards and policies that exist through¬

out the world to allow the sharing of information.

Within the previously described context, our realtime environment for the trading pro¬

cess in a bank has to be placed at the system level. Here we use the CORBA object

request broker as design pattern to combine the following three applications (see Figure

28)2:.

Decision Taking Application

Data Pool

Manager

Trading Signal
Provider

/L.

S

Rltk

Analy$ar

>
Tlckdata

Collector

Historical Data

Server

Tlckdata

Database

Tlckdata Management Application

Trading
Desk

Pager
Fax

Decision

Distributor

Decision Distribution Application

Figure 28 Architecture of the Distributed Realtime System

The Tlckdata ManagementApplication: This application consists of a frame¬

work implemented in Java that is used to collect tick-by-tick data from arbi¬

trary financial markets in a database. The framework also supports the task of

2. See Douglass (1998) for a description of the flroier-pattern as one representative of architectural patterns.
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providing the tick-by-tick data in realtime or acts as a server for historical

data.

• The Decision Taking Application: In this respect a framework implemented

in C++ is provided for the whole decision process followed by an investor for

an intraday controlling of financial assets. This includes the efficient calcula¬

tion of arbitrary risk, trading and portfolio models as well as the support for

dynamically adjustable risk-adjusted time scales and a monitoring of model

variables.

• The Decision Distribution Application: The decision distribution application

provides a Java framework for the realtime distribution of arbitrary data via

different channels. An Intra-/Internet channel, a fax, and a pager channel are

supported. In addition, the framework provides a user authorization mecha¬

nism that secures restricted access to the data.

We make use of several microarchitectural design patterns within the different frame¬

works. Selected patterns will be mentioned and described in the appropriate context.

In the remaining part of the section we will describe in detail the design and imple¬

mentation of the three frameworks as well as the collaboration infrastructure together

with all realtime aspects of the environment. Finally we report about experiences made

with the system in the intraday foreign exchange market.

3.2 The Tickdata Management Application

The Tickdata Management Application functions in the following manner (see Figure

29):3

A Tickdata Server process acts as the interface to the data feeds of several data provid¬

ers. Different client processes can subscribe values (a value can, for example, be a cur¬

rency exchange rate, an interest rate or a stock index) with the server. The Tickdata

Server maintains a list of values that are requested by the clients. Whenever a new tick

for a value in the list arrives, it is transferred to all clients subscribed to that value.

A client can be a Collector process that stores the ticks in an arbitrary database, a Val¬

idator process applying different filters to the raw data to get a clean price flow, or a

Dump process that dumps the raw data in the form it comes out of the feed in order to

create a possibility to simulate certain market movements at a later point in time by re-

feeding the dumped data to the system.

3 A short description is given in Wurtz et al. (1998)
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The tick-by-tick data stored in the database is made available via the Historical

Access interface implemented by the Historical Data Server BO. Data can be extracted

from the database with or without validation step.

Tlckdata Management Application

Collector *— Tlckdata Server f Data 1

/
Decision Taker A*

1 Feed 1

/ Realtime Access
_

w w

/

Decision Taker BTlckdata

Database
Vail

Historical Data

Server

/
dator

Figure 29 Architecture of the Tickdata Management Application.

3.2.1 Tickdata Server

The purpose of the Tickdata Server is to make tick-by-tick data from different data

providers available to all clients in a general format.

Therefore, our prime task is to define unique names for the values. Different data pro¬

viders use different names for the same information: Reuters uses 'DEM=' for the USD¬

DEM currency exchange rate whereas Dow Jones takes 'USD/DEM' for the same FX

rate. We have defined general names for most of the values delivered by the different pro¬

viders and manage them in a dictionary together with the appropriate mapping to the pro¬

vider-dependent code. The Tickdata Server needs this dictionary to fulfil the request of a

client for the USDDEM currency exchange rate from the Reuters feed. Then the server

has to find out, that the Reuters Instrument Code (RIC) code of USDDEM is 'DEM='

and subsequently subscribes to this value on the Reuters data network.

In addition to general names for the values we define the fields that identify the actual

state of its values for each instrument and which are of interest for further processing. In

the case of a Spot Rate we take the fields TIME, CONTRIBUTOR, BID and ASK, or for

a Stock Index we extract the fields TIME and LEVEL from the raw tick. In the raw for¬

mat we find a lot of additional, irrelevant information such as the maximum value of the

actual trading day or the values of the previous ticks. This information is redundant in the

case of a continuous collection of the data, and can be calculated at a later point in time.

We consequently implemented a mapping method for each instrument and data feed to

convert the raw ticks to our general format.
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The conversion to a general format is required to be done in realtime in order to have

the data immediately available for other tasks. Such tasks could be the graphical presen¬

tation of the data on a screen, the storing of the data in a database, or the evaluation of a

trading model.

We have developed an extendible framework by operating on generic objects and by

using the Factory Method design pattern (Gamma et al., 1994) for all instrument- or

feed-dependent creations of object. Hence it is very simple to add to the application sup¬

port for additional data feeds or new instruments.

The subscription of clients (e.g. a collector) to a value is implemented with the help of

the Observer design pattern. By using this pattern the Tickdata Server is not required to

know about the number of clients that are to be updated with the actual information.

Therefore, it is possible to register new clients during runtime to the Tickdata Server

without having to restart the server. Figure 30 shows the usage of the Observer pattern in

our context. We use the Unified Modeling Language (UML) for the design description.4

RecordClient

{abstract}

listenerList

value

tick

addListener(client)

removeListener(client)

processTick(tick) —

7S

ReutersRecordClient

feed

record

convert

convert(record)

tor all cl in listenerList {

cl processTick(tick)

)

Client

(abstract)

processTick(tick)

7^:

Collector

buffer

database

processTick(tick)

store(buffer)

Figure 30 Observer pattern for updating of clients with new tickdata.

The abstract class RecordClient maintains a set of listeners, each one of them being a

subclass of the abstract class Client. In the presented example, the concrete class Reu-

4. For a detailed description of the Unified Modeling Language we refer to Fowler and Scott (1997)
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tersRecordClient updates the whole list of listeners by calling their method processTick()

in the case a new tick for the subscribed value arrives through the Reuters data network.

The connection to the Reuters data network is implemented using the Reuters Source

Sink Library (SSL) for Java (Reuters, 1997); ReutersRecordClient is itself an observer of

the Reuters SSL. Before the tick is transferred to the clients, it is transformed from the

Reuters record format to the general tick format applying the method convert(). The con¬

crete class of Client, in our example Collector, buffers the ticks for a certain time (e.g. 20

seconds) and subsequently stores them in the database using the method storeQ (more

information on the buffer is given in the next section).

3.2.2 Tickdata Collector and Database

The Tickdata Collector is the BO that manages the storing of the tickdata in a data¬

base. We use a Relational Database Management System (RDBMS) because of its well-

known advantages compared to a file based storing system (Elmasri and Navathe, 1989).

Defining data access trees (indices) on the relational tables allows for very short access

times regarding queries from database clients to the most recent price information. In

addition, it is possible to realize an online mirroring or backup of the databases. Together

with the undo and redo logs, maintained by professional RDMBS's, this guarantees a

high uptime of the storage system and small data holes in the collected time series in the

case of a disk crash or another problem with the data storage process. Finally, the sched¬

uler of the RDBMS manages multiple reader and writer processes at the same time. In

the case ofour system, a lot ofdifferent Historical Data Servers (see Figure 25) now have

the possibility to access the database without coming into conflict with each other.

The Collector maintains a buffer for the ticks coming in from the financial markets

through the Tickdata Server. This buffer is created in order to increase the size of the

transactions used for storing the data in the database. The main advantage of such a strat¬

egy is that the data can be transferred in packages of ticks over the connection between

the Tickdata Collector and the database, and therefore the network traffic can be reduced.

Because the data should be available in the database almost immediately for applications

which require the most recent data, the contents of the buffer have to be written into the

database after a certain time delay, even if the buffer is not yet full. Thus we have devel¬

oped an ActiveBuffer class which not only has the standard space restriction with the

upper limit of entries, but a time constraint as well.

Figure 31 shows the first part of the implementation for the class ActiveBuffer in Java.

The constructor initializes the instance variables and starts the thread for the buffer. The

data buffer is of the Vector type. In Java, a vector consists of a set of generic objects.

Therefore, the class can be used for all sorts of data, not only for tick-by-tick data.
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public claaa ActivaBuffar axtanda Thraad {

privata int maxalamanta, tinaout, chackintarval, aiza;

privata ARTGragoriancalandar calandar;

privata long pravtima, laattlna;

privata Vactor datavac;

privata boolaan conauming;

public ActivaBuffar (int maxalamanta, int timaout, int chackintarval) {

SimplaTlmaZona tx;

thia.maxalamanta maxalamanta; // initializa aiza of buffar

tbia.timaout tinaout; // initializa maximal tima bafora tba buffar ia writtan

tbia.chackintarval - chackintarval; // initializa tha chack intarval for tha buffar

datavac naw Vactor (maxalamanta);

aiza 0;

conauming m falaa;

tz (SimplaTimaZona)TimaZona.gatDafault();

ts.aatRawOffaat(O);

calandar naw AKTQragorianCalandar(ti);

calandar.aatTima(naw Oata());

pravtiaa calandar. gatTimaXnSacondaO; // gat tha actual tima in aaconda ainc* 197Q

tartO; // call tha run() mathod

)

public aynchronizad void run() {

wbila (trua) {

calandar.aatTima(naw DataO);

if ((aiza >« maxalamanta) \\ (calandar.gatTiaalnSaconda<) > (pravtima+timaout))) {

if (aiza > 0) { // Thara ia data availabla for tba conaumar

conauming trua;

notifyAllO; // notify all waiting tnraada

whila (conauming) { // Wait until tha buffar ia conaumad

try {

waitO;

)

catch (Xntarruptadxxcaption a) <}|

)

)

>

try {

wait(chackintarval); // wait until naxt chacktlma

)

catch {Xntarruptadxxcaption a) {};

>

)

Figure 31 Constructor and main thread method of ActiveBuffer class in Java.

The buffer thread checks once in a time interval of checkinterval milliseconds, if the

data buffer is full or the timeout is reached. The value of checkinterval has to be adapted

to the amount of incoming ticks; the more ticks arriving from a producer, the shorter the
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interval has to be taken. In the case the data buffer must be read from a consumer, a bool¬

ean variable consuming is set to true, the buffer thread releases its lock to the Active-

Buffer-object and activates all other threads waiting for a lock on the buffer. But only a

consumer thread blocking for the get() method is getting access to the data buffer until a

new vector is created and initialized. The producer threads waiting for the put() method

(in our case, the Tickdata Server) have to pause until consuming is set to false by a con¬

sumer thread (see Figure 32).5

public aynchronisad void put (Objact alamant) {

it <alaoant null) return;

whila (consuming) { // wait until tha buffar is consuntad

try {

w»it();

)

catch (IntarruptadExcaption •) Of

>

datavac.addzlanant(alamant); // add tha new alanant

sice datavecslzeOf

public synchronised Vactor gat <) {

Vactor outvecj

wfaila (Iconsuming) < // wait until buffar ia full or timaout ia raachad

try {

waitO;

)

catch (xnterruptedKxception a) Of

)

outvec datavec;

datavec « naw Vactor(naxalananta); // create eapty vactor for naw data

alia a Of

calendar.aetTlae(new Data<))f

provtijas calendar.ffetTiAeXnSeconds O;

conauming falsaf

notifyAllOf // notify all waiting thxaada

raturn outvecf

Figure 32 Consumer and producer methods of ActiveBuffer class in Java.

The consumer thread stores all ticks enclosed in the buffer vector at once in the Tick-

data Database. If we have more than one consumer thread, only one thread gets the

5. For more information about programming in Java we refer to Gosling et al (1996) and to Flanagan (1997) A

good introduction into concurrent programming in Java gives Doug (1997).
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buffer and has the possibility to process the data, the other threads have to wait for the

next buffer. Our framework is programmed to be independent of the underlying database

system. A file oriented, a relational, or another type of database system can be used. In

our case we implemented the framework for a relational database management system

(RDBMS). Therefore we used the Java Database Connectivity (JDBC) interface to

remain independent of the type of relational database system (Hamilton et al., 1997). The

only thing one needs to change to switch from Sybase to Oracle, for example, is the

JDBC driver which transforms the JDBC commands to the appropriate queries for the

different relational database systems. Today, JDBC drivers already exist for all important

commercial database systems.

In our design we applied the Delegation mechanism (Gamma et al., 1994) to get a

loose binding between the StorageService, the Tick and the Instrument classes. There¬

fore, it is very simple to add new instruments to the Tickdata Collector BO or to change

the underlying database.

StorageService

dictionaiy

getDBStateO

createTS(tKk)

deleteTS(tK*)

getTS(«ck)

storeTicksfbuffer) -

commrtQ

SQLDatabase

connect(dnver,urt,id,pw)

closed

5
SybaseDatabase

connect(sybase,ur1,rd,pw)

Tick

feed

instrument

receivedTime

pnnt()

crealeTSO

deleteTSO

storeQ

TV

lor all Uck in buffer

tick store{)

A

ForexTIck

instrufnent.store(thte)

database

createTS(tick)

rJeleteTS(lick)

store{tck>

7^

^

ts>(sqlTS)database getTSfbck)

•tmMs.preparedStmt

stmlMt$tring{l, tick bid)

stmLexecuteUpdataO

K

contributor

bid

contnbutionTime

SQLForexInetrument

createTS{tick)

deleeeTS(tick)
' store(tick)

Figure 33 Main classes of the Tickdata Collector BO.

Figure 33 gives a short overview of the main classes in the Tickdata Collector. The

abstract class StorageService maintains a dictionary of all values, the collector already

stored in the database. As soon as a tick for a value, not yet available in the database,

arrives from the Tickdata Server, the abstract StorageService-method createTSQ creates
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a new container for this value (TS stands for Time Series). In a file-oriented database this

would be a file, in a relational database this is a table. In the concrete class SQLDatabase

serving to access relational databases, createTS() is implemented using the JDBC API.

In this respect we apply the Data Definition Language (DDL) of SQL as the mean to cre¬

ate a new table in the database. The attributes of that table depend on the instrument of

the new value. We always store the transaction time (the time at which the tick is written

to the database) and the feedID of the feed the tick was coming from. Depending on the

instrument, we store additional information in the table (see Figure 34). In addition to a

table for each value, we created a DICTIONARY table with the attributes VALUE and

INSTRUMENT. This table guarantees for a persistent availability of the dictionary

instance variable in the abstract class StorageService described earlier. This table is read

from the method getDBState() at the start-up of the Collector in order to get a picture of

the actual state of the database.

USDCHF

TR_TIME BID ASK CONTR TIMECONTR FEED

VALUE INSTRUMENT

USDCHF

SP500

Forex

Index

TR_TIME INDEXVALUE TIUECONTR FEED

Figure 34 Database scheme of the Tickdata Database. There is a table in the database

for each value. The table DICTIONARY describes the state of the database.

The delegation mechanism can be explained by way of the example of storing of a set

of ticks in the database with the storelicks(>method (see Figure 33). We assume the

instance variable instrument of the concrete class of Tick (e.g. ForexTick), as well as the

instance variable database of the concrete class ofInstrument (e.g. SQLForexInstrument)

have been set for each tick with a Factory pattern at runtime. The method storeTicksf)

then calls the store() method of all ticks in the buffer and ends the transaction with a

commit() command. In the storeQ method of the 7Tc£-object, the store() method of the

Instrument-object is called with the actual 7zcfc-object as parameter. The storef)-method

of the Instrument-object receives, in the case of a relational database (the Instrument-

object is an instance of the SQLXXXInstrument-class), a prepared statement from the
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database (the database is in instance of the SQLDatabase-class), fills in the actual infor¬

mation of the value and executes the statement.

With this loose coupling between the basic classes it is possible to add support for a

new instrument without having to change anything in the Database class tree. Therefore,

it is even possible to add support for new instruments on the fly and grant the runtime

extensibility of the Tickdata Collector BO.

3.2.3 Realtime and Historical Access to Validated Tick-by-Tick Data

The tick-by-tick data, transformed by the Tickdata Server into a general format, can

be accessed by different clients (see Figure 29).

The Collector, described in the previous section in detail, stores the data in a database

without carrying out a validation step. The main reason for storing unvalidated data is the

capability to build an archive of tickdata with all the original information on the tick-by-
tick data. A further reason is to create the possibility of testing different validation meth¬

ods on the original raw data.

Another possibility could be a client getting the financial data in realtime tick after

tick (e.g. an alert application that produces an alert whenever a certain price level is

reached).

There is also the case of clients needing a certain history (from time point A to time

point B) of the tickdata time series, such as our Decision Taking Application which

reduces the tickdata stream to a data stream that is driven by a risk-adjusted time scale.

The latter two types of clients need to get a clean time series (with removed outliers)

in order to be able to produce reliable results. We have therefore integrated a series of

highly sophisticated data filters in our environment based on the statistical properties of

the foreign exchange markets:

• A Jumpcheck, a Price and a Spread Filter allowing to eliminate bid/ask pairs
that were classified as outliers. The Jumpcheck filter perceives a huge change

of the price in one direction that is directly followed by another huge change

in the opposite direction and deletes these outliers. The Price and Spread Fil¬

ters apply the scaling power law observed for the price process (see section

2.2.1) to determine outliers.6

6. For further details on tickdata filters, we refer to Wurtz et al. (1995) and to Dacorogna et al. (1995).
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• A Delay Filter which allows the extraction or elimination of data records

with an extreme delay between contribution time and the time the data record

arrives at our data server.

• A Contribution Filter allowing the extraction of quotes from selected market

leaders or to eliminate questionable quotes from unreliable contributors.

Also contributors using 'quote machines' can be selected and eliminated.

With the help of the above described filters we are able to validate the tickdata in real¬

time. This means that we can decide if a tick is an outlierjust on the tick itself (the Delay

and the Contribution filter) or with a history of one validated tick in the case of the other

filters. But one should bear in mind that the determination of the filter parameters relies

on an intensive statistical analysis of the historical data, which requires regular repetition

in order to be able to adapt the filters to changes in the dynamics of the financial markets.

The Tickdata Management Application makes the historical tickdata time series avail¬

able via the Historical Data Server BO (see Figure 28). Following the design of the other

BO's in the application, we again stress the possibility of extending the system to support

new instruments as well as other database systems.

In Figure 35 we present a program excerpt where we use the dynamic class loading

feature of Java to get the appropriate instrument-specific Ticifc-subclass constructor (the

class structure is given in Figure 33) for a given value (e.g. USDCHF) depending on the

instrument information found in the DICTIONARY table of the database (the database

structure is described in Figure 34). This constructor is applied from the Historical Data

Server during the answering process of a request from an application for a time interval

of ticks of that value. It is used to produce out of a tick-by-tick data stream, resulting

from the SQL-query on the value-specific table in the database (e.g. the table USDCHF),

objects of the right instance (e.g ForexTick). These ticks are then available in the stan¬

dard object format for further processing such as the validation step or a transformation

to a risk-adjusted time scale.

With the above described strategy, the application asking for the history of a value is

only required to give the name of the value as well as the time interval limits, the rest is

done by the Historical Data Server. The great advantage is that, at compile time, the His¬

torical Data Server is not required to know anything about the instruments supported by

the database; all information about the instruments is loaded during runtime. Hence, one

can say that the Historical Data Server automatically adapts to extensions of the Tickdata

Collector BO and the Tickdata Database.
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public Java.lang.raflact.constructor gatTickConstructor(string valua) (

// gat inatrumant nana from databaaa

ra a atmt.axacutaQuary(*salact INSTRUMENT from DICTIONARY whara valux «» + valua*""*);

tokanizar naw stringTokanizar(rs.gatstring(l));

inatrumant naw string (tokanizar.naxtTokanO);

try < // load tha claaa

cl claaa.forKama(*tdata."+instru»ant+"Tickw);

>

catch (Bxcaption a) {

Systaa.out.println (a.gatHaaaaga ()); a.prlntstackTracaO;

)

try { // find tha constructor for tha inatrumant

tick (Tick)cl.nawInatancaO;

constructors*(tick.gatclassf)) .gatConstructorsO;

if (constructors[0] .gatParamatarTypaaO .langth 0);

constr a constructors(11;

)

catch (Xxcaption a) {

Systam.out.println (a.gatHaaaaga ()); a.printStackTracaO ;

)

raturn constr;

)

Figure 35 Method programmed in Java to dynamically load the constructor, for a given
value, for the Tick subclass supporting the right instrument. It is assumed that the underly¬

ing database is a relational database system, and that the instrument-specific 7ic£-subclass

supports two constructors.

3.2.4 Realtime Aspects

Besides an outstanding extensibility, the Tickdata Management Application furnishes

proof of an extreme reliable realtime behavior. A very high uptime is essential for the

Tickdata Server, the Collector and the Tickdata Database (see Figure 29), in order to

guarantee a continuous and fast availability of the most recent financial information to all

possible client applications (Bernasconi et al., 1996). The system is required to be opera¬

tional 24 hours a day due to the globalisation of the financial markets and, as already

mentioned in section 2.1.4, because there is a strong demand for systems operating in the

intraday markets on high frequency financial data. In the following we summarize the

features of our implementation supporting a high realtime reliability of the application.

• Short start-up time of the collection environment: The start-up of our Tick-

data Collector for the collection of 500 values takes about one minute. The

commercial product Data Storage Module (DSM) of Effix needs more than
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45 minutes to initialize the database for the same amount of values (Effix,

1993).7 In the case of a restart of the system one loses about one hour of data

with the DSM, whereas our system looses only a minute of data. For systems

operating in the intraday markets, a loss of one hour tick-by-tick data can be

fatal.

• Rapid availability of historical data: The efficient implementation of the

Tickdata Server, together with the usage of an Active Buffer as well as the

jConnect implementation of the JDBC API (Sybase, 1997) in the Tickdata

Collector and Historical Data Server BO's guarantee for an almost immedi¬

ate availability of the ticks in the database.

• Usage of clustered indices: In the RDBMS we defined indices (access trees)

on the TR_TIME attribute of all value tables in the database in order to grant

fast access times to the history of the data. In addition, we defined the indices

to be 'clustered' which means, that the system stores records, being neigh¬

bors according to the attribute TR_TIME, on subsequent places on the phys¬

ical disk (Roy and Sugiyama, 1996). Thus, the disk heads need not to be

moved excessively for achieving an interval of historical tick-by-tick data out

of a table.

• Online mirroring and backup: We use the mirroring facility provided by

Sybase (Sybase, 1996) for our tickdata database in order to guarantee an

ongoing functioning of the system in the case of the crash of a database disk.

A full backup is made once per day for the case of a failure of the whole col¬

lection system.

3.3 The Decision Taking Application

The architecture of the Decision Taking Application is shown in Figure 36 on the

basis of two Decision Taker BO's operating on different time scales.

A Decision Taker BO is always driven by a separate risk-adjusted time scale that is

maintained by the Time Manager. It is responsible for adapting the time scale to new

dynamics observed in the financial markets. All operations executed in the different com¬

ponents of the Decision Taker BO are based on this dynamically adjusted time scale. A

Data Pool Manager maintains the validated data and builds a history for the foreign

exchange rates used during the decision taking process. Then a set of Risk Managers,

7. Effix is a Reuters company based in France.
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Figure 36 Architecture of two Decision Taking Applications.

operating on different models and currencies, analyses the risk on the different markets.

These Risk Managers serve as input for the Trading Signal Providers, which calculate

buy and sell signals for a currency exchange rate by way of different trading models. A

Portfolio Manager determines leverage factors according to a portfolio model for the

trading decisions coming from the Signal Providers operating on currencies which par¬

ticipate in the portfolio.

Together with their leverage factors the signals are then transmitted to the Decision

Distributor. This business object distributes the information through different channels to

real world portfolio managers to support them in their trading decisions.

Figure 37 shows the class diagram of the Decision Taker BO. The business object

manages a time table, a data pool and three lists. One list contains all RiskManager-

objects, one all Trading Signal Providers and the last one contains all Portfolio Managers

connected to that instance of the DecisionTaker-class. The instance variable calc_point

stores the last time point of a consistent state of the whole DecisionTaker-otyect. The

three methods get_calc_XXX() look for an object in the relevant list that needs to be

updated for the actual calculation time point and return it to the caller. The store() and

load() methods are used for the checkpointing process, described in section 3.3.6.

The main program of the Decision Taking Application allocates space for an object of

the class DecisionTaker and initializes it with information given on the command line

and in configuration files. The application can be activated in two modes:
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DecisionTaker

1

TimeManagertime_manager

data_pool

nsk_analyser_list

trd_sig_prov_list

portf_manager_list

calo_pomt

1

1

DataPoolManager1

J

get_calc_nsk_analyser()

get_calc_trd_sig_prov()

get_calc_portf_manager()

store()

load()

•

RiskAnalyser

•

TrdSignalProvider
!

in portf_managerJist { |\
find earliest timepoint

for which portLmanager is

not yet calculated

)

•

PortfolioManager

Figure 37 Class diagram of the Decision Taker.

• Historical mode: in historical mode the application calculates decisions

between two time points A and B in history. In this mode the application runs

as a stand-alone application; it doesn't take the tick-by-tick financial data

from the Tickdata Management Application and makes no use of die Deci¬

sion Distribution Application. It gets the data in variable minute format (see

Figure 7) from a file on the local disk in order to be able to calculate huge

portfolios for a history of several years on a very powerful computer that

cannot be included in a distributed environment, as described in Figure 28.

Another advantage of such a strategy is that we are provided with a clear dis¬

tinction between programs running in historical mode and programs running

at the same time in realtime mode. In addition, if the application is activated

in historical mode, it inherently doesn't need to obey any realtime constraints

such as fast availability of the most recent decisions or short start-up times

after a crash. At the end of the historical calculation the state of the program

is stored (checkpoint) on disk. This state can be used as start-up configura¬

tion for the realtime mode.

• Realtime mode: In realtime mode, the application provides the opportunity of

starting from zero or from a checkpoint. Initially, the decisions between the
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given start point or the checkpoint and the most recent calculation point are

determined by using the Tickdata Management Application as data provider;

then the calculation transmits the most recent signal to the Distribution

Application and waits for the next calculation point or checkpoint to calcu¬

late the new decisions or to store a consistent state on disk.

In the following sections we shall provide a detailed description of the design and

implementation of all classes participating in the Decision Taker BO (right side of Figure

37).

3.3.1 Time Manager

The Time Manager represents the clock of the entire application. It gives the signals

for all other components in the Decision Taking Application (Figure 36) to start their cal¬

culations. Due to the possibility of a dynamic change of the underlying weekly averaged

time scale, the application is able to adapt to changing dynamics in the volatility struc¬

ture of the financial markets (see Figure 38 on the left side).

Variability ol Scaling Exponent
USD! EM 9401-9612 30 minutM data
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Risk-adjusted lima [16eh, 1w»ak]

Figure 38 Changing of scaling exponent during time (left) and mapping function from

physical time to risk-adjusted time (right).

In order to calculate a new risk-adjusted time scale it shall be necessary to go through

the following steps:

• Selection of the main currency: we have to determine the main currency for

each Decision Taker. This is the currency used to fix the new time scale that

is applied for all calculations in the Decision Taker object. Thus we should
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only combine currencies following similar dynamics as the main currency in

a Decision Taker.8

• Calculation of the scaling exponent (see section 2.2.1): in order to determine

a proper time scale we need the scaling exponent which describes the rela¬

tion between the average volatility over a time frame and the size of the time

frame for the main currency over a certain period of data (e.g. 1 year of tick-

data).

• Determination of the time map: we produce a mapping function from physi¬

cal time to risk-adjusted time according to (7) for the same data. The right

side of Figure 38 shows an example of such a time map.

• Production of the time table file: for a given resolution (e.g. 60 minutes) we

generate a file storing the time points in physical time belonging to time

points on the risk-adjusted time scale with a distance of 60 minutes. The time

points are stored in minutes from the beginning of the week (Monday 0.00

GMT). In addition, an expiration date for the time table is required to be

given. At this point in time, the time table file is replaced with a new one.

Figure 39 gives an example of a time table file.

The time table file is read by the Time Manager in order to produce a data structure

for the time points at which new decisions have to be made.

In addition to risk-adjusted time scales the Time Manager supports the standard phys¬

ical time scale. One can make use of this possibility in order to compare models operat¬

ing on different time scales.

The Time Manager also maintains a sleeping table. The sleeping table is used to put

Trading Signal Providers in sleeping mode. In this mode the actual position of the Trad¬

ing Signal Provider is closed and the system does not open a new position until the end

point of the sleeping period is reached. Nevertheless, the market is monitored and the

indicators are calculated during sleeping time. This feature can be used to stop the trad¬

ing activity for example over Christmas and New Year for the whole Decision Taker, or

merely to influence the behavior of a certain Trading Signal Provider from outside the

8 Instead of the main currency, it is possible as well to take the instrument with the highest volatility, the accu¬

mulated volatility of all instruments participating in the Decision Taker or any other method to calculate the

time table file
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CURRENCY! USDDEM

TIME SCALE! rlak-adjuatad

RESOLUTION! 60 ainutaa

EXFIRATION_DATEl 199708310000

U>

1

48

117

180

317

9790

9859

9957

10050

Figure 39 Weekly time table file based on USDDEM for an risk-adjusted time with a reso¬

lution of 60 minutes. The last of the 168 entries (a week consists of 168 hours) is required to

remain below 10'080 (number of minutes in a week).

system (e.g. to realize a return at the end of a month). Figure 40 shows an example of a

sleeping file.

FORMAT OF A SLEEPING INTERVAL ENTRY I

Staxtdata Enddata TradingSignalprovidarlD DaaeriptionVn

Vl

199412231500 199501031900 -1 Chriata»a/Kaw »u 1994/95

199512221500 199601021900 -1 Chrlatnaa/Naw I«I 1995/96

199612201500 199701051900 -1 Chrlataiaa/Haw Yaar 1996/97

199701311100 199701311200 111 End of January 1997 in TrdSigFrov with ID 111

199701311100 199701311200 112 End of January 1997 in TrdSigProv with ID 112

Figure 40 Example of a sleeping file for a Decision Taking Application. An entry of -1

for the TradingSignalProviderlD stands for 'all SignalProviders in the Decision Taker'.

The class structure of the Time Manager is presented in Figure 41. The instance vari¬

ables scale and resolution identify the type of the timetable. The variable expiration_date

specifies the time point for a change of the calc_point_list. Two lists are maintained by

the Time Manager: the calc_point_list contains all calculation time points of the week in

the format given in the time table file (minutes from Monday 0.00 GMT) and the

sleeping_period_list includes all periods the entire Decision Taker BO or part of it is

required to stop its trading activity.
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TimeManager
1 •

CalcPoint

scale

resolution

expiration_date

cafc_point_fist

sleeping_penod_list

1

minutes_in_week

julpoint=greg2jul(date) \

change_calc_point_list()

get_next_calc_point(date)

|ulweekbase=beginning of

week In Julian

min=|ulpoint-julweekbase

in calc_pomt_list (

find entry with

minutes_in_week == mm

}

*

SleepingPeriod

starting_point

end_pomt

trd_sig_prov_ID

in_sleeping_phase(date)

store()

load()

return (entry found)

Figure 41 Class diagram of the Time Manager.

The method change_calc_point_list() loads the new time_point_list from a file. It is

activated in the event that the actual calculation point is later than the expiration date of

the timetable valid at present. The routine in_sleeping_phase() checks for a time point, if

it is in a sleeping period. The two methods storeQ and load() allow to store and load a

consistent state of an object of the class TimeManager. They are applied during the

checkpointing process. get_next_calc_point() is used from the Time Manager in histori¬

cal mode to move with the calculation to the next point and the routine is_calc_point() is

called in the realtime mode to check for the actual time point, if a calculation is required.

As shown for the metiiod is_calc_point() in the UML-note ofFigure 41, we transform

the time points from the Gregorian calendar (our normal calendar) to the Julian calendar

in order to be able to calculate with dates. In the Gregorian calendar one is required to

take care of different lengths of months and years whereas in the Julian calendar all dates

are given in days and fractions of days since a certain date in ancient history. The method

transforms the given time point to Julian format and calculates the Julian date for the

beginning of the week (Monday 0.00 GMT) containing the given time point. Then, the

two dates are subtracted in order to receive the distance from the beginning of the week.

This distance, transformed from days into minutes, can now be compared with the

entries in the calc_point_list.

The support for weekly averaged risk-adjusted time scales together with the on-the-fly

adaptation of the Time Manager to changes in the dynamics of the financial markets are
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the essential prerequisite for a successful application of financial models in the intraday

markets.

3.3.2 Data Pool Manager

The Data Pool Manager is the component co-ordinating the access from the Decision

Taking Application to the tick-by-tick database. It is responsible for the validation and

reduction of the tickdata to the risk-adjusted time scale. Another task is the maintenance

of a buffer for the values in the main memory in order to guarantee short access times for

models requiring a certain history of data.

The following advantages are gained by way of introducing a data pool:

• A proper distinction between model calculation and data input: the financial

analyst doesn't have to care about time-intensive data mining techniques, he

can concentrate on the modeling of the financial markets. It can be assumed

that the validated data is already available in the appropriate form to be inte¬

grated in the calculation.

• A time reduction for the decision taking process: Risk Managers and Trading

Decision Providers operating on the same currencies don't have to get the

same data independently from the Historical Data Server. The Data Pool

Manager gets the data at the beginning of a calculation period for all curren¬

cies requested by the different models from the Historical Data Server. After¬

wards, the data is available in a buffer for all models. Hence, the data pool

works like a cache for the different risk and trading models and minimizes

the network traffic between the Decision Taking and the Tickdata Manage¬

ment Application.

Figure 42 shows the class structure of the component. The instance variable

last_update of class DataPoolManager holds the date of the last data pool actualization

and time_manager points to the actual risk-adjusted time scale, stored in an object of

class TimeManager. valuejist contains a Value object for each time series to be managed

by the Data Pool Manager. The method fill_in_data_pool() is used to add a new time

series to the data pool and get_yalue() returns the relevant Value object for the given

identification. store() and loadQ are again used to store or read a consistent state of the

Data Pool Manager. They come into play during the checkpointing process. In the

method actualize_values(), all values in the data pool are actualized from lastjupdate up

to the given end point (see UML-note in the figure). For each value, the raw tick-by-tick
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1
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1

1ast_update

valuejist

time_manager

valuelD

IntrumentlD

buffer

start

end

current

pnce_arr
fill_wi_data_pool(value)

actualize_values(endpoint) -

get_value(valuelD)
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seLpnce(pnce)
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1
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1
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tk;K_array

operational tme scale

val->seLprice(price)

}

middle_priceO

log_middte_price()

set_spread(factor)

Figure 42 Class diagram of the Data Pool Manager component.

data is transferred from the Historical Data Server. Then, the data is validated using the

filter parameters given in the initialization file for the value pool (see Figure 43).

tomcat or a valui entry*

alualD nan* pip* dalaylaval apraadlaval junpchacklaral

(*nona'J'fxw'|'fxa') ('last' | 'avg' | 'aad') hlatfilanana daacr\n

X\

0 VBDJxa 4 5 0 0 fxa avg V8VD& % with dalayfIItar and atrong pricafiltar

1 USDCHP 4 5 0 0 fxi avg USDCHF \ with dalayfiltar and atrong pricafiltar

2 OBPDSD 4 ! 0 0 fxi avg OBPDSD % with dalayfiltar and atrong pricafiltar

3 SKMJFY 2 5 0 0 fxa avg WMJPY \ with dalayfiltar and atrong pricafiltar

4 USDJFT 2 5 0 0 fxa avg U8DJPY % with dalayfiltar and atrong pricafiltar

Figure 43 Example of an initialization file for the Data Pool Manager, pips stands for

'number of significant positions after the decimal point', pew stands for 'weak forex price fil¬

ter' andfas stands for 'strong forex price filter'.

Afterwards, the validated tickdata is reduced to risk-adjusted time. Here we have the

possibility to take as price for a point in risk-adjusted time the average of all ticks in the

previous minute (avg mode), the median of all ticks in the previous minute (med mode),

or the last tick in the previous minute (last mode). The price of the risk-adjusted time

point is stored in the appropriate value at the end.
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Each Value object maintains a buffer for a certain history of prices of one time series.

The method set_price() adds the price to the buffer and as well to a file in variable min¬

utesformat (for an example of such a file, see Figure 7). The latter is carried out in order

to have the possibility to monitor the price process during runtime and to fill up the

buffer after a crash of the system. The routine getJiistoryO is used to receive a price his¬

tory of a certain length.

The Buffer class is implemented as a circular buffer. It maintains a PriceArray object

managing an array of ticks. The class PriceArray also supports methods to do basic cal¬

culations with ticks, such as the evaluation of the middle price, or the adaptation of the

spreads.

3.3.3 Risk Analyser

The Risk Analyser is the component responsible for the evaluation of the risk in a

financial market. It is used to calculate univariate risk models, i.e. models describing the

risk on a single market (e.g. the USDDEM currency exchange rate). The ARCH/

GARCH-type models described in section 2.3.2 and in section 2.3.3 are examples of

univariate risk models.

We designed the component in a way it is very simple for a user to add new risk mod¬

els to the system. The separation between the model calculation and the realtime aspects

creates the possibility of concentrating on the modeling of the financial markets; the

technical aspects are hidden from the 'modeling specialist'. In addition, the support for a

monitoring of the different model variables is automatically available from the frame¬

work.

Figure 44 shows the design of the Risk Analyser in detail. The instance variables

risk_analyserID and risk_analyser_name identify an object of the class RiskAnalyser.

cakjdate stores the date of the last successful calculation. The variable value links to the

appropriate time series in the data pool. risk_model holds an instance of a subclass of the

abstract class RiskModel and risk stores a Risk-object. This object is responsible for

holding the actual result of the model calculation as well as for model independent calcu¬

lations (e.g. distribution of risk model results over time). Finally, the instance variable

restored is used to find out if the system is in a 'crash recovery' state.

The methods store() and load() are used in connection with the checkpointing to store

or load a state of the RiskAnalyser-obytcl. calc(), the main method, is called from the

DecisionTaker-otyeci each time a calculation time point is hit (in realtime mode). It

checks first the Boolean variable restored. In the case of restored==false, the checkpoint

files, containing monitored variables in ASCII format, are restored. Then, the calc()
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RiskModel
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wnte_history()

read_history()
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load()
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wnte_history()

read_history()

store()

load()III
RIskHistory

t

V
If (Irestored) ( |\
restore risk->risk_history and

risk_model->model_history

restored = true

)

risk_res»nsk_model->calc()

date

pnce

nsk
RiskModelXXX

get_no_of_paramsO

get_no_oLhist_items()

calcQ
1

Value

Figure 44 Class diagram of the Risk Analyser component.

method of the RiskModel-objcct is called for calculating the model, and at the end, the

result is transferred to the calc() method of the .Rwfc-object.

The Risk-otytct holds the result of the risk model calculation in the instance variable

risk and the information about the risk to be monitored during the runtime of the system

in riskjiistory. The date and some other things, in the case of the risk calculation the

price and the actual value of the risk, are monitored. The calcQ method of Risk is used to

store the actual risk and to evaluate the additional information for the monitoring process

(date and price). store() and load() are used to store and access the state of the actual

Risk-object, except the riskjiistory entry. The saving and loading of this monitoring

information in riskjiistory is managed by the two methods writeJiistoryf) and

readjiistoryf).

At this point we should explain why we have at all made the method readJiistoryO

available. In the case of monitoring information, there is no need to load the information

in a 'crash-recovery' scenario. Monitoring information normally merely amounts to out¬

put information the program does not require in order to continue its calculation. We use

the History object not only to store monitoring information, we use it mainly for the sav¬

ing of all information resulting from the calculation at time point t that is required to

remain available for the calculation at time point t+ \. Most models applied in the finan-
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cial markets are of iterative nature; they integrate the result of the previous calculation in

the actual calculation. Therefore, and because this (iterative) information is what people

want to monitor most of the time, we combined these two features in one object.

FORMAT OF A RISK ANALYSER ENTRY!

RiakAnalyaarXD valualD modallD Modalparama... <t Ham*

with

aluaXD can b« found In tba initfila for tha <raluaa

aodalXD 0 > Modal AR(2)-aOARCH(2,2)

V.

10 1 0 0.0001 0.1 0.1 0.00023 0.025 -0.047 0.0002 0.0 0.5 V Riak Managar for USDCRT

11 2 0 0.0002 0.2 0.2 0.00231 0.045 -0.023 0.001 0.0 0.5 X Riak Managar for OBPUSD

Figure 45 Example of an initialization file for two risk analysers. Note, that the same risk

model (0) can be used for different values (0 and 1) with different model parameters.

The behavior of the abstract class RiskModel is inherited by all concrete model

classes. The abstract class encapsulates the realtime management (methods

writeJiistoryO, read_history(), storef) and loadQ) from the concrete model implementa¬

tions. The instance variable modellD identifies the model and paramarray is an array of

type double storing the actual parameters for the model. The parameters are read at start¬

up time from the initialization file (see Figure 45). modelJiistory is an array of type dou¬

ble and contains the monitoring and iterative information of the model. The three

abstract methods get_no_of_params(), get_no_of_hist_items() and calc() have to be

implemented by the actual model instance. The first two methods are used to determine

the length of paramarray and modeljiistory (they vary from model to model). The last

one implements the actual risk model. Figure 46 shows the first part of the implementa¬

tion of an AR(2)-GARCH(2,2) model in C++.9

First, the parameters of the model are assigned to variables with 'understandable'

names and a history of prices is taken from the value pool. Then the middle price is cal¬

culated. In the case of a 'crash-recovery', memory is allocated and filled with the results

of the previous calculation from a file. This procedure guarantees a reduction of the I/O

because it holds the results in the main memory. They are again assigned to 'understand¬

able' variables.

9. A good description of the C++ programming language is given in Stroustrup (1997)
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RiskModelAR2GUlCK221 :c*lc(TiaeManager *tiae_man*ger. Value *value, double data,
UnivariateRj.sk *univ_risk, short moda) {

/• Define parameters */

BU « paramarraytO];

alphal * paramarray[l];

alpba2 * paramarray[2]j

omega paramarray[3);

al paramarray[4];

a2 a paramarray[51;

bl * paramarray[6];

b2 « paramerray[7];

*prea4_factor a paraaarrayffi] /

/* sat fcha number of historical prices needed for tha calculation */

sisa.of_hist.data - VALUI_HIST_UBOTH_RISK_IIOD1L_AR20ARCH22;

/• gat tha input data from tha and data back •/

prica_&rr.Bat_spraad(apraad_factor)j

value->get_history(time_Aanager, data, *lse_oz_hisc_date, aprice.arr);

/* gat tha middla prica for tha input data */

prica_arr.log_middle_price (tmaan_arr);

/* If tha systam la up from a crash or than tha modal^hiat

points to a NULL, in this casa we usa tha previous valuea from tha

history fila visa wa assume that tha systam has baan up and running

and usa tha values from tha model_hist array */

if(modal_hist •- NULL) {

model_hist (doubla #)alloc_mam(gat_no_of_hist_itams(), eisaof(double), terror)!

if(error 1-0) error_msg(error, LXHE_, IXIT, <calc^AR20UCH22"(''mam modalhisf, *");

read_history<mode>j

>;

/* load tha rasults from tha previous calculation */

data.old modal_hist[0];

aps_t_old - modal_hist[l]f

h_old - modal_hist[2];

h_t_old - model_hist[3]j

Figure 46 Implementation of AR(2)-GARCH(2,2) risk model (initialization part).

A number of usable variables are defined in the second part of the implementation

(figure 46). Then the model is calculated and the result object filled. At the end, the

modeljiist array is overwritten with the new results and stored in a file in order to get the

monitoring information out of the system.
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/* calculate usable variables */

price_t mean_arr.price[price_arr.sise-l];

price_tl mean_arr.price (price_arr.*ixe-2]|

price_t2 mean_arr.rice[price_arr.alze-3];

price_t3 mean_arr.price[price_arr.*ise-4];

r_t <double)price_t-price_tl;

r_tl (double)price_tl-prica_t2;

r_t2 « (double)price_t2-prica_t3;

api_tl eps_t_oldj

h_t « h_old;

h_tl - h_t_old;

/* calculate tha nodal */

aps_t r_t-su - alphal*(r_tl-mu) - alpha2*(r_t2-mu);

h - omega al*pow(eps_t, 2.0) + a2*pow(eps_tl, 2.0) bl*h_t + b2*h_tl;

/* fill CurrencyRisk struct with result */

univ_risk->phytime data;

univ_risk->price«price_t;

univ_risk->risk-h;

/* write tha newly calculated aluas in tha structure

model_hist that is usad for access when tha system is running smoothly */

modal_hist[0]« data;

model_hist[l]- eps_t;

modal_hist(2]- hi

«odal_hist[3]« h_tf

/* write tha model_hiat to tha file for monitoring and restoring reasons */

write„histoxy(mode)j

Figure 47 Implementation of AR(2)-GARCH(2,2) risk model (calculation and storing

part).

This example of an implementation for a risk model shows the power to embed new

models in the runtime environment. One can concentrate on the model logic, the rest is

made available by the framework.

3.3.4 Trading Signal Provider

The Trading Signal Provider is the component producing signals to buy or to sell a

financial instrument. It implements a trading model which makes use of the results trans¬

mitted from risk analysers in order to be able to calculate trading signals based on a

detailed analysis of the actual risk in the intraday financial markets. In Appendix A we

give the description of a trading strategy, we implemented to test the functionality of the

system in the intraday FX market.
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Before describing the design and implementation of the component, we shall provide

a short introduction to the terminology of financial trading:10

• A trader is a person buying or selling assets in the financial markets.

• A trade is the sequence of the buying followed by a later selling of an asset,

or the sequence of the selling followed by a later buying of an asset.

• The position is the state of a trade. It can be long, short or neutral.

• Being in a long position is the state of a trade, where the trader has bought

assets.

• Being in a short position is the state of a trade, where the trader has sold

assets.

• Being in a neutral position is the state of having no open (short or long) posi¬

tions.

• The return of a trade is the amount of money the trader has won in the trade.

It is usually given in percent of the invested money in oder to remain inde¬

pendent from the amount of invested money.

In the rest of this section we use these terms for the objects representing the corre¬

sponding things in the business process of trading.

The Trading Signal Provider component is designed in such a way that it is very sim¬

ple to replace a trading model with another. The whole realtime environment as well as

the monitoring support is provided by the framework surrounding the actual instance of a

trading model. Figure 48 gives overview of the design of the Trading Signal Provider

component.

The TrdSignalProvider-Objcct is identified by the variables trdsig_providerID and

trdsig_provider_name. calc_date stores the actual calculation time and value connects

the object to the data of the time series for which signals have to be calculated by the

trading model. The instance variable trdjnodel stores the actual trading model and

timejnanager gives access to the actual sleeping table of the Time Manager component.

position links the object to a Position-object maintaining the actual position in the under¬

lying time series. The methods load() and store() are used during the checkpointing and

crash-recovery phase of the system, calcf) is the main method called from the Decision

10. For a more detailed introduction into financial trading we refer to Elder (1993), Bernstein (1995) or Luca

(1995).
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Figure 48 Class diagram of the Trading Signal Provider.

Taker to activate the signal-calculation for a time point. In the case of a crash-recovery,

the ASCII files containing the monitoring information are restored (see UML-note in

Figure 48). Then, it is checked if the actual time point lies in a sleeping interval. If this is

the case, a Boolean is set and transmitted to the calculation method of the TradingModel-

object. The actual trading model can now react to the Boolean variable by suppressing

the output of trading signals during a sleeping period. The result of the model calculation

is transmitted to the calc() method of the Position-object to evaluate model-independent

things such as the return of the Trading Signal Provider in the underlying FX rate.

The actual instance of class Position maintains the trading position through pos (pos is

short, long, or neutral), the return of the actual trade (return) and some trading statistics.

As statistics, we calculate the cumulative return (cumjreturn) and the length (len) of the

actual trade. The variable positionjiistory contains the object with the information used

to monitor the behavior of the system or to carry out iterative calculations.

writeJiistoryO and read_history() are used to access the monitoring information; store()
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and load() are used during the checkpointing or the crash-recovery process. Excerpts of

the method calc() are shown in Figure 49 and Figure 50.

Positioni tcalc(TimaManagar *tiaa_managar, Valua *valua, doubla calc_start.

Signal 'signal, short moda) {

if(position_histoxy • null) {

/* allocata aamory */

position_history (PositionHistory *)alloc_mam{l, sisaof(PositionHistory), aarr);

i£(arr 1* 0) arror_»ag(arr, EXIT, LlME_f "calc_position*, "aHoc„nam*, • •)/

raad_history(noda);

};

/* rastora old position intonation */

data_old position_hiatory->dato;

pos_old position_hiatory->pos;

laa_old position_history->lanj

«onth_rat_old position_hiatory->monthly_raturn;

<m»_raturn_old poaition_history->cu»_raturai

/• sat tha nsw data •/

data signal->phyti»a>

/* if wa ara at tha calc_start, aat tha raturns to 0.0 */

if ((data_old < calc_«tart> u (data > ealc_start>){

Ian Of

raturn O.Oi

monthly_raturn 0.0;

};

/* if wa hava a changa in tha month -> initialise tha cunulativa monthly raturn */

if ( timajnanagar->month_changa(data, data_old) ) monthly_raturn » 0.0;

Figure 49 C++-implementation for the calc() method of class Position (first part).

In the beginning, in the event of a crash-recovery, the buffer for the information of the

previous calculation is allocated and filled from an ASCII file. Then the _old variables

are set from the buffer and the actual date is evaluated. If the previous calculation point

was before calc_start and the actual point is after or equal to calc_starty the statistical

variables are reset to their initial values. We introduced a calc__start date as a basic con¬

trol argument of our system in order to provide the possibility for a model-start-up

sequence, where the model variables receive an acceptable state out of an arbitrary set¬

ting of the iteration history for the first calculation step. The statistics monthly_return is

reset to 0.0 if we have a change in the month.

In the part of the implementation presented in Figure 50, we show the setting of posi¬

tion-relevant information as well as the calculation of statistics used for further calcula-
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tions in the Portfolio Manager (cum_return) or for a monitoring of the system behavior

(monthly^return) by way of the example of the buy signal. We have to calculate the

return in the case of logprices in another way than in the case of normal prices (therefore

we require the logflag variable in the signal object). At the end, the iteration and moni¬

toring buffer (positionjiistory) is overwritten with the new results and stored in ASCII

format on a file.

/* calculate tha naw position acording to tha signal information */

if (signal->todo « BOY) {

if(pO«_old « HHUTRAL) (

/* antaring a position */

poa - LONG;

antry_prica • signal->prica;

raturn * 0.0;

}

alsa if<poa_old « SHORT) {

/* axiting a position */

POS * NEUTRAL;

/* in casa of logmiddlo prica othar raturn calculation than in caaa of middla prica

if tsignal->logflag) raturn -100.0*log(signal->prics/antry_prica);

alsa raturn -l00.0*(aignal->prica - antry_prica)/antry_prica;

aonthly_raturn aonth_rat_old + raturn; cua\_raturn <nm_raturn_old raturn;

antry_prica 0.0;

)

)

/* calculata tha naw langth of tha trada */

Ian lan_old -*- 1;

/* fill up tha snnitoring and itaration array */

position_history->dats data;

position_history->priea signal->prica;

poaltion_history->poa * poa;

positionjhistory->lan Ian;

position_history->raturn raturn;

position_hiatory->monthly_raturn * nonthly_raturn;

position_history->cuB_raturn cum_raturn;

/* writa tha rasults to tha position history fila */

writa_history(nods);

Figure 50 C++-implementation for the calcQ method of class Position (second part).

Every concrete subclass of the abstract class TradingModel (see Figure 48) inherits

the runtime and monitoring support of the basic class (methods store(), load(),

writeJiistoryO and readjiistory(j). The modellD, the paramarray and the
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risk_analyser_list variables are set with the help of a configuration file (see Figure 51).

risk_analyser_list links the set of RiskAnalyser-objects influencing the decision of the

actual trading model implementation.

ram*.? or a tradiho sishu. provider zntrti

TrdSignalProvidarXD valuaZD nodallD nunofRiakAnalysars RiakAnalysarlDl RiakAnalyaarZ&2... \

Modalparana... % Nana

with

valualD can ba found In tha initfila for tha valuaa

RisJcAnalysarXD can bo found in tbo tnltfilo for tho risk analyaara

aodolID 0 > Modal with trand following and indicator foracaating

HH

100 1 0 1 10 13.0 26.0 9.0 5.0 3.0 60.0 2.00 0.5 0.0 1.0 18.0 9.0 5.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.0\

1.0 0.5 * Trading Signal proridar for USDCHP with indicator foracaating

110 2 0 1 11 12.0 26.0 9.0 5.0 3.0 60.0 2.00 0.5 0.0 1.0 11.0 9.0 5.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.0\

1.0 0.5 * Trading signal Providar for OBPUSD with indicator foracaating

Figure 51 Example of an initialization file for two trading signal providers. Note that the

same trading model (0) can be used for different values.

The methods get_no_of_params(), get_no_of_hist_items() and calc() are overwritten

by the actual implementation of a model. The structure for the implementation of a trad¬

ing model is as simple as the structure presented for a risk model in Figure 46 and Figure

47.

Therefore, the integration of new trading models in the above described realtime

framework can be done even by people with little programming experience in a very

short period of time.

3.3.5 Portfolio Manager

The Portfolio Manager is the component responsible for calculating leverage factors

for the positions of all Trading Signal Providers participating in a portfolio. It uses the

suggestions of the signal providers together with a portfolio approach to evaluate the fac¬

tors in order to invest the money so as to minimize the risk for a given return or to maxi¬

mize the return for a given risk of the portfolio. In Appendix B we give a description of

the portfolio model that we used to test the environment.

The signals of the Trading Signal Provider components are used to give trading time

points for the traders; they answer the question 'when do we have to enter/exit a trade?'.

The Portfolio Manager answers the question 'how much do we have to invest in a
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trade?'. A leveragefactor of 1.0 means, that the trader should invest all the money, he or

she received from the investor, for the value. A leverage factor greater than 1.0 indicates

that one should temporarily add money to the investors money in order to leverage the

return whereas a leverage factor of 0.0 means that one should invest no money at all in

that value.

PortfolioManager

portf_managerlD

portf_manager_name

calc_date

trdsig_provider_list

portLmodel

portfolio

restored

calc() -

store()

load()

if (Irestored) ( |\
restore portfolir»porttoUo-hJstory

and portf.model->mode(_riistory

restored tnje

)
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Figure 52 Class diagram of the Portfolio Manager.

If one compares the class diagram of the Portfolio Manager component in Figure 52

with the design of the Trading Signal Provider in Figure 48 or the design of the Risk

Analyser in Figure 44, one notices that the general structure of these components partici¬

pating in the trading decision process is always the same:

• We have a main object (RiskAnalyser, TrdSignalProvider, and PortfolioMan¬

ager) managing the access to the time manager and to the data pool. It is also

responsible for activating the model object (RiskModel, TradingModel, and

PortfolioModel) and the result administrator object (Risk, Position, and Port¬

folio).
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• The model object calculates a specific model and can be simply replaced

with another model by overwriting the method calc() from the abstract par¬

ent class.

• The result administrator object manages the results of the model evaluations,

calculates model-independent statistics and makes them available to the user.

It needs not be replaced by other objects in a case the model object changes,

because its behavior remains the same; a risk model always calculates the

risk, a trading model constantly evaluates trading signals, and a portfolio

model calculates leverage factors.

Through the regular structure of the framework it would not be difficult to add more

components using the design described above to the decision taking application.

In the following we shall concentrate on a presentation of the special design features

of the Portfolio Manager component.

All Trading Signal Providers building the portfolio are stored by the PortfolioMan-

ager-object in the instance variable trdsig_provider_list. All portfolio models have to

calculate leverage factors for these signal providers.

The Port/b/io-object maintains the leveragejist with the actual leverage factors and

the returnJist with the actual returns in all positions. In the lists we have an entry for

each Trading Signal Provider being part of the trdsig_provider_list. In addition, for mon¬

itoring reasons, some basic statistics on the leverages are calculated (avgjeverage and

stddevjeverage) and stored in the PortfolioHistory-object.

The PortfolioModel-object is initialized together with the PortfolioManager-objtct

from the information in an initialization file (see Figure 53).

As a result of the flexible design and efficient implementation of the framework for

the decision taking process (Time Manager, Data Pool Manager, Risk Analyser, Trading

Signal Provider, and Portfolio Manager), it is possible to calculate trading decisions for

hundreds of portfolios based on all sorts of financial instruments.

For the first time, the financial analyst has the possibility to test and apply in realtime

huge amounts of risk, trading and portfolio models based on adaptive risk-adjusted time

scales in the intraday financial markets.

3.3.6 Realtime Aspects

Up to now we have described those parts of the design and implementation concern¬

ing the business process of trading for all components building the Decision Taking

Application; the realtime aspects have not yet been taken into account. In order to ensure
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FORMAT OF A PORTFOLIO HAB1AOER ENTRY)

PortfolioManangarlD modalZD numofTrdSigFrovidora TrdSigProvIDl TrdaigProvID2...

Modalparama — \ Ham*

with

valualD can ba found in tha initfila for tha valuaa

nodalZD 0 > Modal MEAN-VAR Modal with givan riek

IX

1000 0 2 100 110 0.1 0.9 0.1 0.9 3.0 68.0 16.0 0.4 0.6 * Portfolio Managar 1000

2000 0 3 100 110 120 0.1 0.9 0.1 0.9 0.1 0.9 3.0 136.0 16.0 0.4 0.6 X Portfolio Managar 2000

Figure 53 Example of an initialization file for two portfolio managers. Note, that both

portfolios use the same model (0), but a different number of participating Trading Signal Pro¬

viders.

a continuous functioning of the system 24 hours a day, it is necessary to provide mecha¬

nisms supporting redundancy and short 'crash-recovery' times:

Redundancy can be reached by copying the whole Decision Taking Application to a

second host on the network and by restarting it there in the same mode as on the original

host (see Decision Taker B with copy in Figure 25). In the event of an application crash¬

ing due to a hardware problem, the second one continues to calculate trading signals.

This type of redundancy is known as Homogeneous Redundancy (Douglass, 1998).

In order to support short 'crash-recovery' times we need to save a consistent state of

the whole system on disk at regular time intervals. Time points for the storing of a con¬

sistent state are called checkpoints. After a system crash we restart the system from the

state saved at the most recent checkpoint. In order to store a consistent state the system

proceeds as follows:

First, all ffiyfory-files containing iterative and monitoring ASCII information are cop¬

ied into a checkpointing directory. Here the system stores two files using the

write_history() method for each Risk Analyser, Trading Signal Provider and Portfolio

Manager; one for the ModelHistory-otyeet and one for the RiskHistory, PositionHistory,

or PortfolioHistory object.

Then all store() methods of the objects allocated by the DecisionTaker-object are

called in top-down direction. They store the instance variables of their object in binary

form in one single file (named checkpoint) in the checkpointing directory.

Figure 54 shows, as an example for a store() method, the routine of the PortfolioMan-

ager-c\ass. First, the simple instance variables are stored on the file. For the list of Trd-
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SignalPwvider-ob]ects, only the length and the ID's are stored (the objects have already

been stored on the file through the trd_sig_prov_list variable of the DecisionTaker-

object). At the end, the actual calculation time point is stored and the store() methods of

the related objects are called.

old

FortfolioManagorttstor«(ritz *fil«atroaa){

TrdsignmlProridar *curtradorf

int 1;

2wrlt«(«portOuui*0arXD, «lx«of<lat>, 1, fllaitrMa)/

fwrito(tportf_wngar.ju»a, llnof(ch»rl, HMB.LINaTEJWUC, fllutrwn);

fwrit«(finoftrdsig_provid«rs, aiioof(int), 1, filoatrou);

for (i«0; i<noftrdjig_prOTld«r>j i++) (

cur£rad*r»trdBig_prorid«r_llstIl] /

fwrit«<ft(curtrad«r->trdsig.j?rovidarID), sisooftint), 1, filMtroam);

)

if<f«rlt«<Kcalc_point, »ix«or(Ooubl*), 1, filutxaam) l> 1) <

•xror_*ag(BUIOIt_CAIIT_iatITI_ail_riLI, _tIHI_, IXIT,...);

)l

partf_*adal-»tOT«(ell<struii);

portfolio- >ator«(filMtrvu) j

>

Figure 54 C++ implementation for the store() method of class PortfolioManager.

In order to restore a consistent state the system first copies all ASCII files back to their

original destinations and then all objects are allocated and filled, using their load() meth¬

ods, according to the binary information stored in the checkpoint file. Figure 55 presents

the implementation of the appropriate load() method for the previously described store()

method.

At the beginning, a PortfolioManager-objtct is allocated and the simple instance vari¬

ables are loaded from the file. Then space for the list of pointers to TrdSignalProvider-

objects is allocated. The appropriate object is searched for each ID with the method

get_trdsig_provider() of the class DecisionTaker and afterwards a reference to same is

inserted into the list. After reading the calculation point the portfolio model and the port¬

folio are read (the PortfolioModel-dbject is allocated through a Factory-pattern in the C-

subroutine load_portf_model()).
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PortfolioHanagar *

FortfolioManagan tload(DaciaionTakar *dac_takar, FILE *filaatraan){

PortfolioMaaagar *portf_panagar j

TrdSignalFroridar *trdaig_prov, **trdaig_j>rov_liat;

int i, arr, trd*ig_provlD|

portf_Banagar>naw PortfolioHaaagarO ;

fraadfaportf-jnanagarlD, aizaof(int), 1, filaatraaai) /

fra*d(fcportf_»anagar_nana, aisaof(char), NAKB_LIHOTH_KUC( filaatraam);

fraad(&noftrdaig_providara, aixaof(int), 1, filaatraam);

/* allocata apaca for a liat of pointers to objacta */

trd«ig_prov_li»t

(TrdflignalProvldar **)allocjiain(iioftrdaig_prov, aiioof(TrdSignalProridor *), tarr);

if (arr I- OK) arror_nag(arr, __LINI , IXIT,...);

for (i«0; i<noftrdaig_proridsra; i++) {

£r«*d(fc(trd*ig_provID}, aixao£(iat), 1, filaetraam) i

trdaig_prov«d«c_t*lc«r->gat_trdalg_prOTldac (trdalg_provID) I

if (trdaig_prov NULL)

•rror_Mag(IRROR_TRADDt_M0T_AVXILABLE_FOR^PORTrOLI0, LXfflt__, EXIT,...);

trdflig_prov_li«t[i]trd*ifl_prov;

)l

trdaig_^roTidar_limt»trdaitf_proT_liat;

if(fraad(fccalc_point, aisaof(doubla), 1, filaatraoa)I- 1) {

*rror_jB8g(XSR01L.CUIT_RZAS_rR0H_FILIf LISI_, EXIT,...) /

);

/* allocata and initialisa portfolio nodal */

portf_nodal*load_portf.jaodal(filaatraaa);

portfolioBnaw Portfolio()j

portfolio.load(filaatraam)i

raturn(port£_managar)i

)

Figure 55 C++ implementation of the load() method for the class PortfolioManager.

After getting back into a consistent state, the system recalculates the trading signals

between the checkpoint and the most recent calculation point. Then the 'crash-recovery1

procedure is finished and the system operates again in realtime mode.
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3.4 The Decision Distribution Application

The architecture and data flow of the Decision Distribution Application is described

in a block diagram in Figure 56.

Decision Taker A

Decision Taker B

Decision Distribution Application

A^
Trading
Deskl

A Decision

Manager

Internet

-H Trading
Desk 2

/

I/

m

Connection

Manager u
Trading
Deskn

1

\J

Pager
Authorizer

Fax

Figure 56 Architecture of the Decision Distribution Application.

The Decision Manager maintains a set of portfolios. The information about the Trad¬

ing Signal Providers participating in the portfolios is delivered by the Decision Taker

Applications calculating the relevant trading decisions. Each time a calculation has been

performed by a Decision Taker, it transfers the actual positions with the appropriate

leverage factors to the Decision Manager for all portfolios. A change in a position (a buy

or a sell signal) is instantly observed by the Decision Manager. These signals are for¬

warded to the Connection Manager maintaining all connections to Trading Desks on the

Intra-/Internet. It immediately pushes the signals to all Trading Desks waiting for

updates from the relevant portfolio. Every Trading Desk can subscribe through an autho¬

rization procedure (carried out by the Authorizer component) to exactly one portfolio for

which he consequently receives all trading signals with leverage factors. The Connection

Manager also activates the Fax- and Pager-scripts used to transfer trading signals via

other channels to interested real-world investors.
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3.4.1 Decision Manager

The design of the Decision Manager is shown in Figure 57. It maintains portfolios

registered by different Decision Taking Applications via the method registerPortfoliof)

in the instance variable portfolioTable which is organized as a hashtable. It is the data¬

base of the Decision Distribution Application containing the actual state of the informa¬

tion to be delivered via the different channels. The connectionManager-vaiiablt links to

the part of the application that is responsible for the explicit distribution of the informa¬

tion. startServer() is used to give the ConnectionManager-otyect the OK signal to accept

connections from the Intra-/Internet. The method updatePortfolio() is called each time, a

new decision is available for a portfolio. The database (Portfolio-object) is updated (see

UML-notes in the figure) and, in the case of a position change (the updatef) method of

the class PortfEntry returns true), the signal is immediately distributed through the Con-

nectionManager-object to all interested clients.

1
Portfolio

1 •

portfolioTable

connectionManager

portfID

portfName

portfEntryUst

entrylD

entryName

positon

leverage
registerPortfolio(portf)

updatePortfoliofportf) -

startServerO

addEntry(entry)

gelEntry(entrylD) update(posjev)

hasChanged()

transmitEntryljst(conn)

transmitSnapshot(conn)

transmitChanges(conn)

|

for all e in portf { [\
find entry for e in portfEntryUst

if (entry update(e poa,e lev))

connMgr newSignal(entry toStnngO)

)

find portfolio p with portf ID IN.

in porttoboTable 1

p update(portf, connectionManager)

1

ConnectionManager

Figure 57 Class diagram of Decision Manager.

A Port/b/j'o-object is identified through portfID and portfName. It maintains a list

where each entry, a PortfEntry-otytct, represents the actual position of a Trading Signal

Provider with the appropriate leverage factor. addEntryO and getEntryO are used to

insert and access portfolio entries. The transmitXXX()-mtthods are used to send portfolio

information through a connection.

11 The Connection Manager could be used as well to maintain a connection to an automatic trade execution sys¬

tem
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3.4.2 Connection Manager and Authorizer

The Connection Manager is responsible for the connections to investors interested in

the trading decisions for portfolios calculated by Decision Takers (for an overview of the

design, see Figure 58). The connections are available in the variable connectionUst. In

addition, a Vw/fKre-object representing a thread removing non-active connections, is

maintained. serverSocket represents the socket, clients have the possibility to connect in

order to open a connection. The method run() is called to start the ConnectionManager-

thread; it waits in an endless loop for incoming connections. For each connection an

instance of a Connecft'on-thread is allocated and activated. sendAll() is used to broadcast

a message to all connections in the connectionUst according to the Observer-pattern (see

Figure 30) and newSignal() is activated to immediately transmit buy and sell signals

through the connections interested in the portfolio.

ConnectionManager

connectionUst

vulture

serverSocket

sendAII(message)

newSlgnal(portflD,string)

run()

KIg-authorizer logm(user,passwd)
swftchOg getCodeO) (
case L.OGIN.OK

sender sendForced(LOGIN_OK, kj pwtfiD)
break

case LOGtN_NOT,OK
sender sendForced(LOGIN_NOT_OK)
break

case LOQIN_ACTIVE

sender semJForced<LOGIN_ACTIVE)
break

Connection

connID

portflD

connectlonSockel

sender

receiver

authorizer

lastUpdate

checkAutrt(user,passwd)

togout(user)

sendForced(message)

send(message)

stopConnection{)

runO

Authorizer

passwdTable

login(user,passwd)

Jogout(user)

Sender

socket

message

line_ok

request

sendForcectynessage)

send(message)

setUneOkO

runQ

Receiver
(abstract!

socket

received(message)

runO

7X

ConnectlonReceiver

recerved(mes5age)

Figure 58 Class diagram for Connection Manager and Authorizer component.

The Connecft'o/i-object is identified by the connID variable. portflD contains the ID of

the portfolio to which the connection is assigned to via the authorization process. When a

connection is opened, the client tries to get an authorization for a (user, password)-pair

(checkAuth()-roe,\ho& in UML-note). The Authorizer-otyect maintains a passwordTable
variable containing for all users the password, the portfolioID of the portfolio they can

subscribe to, and the number of views one user can have on the same portfolio. In case
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the /ogmO-method returns LOGIN_OK, the client gets the information about the portfo-

lioID, he is assigned to. If the code is LOGIN_NOT_OK, then the client is informed

about the failing of the authorization procedure. In the event of LOGIN_ACTrVE, there

are no more views available for the user. The Connection-object also maintains a Sender-

arid a ConnectionReceiver-thread supporting an asynchronous communication over the

connectionSocket in the instance variables sender and receiver. send() and sendForcedf)

are used to transfer information via the connection to the client. The difference between

the two methods is that in the normal case, the messages are transmitted only in the event

the line is in free-mode, whereas in the Forced-case, the messages are always transmit¬

ted. The Forced-method is used in the start-up phase of the communication protocol.

run() works through the start-up protocol and then, in an endless loop, from time to time

(e.g. all 10 minutes) refreshes the state of the client (the last date of an update is stored in

lastUpdate).

The Sender and Receiver classes are designed and implemented to transfer arbitrary

information between the server and the client. Thus it allows a fast extension of the

framework to push not only information about trading decisions, but also other mes¬

sages, such as news headlines or quotes coming directly from data providers, to the cli¬

ents. Figure 59 presents the Java implementation of the Sender-class. The ability to send

generic messages via the socket is shown in methods send() and sendForcedf). The only

assumption made is, that the message is available as string in the method toStringO of

class Message.

Another interesting feature of the implementation is, that a thread requiring a transfer

of information calls the send() routine and this call returns almost immediately due to the

fact that in the routine only the buffer of the Sender-object is filled with the information

to be transferred. The act of the explicit transmission is executed by the Sender-thread

asynchronously from the thread wishing to transfer information. In the meantime this

thread has the possibility to initialize sending operations through senders in other con¬

nections. Therefore, it is possible to guarantee a fast signal delivery to all clients in the

case of ten connections as well as in a case of a few hundred connections.

Figure 60 shows the implementation of the abstract class Receiver. In the run()

method, the Receiver-thread waits for a string ended by a newline. Then the method

receivedf) of the concrete Receiver-class is called to interpret the message and to react in

an appropriate manner.

If the connection breaks down, the Receiver-thread imitates the reception of an EOF-

message. This message can be interpreted by the concrete Receiver-object in different

ways. One way would be to close the connection whereas another possibility could be
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public class Sandar axtands Thread (

booloan lina_okf raquast;

String aassaga;

Sockat sockat;

public Sandar(Sockat sockat, int priority) {

thia.sockot * aockat;

this.satPriority(priority); // sat tha thraad priority

lina_ok falsa; raquast falsa;

)

•ynchronixad void sandTorcaddiassaga nassaga) {

this.nassaga nassaga.toStringO;

raquast trua;

notifyAlK);

)

•ynchronixad void sand(Msaaaga nasaaga) {

if (lina_ok) { // tha thraad sand tha nasaaga only in tha casa tha lina is ok

thia.naaaaga » nasaaga.toatringO;

raquast trua;

notifyAlK);

>

>

public synehroaisad void aatbinaOkO {

lina_ok trua;

)

public synchronisad void run() {

PrintStraam out null;

try {

out naw PrintStraam(sockat. gatOutputStraanO);

wfaila (trua) {

whila (1 raquast) { wait(); > // wait for startup through sand or sandForcad

out.println<naasaga.toString()); // sand tha nasaaga

raquast falsa;

)

)

catch (lOExeaption a) t Systan.arr.println(*Sandari * + a); )

catch (intarruptadsxcaption a) { ; }

finally {

if (out t* nail) out.cloaaO/

)

>

Figure 59 Java implementation for the Sender-class.

the immediate rebuilding of the connection line as in the case in our Trading Desk to

keep the line to the Connection Manager open as long as possible.
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public abstract class Rscaivar axtanda Thraad {

Sockat aockatj

Sandar aandar;

public Raeaivar(Sockat sockat, int prio) {

this.sockat sockat;

this.satPriority(prio);

)

public abstract aynchronisad void racaivad(Maasaga massaga);

public synchronizad void run() {

DatalnputStraan in null;

String lina;

try {

in naw Datalnputstrau(sockat.gatlnputStraamO);

«hila(trua) <

lina in.raadLinaO;

if (lina -- null) (

braak;

)

racai^ad(naw Massaga(lina));

)

)

catch (xosxcaption a) { ; }

finally <

try t

if (in I" null) in.cloaaO;

>

catch (lOZxcaption a) { ; }

)

racaiv*d(naw Massaga (Massaga.BOF));

)

)

Figure 60 Java implementation for abstract class Receiver.

3.4.3 Trading Desk

The Trading Desk component represents the graphical frontend to the decision sup¬

port system. It is implemented as an applet and therefore runs as a thin client on the

screen of any computer platform supporting a Java virtual machine. We decided to

develop an applet to connect the investor to the system because the server is required to

inform the client immediately in the event a buy or sell signal was calculated from the

Decision Taking Application (the investor has a high interest to execute the trade as
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quick as possible). Thus the Decision Distribution Application needs an inherent support

of/?H.y/j-technology on the Intra-/Internet.

Figure 61 presents the Trading Desk applet for a portfolio containing Trading Signal

Providers for four different currencies. The first window shows the last update for the

positions of all Trading Signal Providers participating in the portfolio. The Open Orders-

list is there to show the new signals coming in for the portfolio. In addition to the dark

underlying of the window in the event a new signal arrives, the system also plays an

acoustic sound to inform the investor or trading assistant about the occurrence of a new

signal. The signals remain in the list until the investor removes them; this feature is pro¬

vided to bridge time intervals when the trader is not at his place (noon, night,...). After

executing the trade, the investor selects the line with the order in the Open Orders-list

and pushes the Execute Order-button. The order is then moved to the Executed Orders-

list on the bottom of the screen. The Cancel Order-button is used to bring an old order

back to the Open Orders-list and the Update-button is used to request for the most recent

state of the portfolio (a server-side update of the Actual Position-list occurs only all 15

minutes).

ACTUAL POSITIONSATLOCAL TIKE

USDCHF wttri Model

USDDfH With Model

DFHJPY Witti Model

USLUPY with Model

USDCHF Kith Hodcl f 2%

19980811 14 34 Lon

19980811 14 34 ion

J9980S11 14 34 ion

19980811 14 34 ton

OPEN OP.DERS

19980810 22:44 Buy

EXECUTED OXDERS

1.49095

1.7838^

82 547t

147.^91

-0.49 1.20

0.550 9.00

3.2*50 3.2<3

1.790 4.42

1.49830 O.000 1.20

Applet started

Figure 61 Trading Desk applet for a portfolio consisting of Trading Signal Providers for

four currency exchange rates.

This thin client applet presents all information of interest for e.g. foreign exchange

traders; they require to be informed about trading decisions as fast as possible. Speed is

very important for them because the market is moving so fast (more than lO'OOO price

changes in the USDDEM market are possible during a day).
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A description of the main parts in the design of the applet is given in Figure 62. The

TradingDesk-otyect maintains a link to the Client-object managing the connection to the

Decision Manager (client), the composition of the portfolio (portfolio) as well as the user

information (user, password) in instance variables. The start() and stop() methods over¬

write the corresponding methods of the Applet-class and are used to start and stop the

Client-thvead. Authorize() is called to get the user information and to start the authoriza¬

tion procedure. The routine addEntry() is called to add an entry to the Portfolio-object in

portfolio, and newSignal() as well as updatePositionf) are called to update the GUI of the

Trading Desk.

Applet
1 1

Cient Sender

A
clientSocket

sender

receiver

lastUpdate

^

1 1
Receiver

{abstract}

TradingDesk
setConnectionOkO socket

chent

portfolio
user

password

stopConnection()

getUpdateO

restartO

run()

received{message)

run()

z\
start()

stop{)

Authorize{)

pushedUpdateButtonO -

addEntry(entry)

newSignal(entry)

updatePosibon{entry)

m-new Messagef UPDATE,lastUpdate) ^i
i

CllentReceiver

Figure 62 Class diagram of Trading Desk Applet.

The C/i'enf-object manages the socket communication through a Sender- and a

ClientReceiver-thiead; the parent classes are the same as those of the Connection

Manager (see section 3.4.2). setConnectionOk() is called to end the start-up phase of the

communication protocol between the C//enf-thread on the client side and the Communi¬

cation-thread of the Connection Manager on the server side of the connection. Sending a

message from the client to the server is shown by way of the example of the getUpdate()-

routine (see UML-note in the Diagram). The method restart() is used to restart the

communication in the event of a socket failure in the background and run() works

through the start-up protocol for the communication line.
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3.4.4 Pager and Fax Components

The main reason to support a pager and a fax channel for the trading signal and lever¬

age factor delivery was to have the possibility for Diverse Redundancy in the application

(see next section).

Only a one-way communication from the server to the client is available for both

channels. Hence, it is not possible to guarantee the delivery of the signals because the

system can't get an acknowledgement from the clients.

The pager component is implemented as a shell-script communicating via a modem

connection with the Swiss Telecom Paging Center. The Center is responsible for trans¬

mitting the signals via antennas to standard paging devices throughout Switzerland (they

will soon support the new european standard for paging devices, ERMES). We commu¬

nicate with the ASCII-interface of the paging center using a Kermit-script (DaCruz and

Fischer, 1987). The Connection Manager (see Figure 56) activates in the event of a posi¬

tion change the script and transfers the relevant signal and portfolio information. User

and paging device number management is done by the pager component.

For the delivery of signals to fax devices, we make use of the public domain software

HylaFAX (Leffler, 1996). Again, a shell-script maintaining the user information and fax

device numbers makes up the frontend to the software. As in the case of the pager com¬

ponent, the Connection Manager activates the script whenever a new signal arrives from

a Decision Provider for a portfolio and is required to be delivered.

3.4.5 Realtime Aspects

The Connection Manager builds the connection between a real-world investor and the

Decision Taking Application. For the investor, a fast and reliable delivery of the most

recent signals is of critical importance. In the event of missing one single trading signal,

he risks loosing a fortune. Hence we have integrated the following features in the distri¬

bution entity of our system:

• Realtime docking into the system: whenever a new Trading Desk applet

wishes to get in contact with the system, a two way channel is opened and a

start-up protocol is executed (see Figure 63, between time point 1 and 2).

After creating threads for the sender and receiver, the server (Connection-

tread) sends a READY_TO_RECEIVE message to the client. The Receiver-

thread of the client answers with a REQUEST_FOR_AUTHORISATION

message including username and password information. Then, in case of a

positive authorization, the client asks for an actual state of his portfolio

(GET_PORTFOLIO message) and gets back for each entry of the portfolio
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(in this case two entries) the actual position with the leverage factor. Then the

start-up phase of the protocol for the server is ended with a STARTUP_OK

message and for the Receiver-thread with the setting of the flags

FREE_FOR_SENDING and FREE_FOR_INPUT. Now, the client is pre¬

pared to process input from the GUI as well as from the server.

• Support of Push-technology: an HTML-implementation of a Trading Desk

would not fulfill the request for an immediate availability of actual trading

signals. Thus the system supports the periodic pushing of actual position

information as well as an immediate transmission of new trading signals (see

Figure 63 time points 3-4 and time point 5).

• Asynchronous message transfer: we take an extra thread in the Connection

Manager for each socket-connection to a Trading Desk to send the messages

through the line. Thus we get a loose coupling between the Connection Man¬

ager and the connections to the different clients. This is a big advantage in a

case the manager is required to deliver a new signal to all Trading Desks con¬

nected to the system. For each connection, it writes the signal information in

the message buffer of the sender thread, activates this thread and returns to

set the message buffer of the next connection. Hence, the activation of the

sender threads for all connections transmitting the signal to a client is carried

out almost concurrently and all Trading Desks get the signal at about the

same time; a fast delivery of the signal to the investor is thus possible (see in

Figure 63 transmission of a signal at time point 5).

• User-driven requests: the investor should also have the possibility to interact

with the system. In our case this is supported with the Update-button on the

GUI used to get an extraordinary update for the actual state of the portfolio

(see time point 6).

• Automatic restart of broken connections: whenever the socket-connection

breaks down, the Connection-, the Sender- and .Receiver-threads of the server

as well as the Sender-thread of the client are stopped and removed (see time

point 8 in the figure). The /teceiver-thread of the client tries to bring up a new

connection to the server (time point 9) in the background. After running

through the start-up protocol the threads ends its existence and the system is

up again (time point 10).

• Supportfor Diverse Redundancy: Diverse Redundancy is the combination of

different hardware and software channels in order to get a reliable result
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Figure 63 Sequence diagram for the connection between a Trading Desk (shows a

portfolio containing two Trading Signal Providers) and the Connection Manager. The

start-up protocol (1-2), typical actions (3-4, 5, 6-7) and a connection failure (8-10) are

shown.
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(Douglass, 1998). We support the three channels Inter-/Intranet, Pager and

Fax. In the event that an investor receives the trading signals e.g. via an Inter¬

net- as well as a Fax-connection, the reliability of the Decision Distribution

Application is extremely high.

• Supportfor redundant Decision Taker Components: in the event that we use

Homogeneous Redundancy for the Decision Taking Applications (see sec¬

tion 3.3.6), we create the possibility to register the same portfolio several

times with the Decision Manager (see Figure 56). The registration of the

portfolio from the first Decision Taker is interpreted as a full registration, all

registrations of the same portfolio, arriving from redundant Decision Takers,

are skipped (all information is already available). In addition, we make sure

that only one trading signal coming from the redundant Decision Takers is

transferred to the Trading Desk (the redundant signals have the same entry

for the calculation point).

3.5 The Collaboration Infrastructure

In section 3.1.2 we gave a short introduction to CORBA and we listed the reasons for

our decision to use CORBA as interconnection infrastructure between our applications.

In the following we shall describe, how we integrated our applications to get a very flexi¬

ble and reliable realtime environment for the analysis and simulation of all sorts of risk-,

trading-, and portfolio-models in the intraday financial markets.

3.5.1 System Level Design

In section 3.1.3, we identified a combination of three applications at the system level,

the Tickdata Management, the Decision Taking and the Decision Distribution Applica¬

tion (see Figure 28). These applications are designed to exchange messages among each

other using the Object Broker Pattern (Douglass, 1998). Figure 64 shows an UML

description of the Broker Pattern adapted to our case. Each package contains a class

implementing the methods available for all other components connected to the broker. It

also contains a Prary-class which makes the methods provided by other components in

the environment available to the main class. The proxy insulates the client from knowing

anything about the location of the server and from how to marshal bus messages to get

the data. In CORBA, the Proxy-classes are produced by the IDL_to_XXX compilers

(XXX is the programming language used for the actual implementation).
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The proxies of all packages participating in the trading process provide the UfeTick()

method implemented by the Watchdog package. A detailed explanation of this package

will be given in section 3.5.3. It guarantees a reliable functioning of the entire system.

The TickdataManager component implements the getHistoryf) method. This routine

reads from the database raw financial data in tick-by-tick form for a value between two

time points and provides the result as a sequence of objects with base class Tick.

TlckdataManag*nwM | /

./

TickdataManager
Proxy

IHeTickO

i

TickdataManager

getHistoryQ

Watchdog

Watchdog

WeTickO

Watchdog Proxy

ObJectBroker

DeclslonTaker

Proxy

gelHIstoryO

registerPortfolioO

updatePortlolioO

startDistServerfl

lifeTickO

DeclslonTaker

D«elik)nDI«t/1butlon I

Decision Distributor

Proxy

HfeTlckO

1

DeclslonDlstributor

registerPortfolioO

updatePortlolioO

startDistServerQ

Figure 64 Broker Pattern applied for the Distributed Realtime Environment.

The DecisionDistributor implements the methods registerPortfolioO, updatePortfo-

lio() and startDistServer() which are used by a DecisionTaking package to communicate

the trading signals to the outside world.

The DecisionTaker is the main client in the whole environment. Through a Decision-

Taker Proxy it utilizes of the methods provided by the other components in the system. It

gets the data from the TickdataManagement package with getHistoryf) and via the Deci-
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sionDistribution package it registers and updates the portfolios with registerPortfolioQ

and updatePortfolio(). The connection to the Trading Desks is opened using the method

startDistServer().

In our framework we use the Omnibroker CORBA implementation that is available

free of charge for non-commercial users (Laukien and Seimet, 1997). We combine

Omnibroker with the ORB provided in the Java Development Kit (JDK), version 1.2

(Sridharan, 1997) which implements the IDL-to-Java mapping (OMG, 1997). Omnibro¬

ker is used for the DecisionTaking package programmed in C++ and the Java ORB is

used for all other packages (implemented in Java).

3.5.2 Location Transparency

By Location Transparency we mean the ability of each component in the system to

get a reference to another component (possibly running on another host under another

operating system) just by knowing its name. This feature makes the whole environment

extremely flexible and scalable because one can, for example, move a Decision Distribu¬

tor component to a computer with more calculation resources without changing the

implementation of the Decision Takers connected to it.

ragiatarDaciaionDiat(ORB orb, DaciaionDiat daciaionDiatRaf, string nana) {

try{

// Oat tha root naming contaxt

obJRaf orb.raaolva.initial_ra£arancaa{"NaaaSarvica'*);

ncRaf NamingContaxtHalpar.narrow(obJRaf);

// Bind tba objact rafaranca in naming

nc naw NamaConponant (nana, » *);

patbt] - (nc);

ncRaf .rabind(pmtb, daciaionDiatRaf) t

) catcb(Xxcaption a) (...)

Figure 65 Registering of a Decision Distributor with the Name Service (JavaORB).

Thus we use the Naming Service integrated in the JDK 1.2 which supports Location

Transparency. This service is an implementation of the Naming Service specified by the

OMG as one of the Object Services integrated in the CORBA environment (see e.g.

Mowbray and Ruh, 1997). The Naming Service is a component as well and runs on a

host in the environment. Thus, the only thing each component has to know of, is the loca¬

tion of the Naming Service; all references to other components can be received from the

Naming Service.
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The Java method presented in Figure 65 is used to register a Decision Distributor with

the Naming Service. First, a reference to the centralized Naming Service is fetched.

Then, the component is registered with the rebind() method using the name stored in the

input parameter name. This name could be for example "DecisionDistributor_l".

Figure 66 presents the main part of the routine we use in the DecisionTalcer compo¬

nent to get the reference to a DecisionDistributor. orb contains a reference to the broker

which was initialized with the information about the location of the Naming Service. In a

first step, the routine gets a reference to the centralized Naming Service (nc). Then, the

name of the Decision Distributor to be found (e.g. "DecisionDistributor_l") is stored in a

decisionDistName-otyect. Finally, the reference to the object is returned from a call to

the reso/ve(>method of the Naming Service using the name-object as input parameter.

MciaioiU>iatC01inintariaca_C0ltBU>aciaionDiat_var

COXBUntarfacai jffat_z>aciaionDistfCaitBA_auLvar orb, const char *nama) {

// Qat tha root naming contaxt

try {

obj orb-xraaolva.initial.rafarancascwamasarrica");

)

catchlconat CORBA_OMMli)Y«}ia»«»a*) { ... >

nc CoaHaming_NaiH ngcontaxt 11_narrow (obi) I

// raaolva tha obj act rafaranca from tha naming aarviea

daciaionDistNama.langth(l) I

daciaionDiatHamaEO] .id C01uucatring_dup(nama)i

daclaionciatilamalol.kind - COKSA_atring_dup{- »);

daciaionDiatObj nc-?raaolva(daciaionDiatl>ama)/

•art (ICOMA_i«_nil (dacisionDiatObj));

daciaionDiat DaclsionDiatcoXBAintarfaca_COItBADacisionDiBtt i_narrow(dacisionDiatobj) j

aaaart( lCORBX_i«_nll(aaci«lonDi»t)) i

raturn daciaionDiat;

)

Figure 66 Getting of reference to a Decision Distributor (Omnibroker/C++).

3.5.3 Realtime Aspects

In order to provide a reliable realtime environment, it is not enough to have instru¬

ments available for a reliable functioning of each component regarded as being alone, it

is essential to also supply mechanisms supporting a reliable functioning of the entire

environment.

Thus we integrated a Watchdog component in the system (see Figure 64). A watchdog

provides a UfeTickf) method to all components in the system which is used by the differ-
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ent components to send a heartbeat (Douglass, 1998). The watchdog starts a timer for

each component whenever a life tick arrives. In case, the timer cannot be stopped and

restarted by the next heartbeat from the same component, an appropriate action can be

initiated.

Name

Server Watchdog

register T

Tickdata

Manager

Decision

Distributor

get watchdogReference

get watchdog reference

get watchdog reference

get watchdog referenci

life lick |

llfeli

tick |
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life tick |

^ Timeout for Decision Taker A
ihJ

life tick |

life, tick

get watchdog reference

lifj

life tick |

I I

Decision

Taker A

Decision

TakerB

X

Decision

Taker A

Figure 66 Sequence diagram for the watchdog interaction of the components in a real¬

time system configuration consisting one Tickdata Manager, two Decision Takers and one

Decision Distributor

Figure 66 presents a sequence diagram concerning the communication of different

components with the watchdog. In the start-up phase, first the Name Server, and then the

Watchdog component are started. The Watchdog registers himself with the Name Server
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(time point 1). Then, all other components can be started and they ask the Name Server

for a reference to the Watchdog component (time point 2). In the following, they send life

ticks in periodic intervals to the watchdog (time point 3). If the Decision Taker A compo¬

nent crashes (e.g. due to a hardware problem of the host on which the component was

running), it doesn't send more life ticks (time point 4). The watchdog gets a timeout

(time point 5) and sends a message to the system administrator indicating a problem with

the component. After a restart of the Decision TakerA component (time point 6), the sys¬

tem is fully functional again.

This Watchdog strategy, combined with the application of Homogeneous Redundancy

(multiple instances of the same component running on different hosts), guarantees an

extremely reliable runtime environment to test and apply different risk-, trading-, and

portfolio-models in the intraday financial markets.

3.6 Experiences with the Environment

Up to now we concentrated on a description of the design and implementation as well

as the realtime aspects of the components participating in the distributed realtime envi¬

ronment. In the following we shall report on experiences we gained with the environ¬

ment.

Together with two cooperation partners, we had the possibility to run a long-term test

between January 1997 and July 1997 in order to get some feedback on the applicability

as well as on the reliability of the environment. In addition we tested the performance

improvement resulting from a replacement of a fixed time scale with a dynamic risk-

adjusted time scale.

3.6.1 Configuration of the Test Environment

Figure 67 shows the hardware and software configuration of the test environment. The

main part of the system was running in the LAN of our research group in Zurich. We

connected a portfolio management group of the bank in City A through an asynchronous

modem connection to the machine, the Decision Distributor was running on. In City B

we installed a synchronous connection (dedicated line) to a foreign exchange trading

group of the other partner. In addition, we installed two modems for the transmission of

the pager and fax messages through the channels of the Swiss Telecom to test the power

of diverse redundancy.

We started two Decision Taker components with the same configuration on different

workstations in order to guarantee homogeneous redundancy. The Tickdata Manager was
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Figure 67 Blockdiagram of the Test Configuration (Hardware and Software).

running together with the RDBMS on another workstation which was connected through

a dedicated line to the Reuters Data Center in Zurich.

The Naming Service and the Watchdog components have been started on different

workstations. We installed a modem at the machine, the Watchdog was running on, in

order to get informed immediately (by the Watchdog component) via a pager device

about problems occurring in the environment.

All workstations and modems have been connected to a UPS system which guaran¬

tees a continuous functioning of the environment during power failure phases up to a

length of 1 hour.

We evaluated for the cooperation partners in the Decision Taker components trading

signals and leverage factors for a portfolio consisting of the four main currencies, the

USDDEM, USDJPY, GBPUSD and the USDCHF currency exchange rate. As risk-

adjusted time scale we used a fixed hourly risk-adjusted time scale based on the USD¬

DEM currency exchange rate.
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3.6.2 Test Results

The test environment turned out to act in an extremely reliable manner. We did not

observe any failure of a component during the whole test period of six months from Jan¬

uary 1997 to July 1997.

The only negative point worthy of mention about the realtime behavior of the environ¬

ment is the time difference between the trading signal arrival through the extranet and the

pager channel. We noticed that the trading signals coming through the pager device were

between 2 and 7 minutes late. We discussed the problem with Swisscom and they told us,

that they will provide in the future a business pager package which will transmit the sig¬

nals much faster.

As a result of the feedback from the traders using our signals to trade in the real world

FX market we added the following features to our Decision Taker component:

• Support for the incorporation of a fraction of the spread in the calculation for

the paper profit of the models, because the quoted spreads are much higher

than the spreads in the real world markets.

• Possibility to realize a return (closing of a position) at a time point given

from outside the environment. This is used by the portfolio managers to

influence the statistics of their portfolios at the end of a month by realizing a

positive return.

Portfolio Performance

USDDEM-USDCHF-GBPUSD between 19950701 and 19980731

Physical Time Scale

Fixed Risk-Adjusted Time Scale T'

Dynamic Risk-Adjusted Time Scale
, i/

,* A./'
,' TJ, ,< v

Vf-Jv''- u,3-' '« r

(V \ i AvS

V

1997

time

Figure 68 Performance of a simple portfolio on different time scales during a period of

three years.
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We furthermore evaluated the gain resulting from a replacement of the physical time

scale with a dynamic risk-adjusted time scale (see Figure 68). As an example we have

chosen a small portfolio consisting of three Trading Signal Providers operating on the

foreign exchange rates USDCHF, USDDEM and GBPUSD. The models applied are

described in the Appendix and the model parameters did not change with the exchange

of the underlying time scale.

We then calculated the time scales on the base of the USDDEM FX rate. In the case of

a fixed risk-adjusted time scale, we calculated once (beginning of July 1995) a risk-

adjusted weekly time scale out of one year tick-by-tick data and used it as the time scale

for the whole calculation period. For the dynamic risk-adjusted time scale we re-calcu¬

lated every weekend a new time scale from a rolling window of one year tick-by-tick

data and used it as the valid time scale for the next week.

This example shows clearly the improvement resulting from an adaptation of the time

scale to the dynamics in the intraday financial markets. By applying ADRENALIN in the

intraday financial markets, it is possible for the first time to adapt conventional calcula¬

tion models through a continuous time scale change to the dynamics of the financial mar¬

kets and to achieve with this a significant improvement in the trading performance.

By reason of the great satisfaction of our test users with the environment as well as the

performance gain with fairly simple models on dynamic risk-adjusted time scales, we

decided to exploit the potential in an ETH spin-off company and to transform the envi¬

ronment in a commercial product.
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4. Conclusions

In this thesis, we developed with ADRENALIN a very flexible environment which

can be used by researchers as well as trading professionals, risk and portfolio managers

to implement, test, apply and monitor different models in the intraday financial markets.

One the one hand we emphasize in the environment the support of the special statistical

features of intraday financial markets and on the other, the support of the aspects

required by a realtime system to guarantee a reliable and continuous functioning.

After a general introduction to the Foreign Exchange Market functions as one repre¬

sentative of an intraday financial market, we described the methods and procedures we

implemented to collect and archive all important tick-by-tick financial markets in a reli¬

able and flexible manner. The collection and archiving environment formed the basis for

a detailed statistical investigation of the USDDEM foreign exchange rate in the intraday

region.

With regard to the foreign exchange rate returns we observed a leptokurtic distribution

and for the volatility a power scaling law. In the intraday regime, the autocorrelation

function of the absolute returns (volatility) exhibited a lot of significant seasonalities

which had to be removed in order to get a time series which can be modeled by standard

time series models in the time domain. On the basis of the market risk (volatility) we

therefore produced a weekly averaged, risk-adjusted time scale which allowed us to

remove the main seasonalities from the volatility time series. This risk-adjustment of the

time scale allowed for a better modeling of the risk-oriented behavior of the participants

in the intraday financial markets. The variability of the scaling exponent in the scaling

power law over time furnishes evidence of a continuous change in the dynamics of the

financial markets. We therefore integrated the option of adapting to changing dynamics

in the intraday financial markets in our time scale; our risk-adjusted time scale can, in

contrast to other time scale approaches, be adapted once every week to new dynamics in

the markets.

We further investigated the power of stochastic volatility models of GARCH-type

with conditionally normal distributed innovations to model the clustered volatility exhib¬

ited by the USDDEM time series on an risk-adjusted time scale. Several properties of

simulated ARCH and GARCH processes have been compared with those of the empiri¬

cal USDDEM volatility time series and it turned out that there is a need for more sophis¬

ticated risk models to model the volatility in the intraday region.

We therefore developed an efficient method to estimate GARCH models with innova¬

tions following conditional symmetric stable distributions and demonstrated, for the first

time, the power of these processes to model the leptokurtic distribution, the power seal-
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ing law and the long memory behavior of foreign exchange rates in the intraday region.

These volatility models can be used either to directly model the market risk or to further

improve the quality of the risk-adjusted time scale by integrating forecasts of the volatil¬

ity in the weekly time scale re-evaluation.

All these statistical findings in the intraday financial markets prompted the develop¬

ment of the ADRENALIN environment supporting the whole business process for the

intraday trading by integrating the special features of these types of markets in the frame¬

works, and by hiding realtime aspects from the 'modeling-specialist'.

The environment was designed as a distributed system in order to guarantee a better

distribution of the calculation resources to the different business objects than in the case

of a monolytic design. In addition, the distributed system allows for a smooth adaptation

of the whole environment to new requirements by replacing the business objects one by

one with new implementations. This fact is further supported by using CORBA as the

communication infrastructure between the components.

The Tickdata Management application provides the other components with tick-by-

tick financial data in validated form. By using a commercial RDBMS (Sybase) as data¬

base environment, it was possible to guarantee clients extremely swift access to the tick-

data. The framework is designed such that is very simple to replace the RDBMS with

other types of database systems, such as object-relational database systems. In addition,

the generic framework supports the integration of all sorts of financial markets in the

environment. A high realtime reliability is guaranteed with an efficient implementation,
and via short start-up times of the application caused by the storage of meta-information

regarding the state of the application in the database.

The Decision Taking application forms the core component of the whole environment.

Due to the integration of dynamically adaptable risk-adjusted time scales as well as the

data pooling functionality, this frameworks inherently supports the main statistical fea¬

tures of the intraday financial markets. It can be used to implement, test and apply all

sorts of risk-, trading- and portfolio-models on these adjustable time scales in the intra¬

day financial markets. In historical mode, the framework can be used to test models on

historical data and in realtime mode, the models can be applied to the most actual tick-

by-tick data coming in from the financial data providers. Through the realtime monitor¬

ing of all relevant model variables, the user gets the possibility to observe the behavior of

the models in the realtime markets. The realtime reliability is provided by the implemen¬
tation of a checkpointing mechanism for this component which makes it possible to store

a consistent state on disk. In the case of a failure this state can be used as starting state at

the restart of the application in order to provide a short start-up time for the component.
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The Decision Distribution application transmits the trading decisions as well as the

leverage factors calculated by Decision Taking components via different channels to

those interested in order to inform them, with the help of a Trading Desk applet, about

the behavior of the models in the realtime markets. This framework was designed such

that is possible to reliably transmit all sorts of informations to authorized users via Intra-

/Internet connections and it could therefore also be used to broadcast the different finan¬

cial markets' latest prices. The realtime reliability of the component is guaranteed

through the integration of a pager and fax component which provide the opportunity of

supporting diverse redundancy, and through an automatic restarting of broken Intra-/

Internet connections in the background.

These three frameworks have been linked to a reliable and flexible distributed envi¬

ronment by using the naming service provided by CORBA to support the location trans¬

parency for the components, and by adding a watchdog component to guarantee

continuous control of the components participating in the environment.

Finally, the experiences gained with the environment clearly show that the new

approach presented in this thesis allows for a significant improvement in the way finan¬

cial institutions act on the intraday financial markets.
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Appendix A: A Trading Model for the FX Market

Foreign exchange markets are two-way markets. This means that market-makers

simultaneously show prices at which they will buy (bid) and sell (ask) currencies. We

calculate trading indicators via quoted prices from which trading signals are obtained

according to given trading rules (see Achelis, 1995, for a good overview of different trad¬

ing indicators). These trading rules provide us with the trading position we should take.

Reference is made to Elder's book (1993) for a good introduction to trading methodolo¬

gies.

The trading strategy presented here combines a long term trend following indicator

with a short term oscillator to follow the price movements. The price we use is the mean

of the logarithms of the bid and ask. We use a long and a short term indicator to filter out

the disadvantages of both while preserving their strengths on the two different time

scales. The strategy requires that we examine the long term trend first. It allows us to

trade in the direction of the long term trend only. It uses the short term oscillations for

entering positions. Trend-following indicators are used to identify long term trends. In

this respect we are discussing a risk-adjusted MACD indicator which identifies the direc¬

tion of the market movement. The second step uses a short term oscillator to determine

deviations from the long term trend. The trading model allows us to take only those sig¬
nals that point in the direction of the long term trend. In this respect we present a gener¬

alization of a risk-adjusted STOCHASTIC indicator.

Entry Points

Entry points provide the signals called ENTER LONG or ENTER SHORT. These tell

us when to enter from a neutral position to a new long or short position. Our entry points

are determined from the interplay of our long term trend indicator, our short term oscilla¬

tor and our overbought/oversold indicator.

• Long Term Indicator, we have chosen the Moving Average Convergence-

Divergence (MACD) indicator as an example of our signal. It can be calcu¬

lated very easily from three Exponential Moving Averages (EMA). Remem¬

ber, EMAs are trend following tools that give greater weight to the latest data

and respond to changes faster than simple equally weighted moving aver¬

ages. They identify trends by filtering out daily price ripples. Please bear in

mind that trend following indicators are lagging indicators, i.e. they turn after

trends have already reversed. The MACD is an indicator built from three

EMAs on different time horizons. It consists of two lines: the MACD LINE
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and the SIGNAL LINE. The MACD LINE is made of two EMAs. It responds

to price changes relatively quickly. The SIGNAL LINE is made of the MACD

LINE smoothed with another EMA. It responds to prices changes more

slowly. The MACD usually appears on price charts as two lines, the cross¬

overs of which provide trading signals. These crossovers between MACD

LINE and SIGNAL LINE identify changing markets. Trading in the direction

of a crossover means going in the direction of the market. Thus buy and sell

signals are given when the MACD LINE crosses above or below the SIGNAL

LINE.

• Short Term Oscillator. STOCHASTIC is a very popular short term oscillator

among traders. It tracks the relation of the (logarithmic) price to the recent

high-low range. STOCHASTIC consists of two lines: a fast line called %K

and a slow line called %D. In more detail, %Kis calculated, in our case, from

the difference of twice the end price and the sum of the high and low divided

by the high/low range on a time window of usually 5 days. The second step

consists of obtaining %D which is carried out by smoothing %K. There are

several different possibilities of achieving this. We prefer to use a simple

recursive EMA with a standard time window of 3 days, for example. STO¬

CHASTIC indicates whether the short term price movements become stron¬

ger or weaker and is therefore a measure for the short term risk in the market.

This information will help us to decide whether an up or a down movement

will dominate the current movement. Thus we evaluate the expression %K -

%D, as our second trading indicator.

• Overbought/Oversold Indicator: in the aforementioned case STOCHASTIC

is designed to fluctuate between -1 and +1. We draw reference lines at -60%

and +60% levels, for example, to mark overbought and oversold areas. An

oscillator becomes overbought when it reaches a high level associated with

tops in the past. Thus overbought means too high, ready to turn down. Vice

versa holds in the case of oversold. Then we follow the rule: Do not buy

when STOCHASTIC is overbought and do not sell short when it is oversold.

Exit Points

Exit points give signals called GO NEUTRAL or STOP LONG and STOP SHORT.

They tell us when it is time to close a long or short position. We have two different kinds

of closing signals: GO NEUTRAL when the long term trend reverses, and STOP LONG
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or STOP SHORT when we get a signal from the stop loss order or from the profit take

order.

• Long Term Trend Reversion: the long term trend reverses when the MACD

trading indicator changes sign. At this moment we GO NEUTRAL if we hold

a long or a short trading position.

• Stop Loss Order, we use a very tight stop loss strategy to minimize our losses

and to protect our paper profits. It is worth noting that a stop loss order limits

risk even though it does not always work. We place the stop price whenever

we enter a trade. We avoid all trades where a stop would expose (usually)

more than 2%. The 2% belong to the bid or ask price depending on the posi¬

tion at which we enter the trade.

• Protect Profit Order: the protect profit order is part of an improved stop loss

strategy. As soon as prices start to move in our favor we initially move the

stop price in this direction. If we are moving beyond a break-even point (use

0.5% for example), we start to protect our paper profits more efficiently.

Note, we treat paper profit with the same care as realized returns and apply

the following 50%-rule: Half the paper profit is ours and half belongs to the

market. We mark the highest price reached in a long trade or the lowest price

reached in a short trade, and place our stop half-way between that point and

our entry point.

Forecasts of Trading Indicators

The most important aspect we introduced into the trading strategy is to include results

of risk-adjusted forecasts of the trading indicators in the trading recommendations. Tra¬

ditional trading systems only make use of historical price data and do not estimate future

price movements.

With regard to the indicators considered so far, we now assume that the dynamic pro¬

cess underlying the price data may be a linear function over time for the next few time

steps (SchrSder, 1993). We calculate an estimate for the slope and intercept for this linear

function. From this expression we can derive a corrected value for the prices at future

time steps. Then we calculate risk-adjusted forecasts of the long term MACD indicator,

risk-adjusted forecasts of the short term STOCHASTIC indicator, and risk-adjusted fore¬

casts of the overbought/oversold indicator.

The forecasts of the trading indicators are carried out at every time step on our risk-

adjusted time scale. We apply the following scheme to derive forecast corrected trading



rules: We use the average value of the indicator based on historical data and its risk-

adjusted forecast as the new indicator.
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Appendix B: A Portfolio Model for the FX Market

Currency exchange rates can be considered as an asset class with members having
risk-return profiles that differ from each other, and may be substantially uncorrelated.

Like diversification within other asset classes, currencies may provide opportunities to

diversify the foreign exchange portfolio of a currency manager.

Dynamic or tactical asset allocation is based upon the fact that expected revenues of

the individual Trading Signal Providers (their trading models) and their volatility levels

among each other would change over time, and that therefore the optimal allocation

should change. Thus, each time when we get a new long or short signal from a trading

model, a new portfolio allocation is re-evaluated to usually generate higher returns for

the same level of risk.

The usual approach to portfolio optimization is based on the mean variance portfolio

approach introduced by Markowitz (1995). The objective function considers the (nega¬

tive) returns together with the risk evaluated from the covariance of the investments to be

minimized. This must be carried out subject to the proviso that individual investments

are restricted to fall within a predetermined range, and that the sum of these is limited by

an upper bound. In addition, a risk free investment is easily added. Other portfolio opti¬

mization approaches allow for the Sharpe ratio and may add penalty functions to lower

drawdowns and to shorten loss strings. Further preferences of an investor can simply be

added to the objective function within this approach.

In this respect we present a simple concept to improve risk-return profiles for cur¬

rency investments. As an example we track exponential moving averages of the covari¬

ance matrix of the revenues of the individual Trading Signal Providers. Whenever a new

trading signal arrives, the objective function optimizes, by way of a steepest descent

approach (starting from an equally leveraged portfolio), the amount of individual cur¬

rency investments. This is carried out by minimizing the deviation of the risk calculated

from the covariance matrix in relation to a predefined risk value. As a further simplifica¬

tion at each optimization step no re-adjustment of the whole portfolio is performed, only
the investment of the Trading Signal Provider from which the arrived trading signal is

adapted. A comparison between portfolios using fixed leverage factors and portfolios

using the above described dynamic leverage strategy is presented in Schnidrig et al.

(1997).

This method is very attractive from the computational point of view, since it allows

for an immediate availability of the optimized leverage factors after the new trading sig¬

nal has arrived. Several hundred portfolios can be tracked in realtime by using this

approach.
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